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Summary

Michael A. Ellis 

Center for Neotectonic Studies, Mackay School of Mines, UNR 

The following document comprises a critical evaluation of the DOE's Site 

Characterization Plan (SCP). The comments address a number of issues related to 

the scientific methods involved in the proposed procedures of site characterization, 

the suitability and integration of the methods, and the validity of the approach 

taken by the DOE in the context of the NRC regulations.  

The SCP contains many improvements of the Draft Environmental 

Assessment (DEA) and the Environmental Assessment (EA), and fewer 

improvements of the SCP Consultation Draft. An obvious attempt has been made 

to address topics that were regarded in these previous reviews as deficiencies in the 

study program. For example, the activity and seismogenic potential of the 

Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain are treated much more realsitically than 

originally proposed by the DOE, even though published data has not increased 

significantly since the DEA and EA were released. Water is now recognized as a 

resource, and faults and fault breccias are recognized as potential hosts for 

epithermal mineralization. There has, in addition, been considerable effort to 

incorporate a number of alternative conceptual models (involving both cross 

sections of Yucca Mountain and regional tectonic models) into the realm of tectonic 

hypotheses. There is a little doubt that the SCP proposes an exhaustive and wide

ranging scope of investigations for the purpose of site characterization, and that 

many of these investigations have been included by the DOE in response to critical 

reviews by external groups (such as the NRC and various State of Nevada agencies).  

Nevertheless, there are a number of significant shortcomings in the SCP that, 

if not corrected, will surely render the attempt at site characterization poorly 

focused, inadequate, and far more time-consuming than planned by the DOE. Not 

least among these is the difficulty encountered in attempting a critical review of the 

Plan. The 9CP, as was the case with the CDSCP, is overwhelmingly long, 

complicated, and confusing; so much so that it contains internal inconsistencies and 

contradictions, as well as fundamentally incorrect information. This is a view held 

by virttally every reviewer of the SCP in this document, and it belies the basic flaws 

of the SCP that form our~majbr concerns. These are as follows.  

1. The SCP mistakenly approaches the problem of characterization as a purely 

engineering project rather than one of scientific nature, and yet many of the 

scientific questions require basic research programs using yet-to-be-developed and 

state-of-the-art methods. In making this statement, we are assuming that, due to the



unprecedented nature of the problem at hand, site characterization and repositorv 
construction require more care than might be acceptable for less important 
structures. in particular, we assume that respository construction S, "1i:C' nOr 
proceed based on unverified critical assumptions with the belief or hope that if any 
of these assumptions turn out to be incorrect, relatively simple or inexpensive 
inodi-icazios can be n..Ide to cc;npensate for any changes required. Design a:1.d 
construction must at all critical points be based on verified knowledge.  

Because of the above requirements it is necessary to obtain a high level 
understanding of both physical and chemical processes involved, a level which can 
only be obtained by a competent basic research effort to attack the major 
uncertainties relating to, for example, tectonics, earthquakes, volcanic activity, 
seismic site effects, and geotechnical behaviour of the rockmass and foundation 
materials. By all accounts, it appears that many critical problems will have to be 
approached with a basic research effort at the beginning of site characterization.  
That is, the basic knowledge about processes involved will have to be developed 
while the site characterization studies are carried out. Unfortunately, this means 
that in many cases site characterization activities will address the wrong issues or 
fail to address important issues. This could only be avoided if site characterization 
were driven by basic research programs and timetables, rather than by a schedule 
determined by political timetables.  

The plethora of investigations proposed in the SCP represents a shotgun 
approach to the problem of site characterization. And yet the great number of 
investigations are largely unrelated, despite the fact that the SCP is littered with 
cross-references between studies, investigations, and activities. Cross-referencing 
does not by itself make an integrated project, and if ever there was a need for such 
an integrated approach it is surely the Yucca Mountain project. The approach of 
throwing technology at a problem in the hope of a correct answer falling out is, 
moreover, inefficient in terms of manpower and money. If carried out as planned, 
site characterization will be far more expensive and time-consuming than planned 
by the DOE. In this sense, the time-table is unrealistic.  

The approach taken by the DOE appears to be driven by engineering concerns, 
and implicitly assumes that the scientific problems are essentially solved or can be 
easily solvedijis is particulary apparent in the location of the various shafts and 
drifts. It apmA" that the requirements to best investigate the repository block have 
been usurped by the needs to position the shafts where they best serve the 
operational requirements of the repository.  

The site characterization program is not geared toward the discovery of fatal 
flaws in the site. Rather it assumes no such flaws exist, and that given a reasonable 
amount of time anUi money the site will be characterized and ready for licensing.
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2. Results of probabilistic analyses will be of little value since the decision that 

enough relevant quality data has been acquired is wholly subjective. In many 

instances, probabilistic analyses will ultimately yield the hard numbers rcc"vrec, to 

engineering and design purposes. The validity of probabilistic analyses relies 

completely on the quality or accuracy of the data base and to some degree on its 

completeness. In the SCP the quality of the data and the judgment of its sufficiencv 

(close enough to completeness) is to be judged by wholly unknown but apparently 

subjective procedures and unknown personnel. For example, Tables 83.1.8 - lb and

2b relate tentative parameter goals (in terms of an exceedence probability) and their 

characterization parameter to the confidence in current and required estimates of 

the parameter. Levels of confidence are given as low, medium, or high. Nowhere 

is it stated what low, medium, or high actually means, or who makes the decision! 

The SCP states (p. 8.3.1.8. - 24): 

".1 .... the feasibility of planned or potential activities will be evaluated to determine 

if the activities will reasonably increase the level of confidence in the parameters that 

describe the process or not. If it is not feasible to increase the level of confidence, then 

no additional studies will be performed and the site performance will be evaluated on 

the basis of available data." 

This approach represents a significant problem insofar as it allows DOE legitimately 

to halt studies when it suits the judgement of an unknown person using unknown 

criteria. Thus, site characterization will be dependent on the philosphies and 

methodology adopted by the DOE rather than by the investigation program outlined 

in the SCP.  

3. Probabilistic analyses rely on input data that is qualitative by nature and that is 

associated with errors of unknown magnitude. Therefore, the potential errors in 

the probabilistic analyses will be unknown. Errors in the input data - where these 

data comprise observations, inferences, and interpretations about geological 

processes - are imprecisely known and can at best be estimated in subjective and 

qualitative terms. These unknown errors will necessarily carry through to the 

results of any probabilistic analyses, and yet this error is never discussed in the SCP.  

Further errors of unknown magnitude will be introduced by using an inadequate 

data base. The obvious example involves the analysis of seismic hazard. Seismic 

hazard analysesare critically dependent on the completeness of the seismic record.  

In this respect, instrumental seismic records are well known to be too short in 

virtually every tectonic environment, particularly in regions of continental 

deformation where both temporal and spatial clustering almost certainly occurs and 

where the temporal clustering may occur in "cycles" between hundreds and 

thousands of years. It is unclear if the proposed investigations in the SCP of 

regional Quatemaiy faults ari detailed enough to provide enough qualitiy data for a 

seismic hazard analysis. In addition, the application of established seismic hazard 

analyses to a region of distributed deformation may not be appropriate. That is, for 

example, it may not be appropriate to consider the slip rate on any one fault for a



particular analysis but it may be better to consider the cumulative slip rate 
distributed set of faults.  

Probabilistic seismic hazard analyses are still in the early stages of 
development and are being developed in very different tectonic environments from 
'ihat of Yucca Mountain. The use of such analyses in the Yucca Mountain region 

represents a new and untested process. This view is not expressed in the SCP.  

4. The concept of the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake (CSE) is unacceptable.  
This type of seismic source characterization is unconventional, unrealistic, 
misleading, and nonconservative. Prorating slip over a 10,000 year period creates 
artificial, watered-down earthquake size estimates; recall that the recurrence interval 
of some of the faults in and near Yucca Mountain may greatly exceed 10,000 years.  
Moreoever, the CSE is applied to only one fault at a time at Yucca Mountain, rather 
h-an to the collective suite of faults, which may be more appropriate. The concept ol 
the CSE appears to be a vehicle for making sure that the controlling displacements 
on faults at or near Yucca Mountain are suitably low for DOE purposes.  

5. Regional studies are neglected or misunderstood. Geological interpretations of 
Yucca Mountain must be consistent with that of the region. Yucca Mountain can 
not be studied in isolation. This is a further example of the engineering (rather than 
scientific) approach adopted in the SCP. Regional studies of deep inactive structures 
and, to a lesser extent, of potentially active regional structures are either completely 
missing from the SCP or inadequate in scope. Only regional studies can provide the 
background from which particular aspects of the geology of Yucca Mountain can be 
recognized as anomalous. This is particularly critical when evaluating, for example, 
the potential for hydrocarbons or mineralization at Yucca Mountain. Regional 
studies will also provide the data base necessary for an accurate seismic hazard 
analysis (see # 3).  

6. The Quaternary tectonics portions of the SCP do not address anticipated an 
unanticipated events. These events are required by 10 CFR 60 to be defined and 
utilized in modeling repository performance. The 10 CFR 60 definitions of these 
terms seem to, be straight-forward, but the SCP has avoided relating proposed 
investigations to these events.  

7. Who are the personnel responsible for the scientific work and decisions described 
in the SCP? The SCP describes an enormous scope of work, yet no indication is 
given of the personnel responsible for it. In many cases, the necessary work 
involves state-of-the-art techniques and methodology (see #1) and involves basic 
research; the qualfty of this work will depend on the personnel performing and 
directing it. In addition, the decisions on whether enough quality data has been 
collected, or whether a process is sufficiently understood, is wholly dependent on 
the person who makes that decision. Is this person a DOE manager or a scientist?
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Without knowing more about the personnel involved in directing the critical sts 

of research, the quality of the SCP is impossible to evaluate.  

These seven points form our main criticisms, and represent the types of 

general comments which individual reviewers regarded as most significant. The 

remainder of the document contains a significantly larger number of comments, 

each significant but pertinent to particular aspects of the SCP.
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SUMMARY 
REVIEW OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN 

•YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE 

Task 1 Quaternary Tectonics Comments 

Principal Investigator: John W. Bell 
Co-investigators: Craig M. dePolo and Alan R. Ramelli 

The Site Characterization Plan (SCP) outlines a very detailed program of study that 
addresses most, but not all, important Quaternary tectonics issues relevant to the suitability 
of the Yucca Mountain site. It covers most of the deficiencies previously noted in the 
Environmental Assessment (EA), and proposes studies of critical elements necessary for 
developing multiple tectonic models. Although the program as a whole addresses most of 
the important questions, the adequacy of specific studies is difficult to assess without the 
study plans, most of which have not yet been released.  

The addition of tables outlining alternative hypotheses provides much needed 
clarification of the Department of Energy's (DOE) current preferred representations and 
their view of alternate possibilities. However, these tables were inserted into the SCP at the 
last minute in response to one of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) comments.  
They are thus poorly integrated with the rest of the document and require more detailed 
explanation and justification.  

It is not clear that the proposed level of assessment will, or even can, be carried out 
due to either unrealistic schedules or DOE methodology. Schedules presented in the 
current (December, 1988) version of the SCP indicate that various aspects of the program 
that rely on specific studies will draw upon these studies at specified points in time. These 
milestones, usually placed at the issuance of draft reports, require rapid completion of some 
activities. Any delays in specific studies could delay dependent aspects. Also, any changes 
made subsequent to the draft reports could require changes in a whole sequence of related 
topics. The SCP outlines an extremely ambitious research program that would be difficult 
to accomplish, even in a realistic time frame.  

The Quaternary tectonics portions of the SCP do not address anticipated and 
unanticipated events. These events are required by 10 CFR 60 to be defined and utilized 
in modeling repository performance. The 10 CFR 60 definitions of these terms seem to be 
straight-forward, but the SCP has avoided relating proposed investigations to these events.  

There is an apparent conflict in approach of the SCP, based primarily on the 
interpretation of the existing data base. On the one hand, the SCP states in numerous 
places that the present tectonics data base is inadequate to fully assess the earthquake and 
volcanic hazards, while on the other hand there are numerous statements implying a low 
probability and rare occurrenceof tectonic activity. The conflict arises because the position 
appears to have already been adopted that significant faulting has a low probability of 
occurrence, as it was in the EA.  
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We seriously object to the concept and use of the "10,000 year cumulative-ýIdp 
earthquake." This is a specially defined event that incorrectly incorporates a predetermined 
level of risk into the earthquake hazard analysis. Instead, we recommend that a "maximum 
magnitude" or "maximum credible" earthquake be utilized. Based on existing data, the most 
likely "anticipated event" during the post-closure period is a magnitude 7+ earthquake 
occurring on Yucca Mountain faults. Use of the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake 
could greatly underestimate this potential.  

The proposed studies of the local and regional Quaternary tectonics issues are fairly 
comprehensive, but there are some elements of these studies with which we have concerns: 

Although the Quaternary stratigraphic and geomorphic investigations are relatively 
detailed, the scale of mapping to be done in the site area is inadequate for 
delineating surficial geologic and fault relationships. A scale of 1:24,000 is planned; 
for a site investigation of this nature, the scale should be at least as large as 1:12,000.  

The studies planned for the tectonic relationships within the site area are extensive.  
However, some proposed goals appear to be unrealistic based on the level of 
uncertainty known to be associated with the collection of data of this nature. In 
addition, we are concerned that not enough emphasis has been placed on evaluating 
complex faulting (including volcanic) events, on young faulting along the Fatigue 
Wash fault, on strike-slip faulting, or on considering faulting and tectonics in the 
drilling program.  

Finally, the comment is made in the SCP that, "... the feasibility of planned or 
potential activities will be evaluated to determine if the activities will reasonably increase 
the level of confidence in the parameters that describe the process or not. If it is not 
feasible to increase the level of confidence, then no additional studies will be performed and 
the site performance will be evaluated on the basis of available data." This approach could 
be used by DOE to suspend studies that they deem likely to provide unfavorable results, and 
suggests that DOE may still only be superficially addressing the technical data base. This 
potential problem is difficult to completely assess, but it suggests that site characterization 
may not necessarily revolve around the detailed investigation program outlined in the SCP, 
as much as it will be dependent upon the philosophies and methodologies adopted by the 
DOE.  
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REVIEW OF SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN 
YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE 

Task 1 Quaternary Tectonics Comments 

Principal Investigator: John W. Bell 
Co-investigators: Craig M. dePolo and Alan R. Ramelli 

Introduction 

The following comments are related to Quaternary tectonics issues contained in the 
current (December, 1988) version of the Site Characterization Plan (SCP) for the Yucca 

Mountain Site for a proposed high-level nuclear waste repository. The bulk of this review 
was originally submitted on the Consultation Draft of the SCP (CDSCP; January, 1988).  
The comments as presented here have been revised to reflect updates in the current version.  
The sections reviewed here focus on, but are not limited to: 

Chapter 1 Geology 
1.1 Geomorphology 
1.2 Stratigraphy and Lithology 
1.3 Structural Geology and Tectonics 
1.4.2 Seismology of Yucca Mountain 
1.5 Long-term Regional Stability with Respect to 

Tectonic and Geological Processes 
1.8.1 Summary of Significant Results 

Chapter 8 Site Characterization Program 
8.3.1.6 Erosion 
8.3.1.8 Post-closure Tectonics 
8.3.1.17 Pre-closure Tectonics 

Each section was reviewed by Task 1 for scientific credibility, applicability to the 

siting criteria for high-level nuclear waste repositories (10 CFR 60), and consistency with 
established and state-of-the-art knowledge in the area of Quaternary geology and active 
faulting. Unfortunately, it is difficult to completely evaluate the proposed characterization 
program in the absence of detailed study plans, most of which have not yet been released.  
Most proposed studies listed in the SCP present only a summary of the activities.  

The r crent version of the SCP was reviewed for consistency with the CDSCP and 

to determine whether any of the original criticisms or concerns had been addressed. Most 

of the previous comments remain unchanged, but Quaternary tectonics issues in the SCP 
have been revised to include alternative conceptual models (ACM). Although this revision 

has not been comprehensively integrated into the text, being contained solely within the new 

series of ACM tables, it is regarded as a major concession by the Department of Energy 

(DOE). The full r/ange of alternatives is still incomplete, some preferred models may be 

unrealistic, and much additional clarification or justification is needed, but several significant 
changes are evident. For example, the local tectonic model now has no preferred 
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represetation for fault geometry and mechanisms, or for fault pattern geometr (pp. 8.3. 1.8
33, 36). Similarly, the regional tectonics model now has no preferred representation for 

I u.•Ilng mechanism, or for frequenc' and distribution of events (pp. S.3.1.R--I., 43t.  

This review begins with an overview of both the positive and negative aspects of the 
local and regional Quatern.ary tectonics and stratigraphy. and is 'hen divided into segments 
",iich ratx our -omments on the basis of our level of concern: General Objections-- major 
d:saoreemens or flaws; General Concerns-- Significant disagreements; and Specific 
Comments and Questions-- Remarks directed at specific statements in the SCP.  

General Overview 

On the positive side, the SCP outlines a very detailed scope of work for the site 
characterization phase which will address many Quaternary tectonics issues which were 
raised in earlier reviews of the 1984 Draft Environmental Assessment (Bell, 1985) and the 
L986 Environmental Assessment (Bell, 1986). An obvious attempt has been made in the 
SCP to address topics which were regarded in these previous reviews as deficiencies in the 
study program; in fact, one is struck by the effort that has been made to include activities 
which are designed to satisfy our original concerns. For example, the activity and 
seismogenic potential of the Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain are treated much more 
realistically than originally proposed by DOE, even though the published data base has not 
changed significantly since the DEA and EA were released. This suggests that the DOE has 
become more receptive to legitimate scientific concerns regarding the conceptualization of 
fault models for Yucca Mountain.  

In addition, the list of proposed activities designed to assess pre- and post-closure 
tectonics issues is impressive. Although not completely addressing all of our present 
concerns, these proposed activities cover many of the major elements necessary for 
developing multiple tectonic models. The recognition of the need for modeling the linkage 
between the regional Walker Lane system, a possible detachment system, and the site
specific faulting, for example, indicates that consideration will probably be given to a range 
of models.  

On the negative side, it is not clear that the proposed level of assessment will, or 
even can, be carried out due to either unrealistic characterization schedules or to DOE 
methodology. The revised time schedules now have shifted many of the milestones for the 
tectonics progams. These shifts effectively compress much of the work into the last part 
of the program, coming in some cases after the. completion of the advanced conceptual 
design and after the initiation of, and well into, the license application design. The 
schedules indicate that various aspects of the program will draw upon specific studies at 
designated points in time. These points, usually placed at the issuance of draft reports, 
require rapid completion of some activities. Any delays in specific studies could delay 
dependent aspects. Also, any-changes made subsequent to the draft reports could require 
changes in a whold sequence of related topics. The SCP outlines an extremely ambitious 
research program that would be difficult to accomplish, even in a realistic time frame.  
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In addition, there appears to be a question as to how the DOE intends to pursue the 
charac:e-ization program. The SCP, for example, states (p. 8.3.1.8-24): 

"the feasibility of planned or potential activities will be evaluated to determine if the 

activties will reasonably increase the level of confidence in the parameters that describe the 
process or not. If it is not feasible to increase the level of confidence, then no additional studies 
will be performed and the site performance will be evaluated on the basis of available data." 

This approach could be used by DOE to suspend studies that they deem likely to 
provide unfavorable results, and suggests that they may still only be superficially addressing 
the technical data base, as was done in the DEA and EA documents. This potential 
problem is difficult to completely assess, but it suggests that site characterization may not 
necessarily revolve around the detailed investigation program outlined in the SCP as much 
as it will be dependent upon the philosophies and methodologies adopted by the DOE.  
This is supported by the apparent conflict in scientific approach encountered in a number 
of places throughout the SCP.  

Apparent Conflict in Approach 

The SCP states in numerous places, in particular in Chapter 1, that the present 
tectonics data base is inadequate to fully assess the earthquake and volcanic hazards at 
Yucca Mountain (p. 1-5). This sort of disclaimer is consistently repeated: 

"The present tectonic model is a preestablished fault system in which recurrent Quaternary and 

some Holocene movement has been demonstrated and which is favorably oriented in the 

existing stress field for future movement... The present data base allows some conclusions 
about locations and orientations, offsets, relative importance, and ages of movement of some 
of the faults at and near Yucca Mountain. However, it is insufficient to reliably gauge future 
tectonic effects on seismicity and on the hydrologic regime.! (p. 1-340).  

"In general, additional work is necessary to better document the recurrent nature of faults near 
the site* (p. 1-206).  

" It is difficult to assess accurately the probability of faulting because little is known about 
expected earthquake magnitudes or the recurrence intervals and displacement for faults in the 

southern Great Basin, and at Yucca Mountain in particular... Slip rates on seismogenic faults 
in the Great Basin are considered to be nonuniform in both space and time (Wallace, 1985)' 
(p. 1-207 & 1-208).  

"In detwmuhiug the probability of faulting at Yucca Mountain, once sufficient paleoseismic data 
are avauie it may not be correct to assume a uniform stress release model as a basis for 
probabit calculationsy... (p. 1-208).  

In contradiction to these disclaimers, there are numerous statements implying a low 
probability and rare occurrence of tectonic activity at Yucca Mountain throughout Chapters 
1 and 8. t
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' An oudine of our current perception of the effects fromt faiuting is ,nrasented in DOE -') 
and summarized here. It appears unlikely that faulting would lead to radionuclide releases to 
the accessible environment during the first 10,000 yr Following closure of the repositoryV (p. 1

"Even if new fractures formed, they are not expected to significantly alter ground water flow 
cýýndkions because the area already is strongly fractured" (p. 1-207).  

" Because these faults (such as the Windy Wash and PFiintbrush Canyon) have very low slip 
rates, it is anticipated that the demonstration can be made that the occurrence oi 5 cm of 
displacement in 1,000 yr on even these longer, more significant faults is a very low probability 
event" (p. 8.3.1.8-27).  

" During the Quaternary, tectonic and volcanic processes in the Yucca Mountain area have 
included ... slow (less than 3 cm/1000 yr) relative vertical tectonic adjustment ... The effect 
of these intermittent and localized constructional processes on the late Quaternary landscape 
of the Yucca Mountain area has been limited... Comparable tectonic and volcanic activity 
over the next 10,000 yr would likely induce a comparably limited effect on the (late Quaternary) 
landscape of the Yucca Mountain area" (p. 1-30).  

"Quaternary deposits are offset or fracturcd by 32 faults in the 1,100 km 2 area.. 23 of them 
moved 1.2 to 2 mli "on yr ago, four of them about 1 million yr ago. and at least five of them 
during the past 270,000 yr" (p. 1-128) 

" If the average offset per event (on the Windy Wash fault) was about 10 cm, each event had 
a magnitude (Ms) of about 6 to 6.5 ... The rate of offset averaged over the past 270,000 yr has 
been about 0.0015 mm/yr which is "extremely low" in the classification scheme of Slemmons and 
dePolo (1986)" (p. 1-132 & 1-133).  

" The (Solitario Canyon) fault shows no evidence of movement during the past 270,000 yr but 
does show evidence of movement about 1.2 million yr ago" (p. 1-133).  

" Considering the length and nature of this (Paintbrush Canyon) fault, it could have been the 
source of moderate earthquakes (M 6.5) in the past, although such events would appear to be 
rare based on the low rate of movement" (p. 83.1.17-30).  

"... the annual probability for the controlling earthquake is expected to be low (less than about 
10"4, assuming the Paintbrush Canyon fault is controling) ... (p. 83.1.17-37).  

This conflict arises because the impression is given that the position has already been 
adopted that significant faulting has a low probability of occurrence, as it was in the EA.  
One could easily speculate that this dichotomy is one based on the different approaches 
taken by the USGS and the DOE.  

Local Ouaternary Tectonic Studies 

For the most part,-the program outlined in the SCP for evaluation of local tectonics 
is quite extensive and describes lofty goals. This program calls for collection of an 
enormous amount of information. As outlined in sections 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 Activity: "Evaluate 
Quaternary geology and potential Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain" and 8.3.1.17.4.6.2 
Activity: "Evaluate age and recurrence of movement on suspected and known Quaternary 
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faults", the "parameters" to be obtained in order to evaluate local tectonics include; 

L-ength, location, and spatial orientation of faults 

* Segmentation within individual faults 

Width of faults 

Age and nature of Quaternary deposits and Quaternary surfaces displaced by or 

covering Quaternary faults within the site area 

Location, amount, and direction of displacement of Quaternary deposits and 

Quaternary surfaces 

* Age, lateral extent, and height of fault scarps 

"Age of soils overlapping or displaced by faults 

Age of volcanic ashes intercalated in surficial deposits that overlap or are displaced 
by faults, or that have filled fissures within the fault zones 

This information is to be obtained primarily through Quaternary mapping, 

exploratory trenching, and associated dating of Quaternary materials. We consider this to 

be an appropriate approach, but feel that it is not made clear that these goals can be 

reasonably achieved. Several of these issues involve data that are not easy to obtain and 

that usually have fair to high levels of uncertainty (e.g., age estimates, strike-slip 

displacements, locations and orientations of buried faults, ages of compound fault scarps).  

In particular, given the complex, anastomosing nature of the Yucca Mountain fault system, 
we do not believe it will be possible to make an adequate interpretation of fault 

segmentation, at least with regard to discrete rupture segments. It is not made clear in the 

SCP that these problems are appreciated, nor how uncertainties will be incorporated.  

Regional Ouaternary Tectonics Studies 

We feel the SCP correctly assesses the need for and relative importance of regional 
Quaternary tectonics studies: 

"The first important object of the tectonic studies is to describe the location, nature, amount, 

and probability of potential fault movement at the proposed Yucca Mountain repository.  
Accomplishing this requires integrating results from regional and site-specific studies. Among 
the required data will bb 1) slip rates and recurrence rates of movements on Quaternary faults, 
2) probability of future faulting on different styles of faults, 3) character of the regional stress 
field, and 4) probabilities from the tectonic scenarios" (p. 1-349 & 1-350).  

The proposed regional tectonics data collection program is described in the pre
closure tectonics section 8.3.1.17.4. Geological and geophysical evidence of large-scale
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Quaternary faulting within 100 km of the site will be assessed in order to determine the 
potential for fault displacement that could affect repository design or performance. The 
ac:.._es planned for site characterization include: 

"Conduct and evaluate deep geophysical surveys in an east-west transect 
cr,•ssing the Furnace Creek fault zone, Yucca Mountain, and the Walker Lane 

"Evaluate Quaternary faults within ICO km of Yucca Mountain 

"Evaluate the Cedar Mountain earthquake of 1932 and its bearing on wrench 
tectonics of the Walker Lane within 100 km of the site 

" Evaluate the Bare Mountain fault zone 

" Evaluate structural domains and characterize the Yucca Mountain region with 
respect to regional patterns of faults and fractures 
(Evaluate) Quaternary faulting proximal to the site within northeast-trending 

fault zones 

"A (Evaluate) detachment faults at or proximal to Yucca Mountain 

Based on the principle that the regional studies should be relevant to the design and 
performance of the repository, we endorse the activities listed above; we are, however, 
somewhat concerned with some of the planned sub-activities based either on relevance or 
on level of detail. Given the apparent schedule constraints and resource limitations, and 
the fact that some additional studies in the site area are lacking, we are not certain that the 
levels of detail proposed for all of these regional activities are necessary.  

Ouaternary Geology Studies 

Quaternary stratigraphic and geomorphic studies are critical for constraining the 
recency and frequency of faulting at Yucca Mountain; discussions of the approach and 
planned activities are given in Chapter 1 and in section 8.3.1.17.4 of the pre-closure 
tectonics investigations in Chapter 8. Separate studies are planned for the surface facilities 
area in Midway Valley (section 8.3.1.17.4.2) and for the site area as a whole (section 
8.3.1.17.4.6).  

The activities outlined for Midway Valley appear consistent with the level of detail 
necessary for delineating fault activity critical to the surface handling facility. These 
activities include mapping sutficial deposits at 1:5,000-scale, differentiating and trenching 
Quaternary faults, and identifying those faults that have Quaternary slip rates exceeding 
0.001 mm/yr or that measurably offset materials less than 100,000 yr old.  

it 

The Quaternary geology studies for the site area are contained within the 
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investigations designed to identify and characterize Quaternary faults that either intersect 
the repository or that have a potential for generating ground shaking that could impact 
design or performance of the repository. Planned activities (Activities 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 & 

8.3.1.17.4.6.2) include: 

Mapping surficial deposits of Yucca Mountain 

Compiling a Quaternary fault map of Yucca Mountain 

Mapping and analysis of offset of Quaternary datums in trenches and outcrop 
for the Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge, Windy Wash, Ghost Dance, and 
Solitario Canyon faults 

Conducting uranium-trend, uranium-series, and rock varnish cation ratio 

dating of Quaternary deposits 

Analyzing Quaternary volcanic ash 

The outlined study program is comprehensive in that it addresses all areas of major 

importance, but we are concerned that the level of detail may not be totally adequate for 

the Quaternary stratigraphic framework, or the scale of surficial and Quaternary fault maps.  
We also object to the lack of attention given to the Fatigue Wash fault.  

Probabilistic Studies 

Probabilistic analyses need to be used carefully and appropriately, and not be used 

to either mask a lack of data or in lieu of gathering additional data. We have serious 

concerns regarding the arbitrary use of data in probabilistic studies. In particular, we object 

to the concept and use of the "10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake," a specially 

"designed" earthquake unique to the Yucca Mountain site investigation. This earthquake 

was originally referred to as the "exceptional earthquake" in an earlier (August, 1987) 
version of the SCP, but this term has now been removed from nearly all parts of the current 
version of the SCP.  

The Quaternary tectonics portions of the SCP do not address anticipated and 

unanticipated ovents. These events are required by 10 CFR 60 to be defined and utilized 
in modeling repository performance. The 10 CFR 60 definitions of these terms appear to 

be straight-forward, but the SCP appears to have avoided relating any proposed 

investigations to these events; in particular, there is no indication as to how the probabilistic 

assessments will contribute to-identifying these events.
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Alternative Conceptual Models

The DOE has responded in an ambitious and siagnificant manner to the Nuclear 
Regrulatory Commission (NRC) request to provide complete listing of alternative conceptual 
models (ACM's). Four tables outline the current DOE position on preferred and 
alternative hypotheses: 

Table 8.3.1.8-7 Local model for postclosure tectonics; 
Table 8.3,1.8-8 Regional model for postclosure tectonics; 
Table 8.3.1.17-7 Local model for preclosure tectonics; 
Table 8.3.1.17-8 Regional model for preclosure tectonics.  

These tables are the principal new additions to the SCP.  

Although the ACM tables provide much needed clarification of several issues and 
of DOE positions, they were interjected into the SCP at the last minute in an attempt to 
satisfy NRC's request. There has thus been little or no outside review of, or input into, 
the various issues as outlined. Because the ACM tables are new and unreviewed, there are 
a number of cases of incomplete listing of ACM's, internal inconsistencies, and/or flawed 
logic. Also, many of the positions presented require more extensive discussion and 
justification than can be provided in table form. If backing statements are included 
elsewhere in the SCP, the ACM tables should include references to appropriate sections.  
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Comments on Alternative Hypotheses Tables

Table 3_1.13-7 Postclosure Tectonics ACM's (local model) 

Additional Alternative Hypotheses Needed

Model element Additional alternative hypotheses

Faulting rates 

Fault rupture 
pattern 

Rate of 
volcanism

Slip rates could be higher because of high degrees of uncertainty 
and errors in methods of age-estimation (Swadley and others, 
1988; Rosholt and others, 1988; Dorn and others, 1988) 

The north-trending faults move in response to transitory stress 
changes induced by basaltic intrusion 

Differences in volumes of Plio-Quaternary basalts are 
insignificant. The 3 m.y. cycle has a greater volume than the 1 
m.y. cycle, but the present cycle (Lathrop Wells cone) is not 
complete, so its total volume is unknown.

Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed

Driving forces/processes 
A low level of uncertainty is indicated for the preferred model 

of mechanically driven processes, as opposed to thermally driven 
processes or a combination of the two. Does the indication that 
existing data support the preferred model imply no data exist that are 
at least suggestive of thermally driven processes? Or are certain data 
being selectively used to support the preferred model? This is one of 
the better examples of the need for additional discussion and/or 
justification.  

Effects on groundwater flow (volcanic or igneous effects) 
Justification for low uncertainty in the current estimate and the.  

need to reduce uncertainty is based solely on arguments of time needed 
to develope thermal effects; it does not address the "physical barriers" 
aspect of the alternative hypothesis, which could change during a single 
eruptive episode.  

Effects on groundwater flow (tectonic effects/flux rates) 
Comment that "... subsurface effects due to faulting...are not 

likely-to be great enough to influence flux rates" indicates a high level 
" of understanding of potential for changes in pathways along fault zones.  

What studies have been accomplished to achieve this level of 
confidence?
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Effects on groundwater flow (tectonic effects/fracture properties) 
Fracture dilation could occur over a matter of a few seconds 

during a faulting event. Is this recognized? (Related to above 
comment).  

Table 8.3.1.8-8 Postclosure Tectonics ACM's (regional model) 

Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 

Physical domain 
The justification, "regional processes outside model domain 

unlikely to affect site design or performance," is used to argue for a low 
uncertainty in the current estimate. This type of logic should be 
reserved for the "Need to reduce uncertainty," because it says nothing 
about the actual validity or correctness of the model.  

Driving forces/processes 

Same comment as for Table 8.3.1.8-7.  

Internal Contradictions 

For the model element "Distribution of volcanism" (p. 8.3.1.8-45), the Death 
Valley - Pancake Range zone (DVPRZ) is interpreted in the current representation 
as "a significant feature controlling the occurrence of volcanism in the domain," but 
for other model elements (System geometry and Nature of volcanism), the DVPRZ 
is not included in current representations. If the DVPRZ is not thought to have a 
thermal effect on the crust (incipient rift), what is its significance thought to be for 
distribution of volcanism? 

Table 8.3.1.17-7 Preclosure Tectonics ACM's (local model) 

Additional Alternative Concetual Models Needed 

Model element Add'l Alternative hypotheses 

Faultin rates Same as for Table 8.3.1.8-7 

Faulting rupture Same as for Table 8.3.1.8-7 
- pattern 

Distribution of Local earthquakes are potentially complex, 
seismic potential L - magnitude events that involve crustal penetrating structures "it and multiple faults in the shallow crust, and would overshadow 

the interpretation of "moderate" local events.  
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Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed

Driving forces/processes 
Same comment as for Table 8.33.1 

Table 8.3.1.17-8 Preclosure Tectonics ACM's (regional model) 

Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 

Physical Domain 
Same comment as for Table 8.3.1.8-8.  

Driving forces/processes 
Same comment as for Table 8.3.1.8-7.  
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General Objection

( '!u ",000 Year C,.rm.ative Sp...  

The concept and use of the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake are unacceptable.  
Th".sis "*.e f~smc source characterization is inconventional, unrealistic, misleading, and 
nonconfser~a:ve. Prorating slp over a 10,000 year penod creates artificial, watered-down 
".arthquake size estimates. This is an attempt to incorporate a risk factor into estimates of 
-eismic soorces, which we consider an inappropriate approach. For such a critical facility, 
the widely used and accepted maximum or maximum credible earthquake methodology 
would be preferable to the proposed 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake. The use of 
other conventional methodologies (e.g., estimating characteristic earthquakes) may also be 
acceptable.  

.ks defined in the SCP, the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is "an earthquake 
that, occurring every 10,000 years, would produce the observed or estimated average 
Quiatermary slip rate on a fault." It is proposed to use this type of estimate in seismic design 
for the preclosure period. Although it is not explicitly stated as being used for the 
postclosure period, it is quite implicit (e.g., Table 8.3.1.8-2(b), p. 8.3.1.8-8, Tentative 
parameter goal - "Annual probability less than 10" of faulting with displacement over 5 cm" 
and Activity 8.3.1.8.3.1.3, p. 8.3.1.8-84, ".... cumulative offset in 10,000 yr." 

The 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is considered to be an attempt to 
combine deterministic and probablistic hazard analyses. It is stated to be a deterministic 
method, because it provides an estimate of a specified magnitude for a specified seismic 
source. However, it incorporates a probabilistic aspect in that it downgrades the expected 
event size in consideration of the (perceived) infrequency of event occurrence.  

The SCP presents three arguments in support of the 10,000 year cumulative slip 
earthquake that will be addressed here: 

First, the SCP states that the 10,000 year event "can be determined with greater 
confidence than a true maximum magnitude" p. 8.3.1.17-36). This is incorrect, because 
additional input parameters and associated uncertainties are involved in the estimation of 
the 10,000 year event as compared to a maximum earthquake estimate. There are 
considerable uncertainties associated with the estimation of ages and displacements, which 
are used to produce the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake. By necessity, experimental 
dating techniques are used in estimation of ages of Quaternary deposits and surfaces. The 
reliabilities of these techniques have not yet been firmly established. Preliminary work 
using soils development and radiocarbon rock varnish dating suggests that ages may 
currently be grossly overestimated (Peterson, 1988; Dorm and others, 1988). Uncertainties 
in estimates of displacement are also quite large, due to an undetermined contribution from 
lateral slip. Displacemefit uncertainties will affect any methodology used, but the 10,000 
year cumulative slip earthquake is particularly sensitive to variations in slip estimates, as its 
name implies.  

The 10,000 year event methodology does not include theoretical or practical concepts 
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of characteristic earthquakes (i.e., events to occur in the future will be similar to those seen 

in the geologic record). We feel that these uncertainties are greater than the data and 

procedures used in conventional determin.istic analyses of maximum earthquakes for known 

sources.  

The SCP states (p. 8.3.1.17-36): 

"Because large earthquakes occur infrequently, few observational data -are available for 

calibrating the maximum seismogenic potential of indi-idual faults. This is particularly true for 

faults of the type found in the southern Great Basin, where recurrence intervals for large 

earthquakes appear to range from about 10,000 to 100,000 yr. Therefore, conventional methods 

for determining maximum earthquake magnitudes from the physical characteristics of local faults 

appear to be subject to larger uncertainties than for the more active faults associated with plate 

motions." 

Conventional methods may have larger uncertainties in analyzing faults with longer 

recurrence intervals relative to plate margin faults, but this has little bearing on what kind 

of seismic hazard analysis should be conducted for the Yucca Mountain facilities. Recent 

research has shown that short-term slip rates and recurrence intervals are greatly different 

than long-term behavior for some faults. For example, the Meers fault in Oklahoma has 

been the site of multiple large late Holocene earthquakes, despite very low long-term 

average rates (Swan, 1989). The evidence of Holocene activity at Yucca Mountain may be 

more significant than the low long-term rates.  

Second, the SCP states, "low slip rates suggest that the use of fault length or 

displacement to develop deterministic estimates of magnitude for a given fault are 

misleading..." (p. 8.3.1.17-72). As discussed above, the analysis of faults with low slip 

rates (or longer recurrence intervals) may incur larger uncertainties, but this does not 

render the analysis meaningless or "misleading." Recent studies suggest that faults with 

lower slip rates may be associated with earthquakes of higher stress drops and moments, 

(Kanamori and Allen, 1986; Cao and Aid, 1986). Thus, prudent and conservative 

deterministic and probabilistic analyses may be even more appropriate for faults in the 

Yucca Mountain region.  

Third, the SCP states that, "Use of slip rate data (to constrain recurrence times) in 

conjunction with more conventional fault data provides added assurance that adequately 

conservative assessments of the local seismogenic potential will be accomplished" (p.  

8.3.1.17-36). This is a somewhat fuzzy statement, but it is assumed in this review that 

"adequately comervative assessments" implies that the use of maximum earthquakes is 

overly consative.  

.The 10,000 year event is considered nonconservative for two additional reasons.  

First, slip rates can and do vary through time. Recent work has shown that fault activity in 

the Basin and Range province and other regions commonly exhibits spatial and temporal 

clustering of events (Wallace, 1985; Pearthree and Wallace, 1988). Averages and recurrence 

intervals over short-term periods (e.g., 10 ka) can be greatly different than those over the 

long term. For example, an order-of-magnitude difference in slip rate on the Windy Wash 

fault can be estimated by using data presented in the SCP (Table 1-8). From these data,
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a slip rate of 0.002 mm/yr would be estimated for -he last 270,000 years, while the slip rate 
over the last 3,000 to 6,500 years would be estimated at 0.015 to 0.033 mm/yr. It should be 
noted :hat either or both of these estimates could be low ii there is a significant component 
of strike-slip displacement or if age-estimates are in error. Although it is not specifically 
spelled out in the SCP, it is presumed that, whenever possible, long-term averages will be 
used ;,.rt e :o,000 year event estimation. The evidence for Holocene activity may indicate 
that Yucca Mountain is currently within a more active cycle than long-term rates would 
suggest.  

Also, the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake methodology treats only single fault 
ruptures, whereas evidence exists for complex rupture of multiple faults at Yucca Mountain 
(Raimelli and others, 1988). Most large historical Basin and Range earthquakes have 
involved several faults, rather than a single, discrete fault. A seismic source estimation of 
a single fault, such as the Paintbrush Canyon fault, may significantly underestimate potential 
seismic hazards.  

Note on Sample Calculation of 10,000 year event In the sample calculation 
(p. 8.3.1.17-73), an estimated magnitude of 6.6 is derived for a 10,000 year 
cumulative slip earthquake. Using the figures and assumptions presented in 
this calculation, magnitude values can be estimated for various recurrence 
intervals (assuming uniform behavior). For a recurrence interval of 70,000 
years, average slip per event would be 0.72 m (maximum 2.16 m), and a 
magnitude 7.2 would be estimated, using the same relation from Bonilla and 
others (1984). If such a "characteristic" event were to occur, its magnitude 
could be expected to exceed the 10,000 yr cumulative slip event by more than 
1/2 of a magnitude.  

The artifical nature of the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake will make it 
difficult or impossible to accurately estimate the uncertainty or conservatism of the estimate.  
Maximum or characteristic earthquake analyses are direct methods, and uncertainties can 
be incorporated into the analysis. Considering different earthquake scenarios, the 
sensitivities of input parameters can be judged and more meaningful estimates of 
conservatism can be made.  

In short, the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is felt to be a nonconservative 
estimate for seismic hazard considerations of facilities important to safety.  

A seismic source analysis of the site should include deterministic maximum, 
maximum credible, and/or characteristic earthquake estimates for the known and speculated 
sources and probabilistic maximum or maximum credible earthquake estimates to represent 
unknown and new faults. Multiple estimation methods and uncertainties should be utilized 
to understand the sensitivity and conservatism of the estimates. Nevada's historical 
earthquake record also needs to be considered in the analysis. For example, several 
similarities have been noted between the Yucca Mountain and the Cedar Mountain areas, 
suggesting a 193Z Cedar Mountain type of event should be considered in the seismic 
analysis (Bell, 1985; Bell and others, 1987). The 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake was a 
complicated, multiple fault event, yielding an M, = 7.2.  
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The NRC has expressed they believe the use of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 100 for 
the period through permanent closure is conservative and appropriate (Trapp and Coplan.  
1986). Trapp and Coplan comment that, "Appendix A of 1OCFR100 has become a standard 
against which nuclear facilities other than power plants have been evaluated." Two of the 
projects -eviewed by NRC.are the Independent Spent Fuel Storage facilities and the 
proposed Monitored Retrievable Storage facility. These facilities are regulated by 10 CFR 
Part 72, which states "west of the Rocky Mountain front (west of approximately 104' west 
longtitude), and in other areas of known potential seismic activity, seismicity will be 
evaluated by the techniques of Appendix A of Part 100 of this chapter (10 CFR 100)." 
Appendix A calls for "determining the earthquakes of greatest magnitude related to the 
faults." This is also supportive of using maximum or maximum credible earthquakes in the 
seismic considerations for Yucca Mountain.  

The Yucca Mountain site lies within a tectonically active area, with many potential 
seismogenic sources lying immediately adjacent to it. A consequence of this is that 
conventional maximum or maximum credible earthquake analyses would yield high seismic 
design values for this site. High design values are viewed as appropriately characterizing 
the site, rather than being overly conservative. The seismic hazards of the site need to be 
characterized correctly, similar to other critical facilities located in areas with numerous 
local, capable faults. The 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake falls far short of that goal.  

a
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General Concerns

Concern Consideration of complex faulting events 

Considerations of disruptive scenarios involving faulting generally consider the 
possibility of rupture along only a jia" fault. This applies to analyses of both ground 
motion and rupture of waste packages. The possibility of complex events, with distributed 
rupture on multiple faults is not adequately considered, even though existing evidence 
indicates this may have occurred in the past. Evidence from Yucca Mountain (basaltic ash 
in fault fractures and close spacing [< 2 kin] of surface faults) suggests an intimate 
interrelationship between the surface faults and emplacement structures of the Crater Fat 
basalts/Lathrop Wells Cone. Combined with observations of historical earthquakes in the 
Basin and Range, this indicates that complex events are quite possible. Faulting at Yucca 
Mountain might involve rifting and dike intrusion in the lower- to mid-crust, with extrusion 
of basalts and/or distributed rupture across several faults in the upper-crust and at the 
surface. Rupture of multiple structures could produce large magnitude events. Failure to 
allow for this could cause the effects of seismic events to be seriously underestimated.  

Applicable sections: 
8.3.1.8; p. 8.3.1.8-27;... a throughgoing fault...  
8.3.1.8.2.1.2 Activity: . . . packages intersected by a fault...  
8.3.1.8.2.1.4 Activity: ... package rupture due to faulting...  
8.3.5.13 Item 2) . . . selection of release-scenario classes...  

Applicable tables: 
8.3.1.8-2(b); p. 8.3.1.8-7 Number of waste packages ...  
8.3.5.13-1. Potentially significant scenarios 

Concern Study of the Fatigue Wash fault 

In the SCP, both discussions and plans for study of north-south trending faults in the 
site vicinity usually refer to the Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge, Solitario Canyon, and 
Windy Wash faults. Mention is rarely made of the Fatigue Wash fault. This fault has 
geomorphic expression similar to the others, and it is an integral part of the complex fault 
system at Yucca Mountain. Due to the anastomosing nature of this system, inferring 
extensions of individual faults can be very subjective. For example, the fault trace cut by 
trench CF-1 could more reasonably be called the Fatigue Wash fault than the Windy Wash 
fault, as has been done. The Fatigue Wash fault is an integral part of this system, but it 
has not yet been studied. While this fault will probably not control design parameters for 
the initial waste emplacement area, it bounds one of the principal areas considered in early 
discussions of expansion areas (Environmental Assessment).  

For example: 

p. 8.3.1.17-28 RevIew of local tectonic environment 
Section 8.3.1.17.4.6.2 Activity: Evaluate age and recurrence...  
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Concern Strike-slip displacements

1 -' ..... : :z ac.cknowtedlged ,n the O CP .... •-r.?>. :#..:rnhn. at st-ik> 
sLIp -iIcm- n some of the Qua."te -.Fau- ct , rc 3,t be ruled oul, all -sTLmaic.  
oi disp'ace:ne::. and slip rates are ca.scd sciely oa venical dispiacement•. In fac"......  
slip displacement is implied to be rinsignificant ip. 8.3.1.17-58: Technical rationale for 

investigation) even it it exists.  

Although no direct evidence of strike-siip displacement has been recognized, at !c.-: 

some circumstantial evidence has been observed (e.g., patterns of faults exposed in trenches 

along the Windy Wash and the Bow Ridge faults, and focal mechanisms derived from 

regional earthquakes). For any faults that have a significant amount of Quaternary strike

slip displacement, the observed vertical displacements cculd be considerabily less than !he 

net displacement. Since so muCh is being basea on ,,*., rates, failirg to a, cur. for s'"...  

slip dispkicements couki result :[ greai ..y mderes..ated magnitudes aria uspla,....:i 
through waste packages.  

Concern Seismic hazard of the Paintbrush Canyon fault 

The SCP states (p. 8.3.1.17-37) that the Paintbrush Canyon fault "capabie of 

producing a moderate earthquake (M about 6.5) with a recurrence interval greater than ten 

thousand years." Selecting a magnitude prior to investigations is a premature and extremely 
nonconservative approach. A magnitude 6.5 earthquake is on the order of a random 
earthquake for the Basin and Range Province, and could occur nearly anywhere in this 
province, regardless of the specific tectonic setting. Based on what we know of the Yucca 
Mountain site faults, and the historical earthquake record of Nevada, larger earthquakes 
should be anticipated.  

Several moderate-sized historical earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province have 
produced limited surface rupture and fracturing (e.g. 1934 Excelsior Mountains, 1935 
Helena, 1948 Verdi, 1966 Boca Valley, 1980 Mammoth Lakes earthquakes). The 1986 
Chalfant earthquake was an ML = 6.4 event and occurred on a secondary or splay fault that 

does not a clear surface expression. Surface fracturing from this earthquake was 

scattered t:o 3 wide area, was on the order of a millimeter to a few centimeters, and is 

already poor' preserved. The historical record suggests that a moderate earthquake 
(magnitude 6 -to 6 ½) should be considered as a floating or random earthquake, which can 
occur 6n secondary as well as-main -faults.  

The second part of this statement regarding the recurrence interval of a moderate 
event, is misleadiqg because the data are too incomplete to determine this.  
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Concern rUncertainties of values used in risk assessment

Throughout the SCP, there is considerable emphasis placed on the precise 
determination of various parameters that can not be estimated without considerable 
uncertainty. For example, it is intended to use slip-rate values to define earthquake 
hazards. Slip rates normally have a great deal of inherent uncertainty, due to such factors 
as paucity of datable materials or geomorphic features, the combined uncertainties of age
estimates of Quaternary materials, age-bracketing as opposed to direct age-estimates, and 
unknown amounts of strike-slip displacement. It is not made clear that this problem is 
understood and how these uncertainties will be conservatively dealt with. Another example; 
it is stated that determining displacement on faults in the subsurface will be "nearly 
impossible" (Sec. 8.3.1.17.2.1.2), but plans call for identification of faults in the subsurface 
with a "probability of greater than 10"4 for displacing more than 7 cm" (e.g., p. 8.3.1.17-34).  
In the "current estimates" it is evident that values will be assumed to meet the desired goals, 
unless demonstrated otherwise. It thus appears that when data are "nearly impossible" to 
obtain, values will be assumed to be favorable.  

Levels of uncertainty should be clearly stated and carried through into estimates that 
rely on data with large uncertainties.  

Concern Estimation of annual probabilities 

The SCP estimates annual probabilities of seismic events on given faults by inverting 
the estimated recurrence intervals (p. 8.3.1.17-37). These probability estimations are 
misleading for several reasons: they do not account for the elapsed time since the last event; 
they do not consider uncertainties in the estimates; they do not include a sophisticated 
examination of the earthquake history of the source (e.g., if the most recent event on a fault 
was smaller than previous events, this event may have released only part of the stress); and 
they do not consider a random probability of earthquake clustering and contageous 
interactions with other faults.  

The estimates and procedure of estimating annual probabilities used in the SCP are 
misleading and inappropriate for use in analyses or decisions.  

Concen Probability "precedent" from nuclear power plants 

The SCP states on p. 8.3.1.17-35 that: 

"An important precedent is provided by nuclear power plants where annual 
probabilities for exceeding the design-basis motions have been found to be on 
the order df 10O3/yr to 1O'"/yr for several operating plants (Reiter and 
Jackson, 1983)." 
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It is important to place this "precedent" in context. The broad range of "on the order 

of :0 3 vr 'o 10-4i"yr" corresponds to the estimated return periods of probabilisticall,' 
derived spectra which are similar to spectra derived using Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 1,o 

for several nuclear power plants (Reiter and Jackson. 1983; L. Reiter, 1988, pers. comm.).  

"These e ar e 'located in the central and eastern United S raes, were ,:ca-:, d , I -- ! 

the impiimentation of Appendix A, and were undergoing reanalysis for seismic hazards 

Reiter ann Jackson (1.983) report these values as "implicitly accepted by NRC .n recent 

licensing decisions," because these values correspond to the Appendix A type analysis for 

these facilities. The final review memorandum contained in Reiter and Jackson (1983) 

states, "Application of this study and its review recommendations to other sites or other 

programs should be examined on a case by case basis." Thus this report is not meant as an 

ubiquitous precedent for nuclear power plants and facilities.  

Significant differences exist between these central and eastern United States sites and 

the Yucca Mountain site. The Yucca Mountain site has several capable faults in :he 

imrnediate area, and a similar analysis would probably yield greater corresponding return 

periods (lower corresponding annual probabilities).  

The SCP also appears to misuse this broad range of annual probabilities in 

subsequent citations. The term "on the order of 10"3/yr to 10"4/yr" is a fuzzy range, and it 

means the actual values reviewed may have been a little higher or lower than the reported 

values (L. Reiter, 1988, pers. comm.). The SCP uses this range, however, rigidly defining 
goals, decisions, and estimations of conservatism.  

Concern Quaterary_ stratigraphy 

The stratigraphic scheme of Swadley and others (1984) will be used for mapping 

surficial deposits (section 1.2.2.3, and p. 8.3.1.17-94). As discussed in previous reviews of 

the DEA and EA, this scheme is not entirely adequate for delineating surficial deposits in 

the degree of detail necessary for constraining timing of fault activity. The results of the 

study by Whitney and others (1986) on the Windy Wash fault and our on-going soil

geomorphic studies in Crater Flat also support this conclusion; the stratigraphic sequence 

may be adequate for mapping on a regional scale, but the late Quaternary stratigraphic 

relationships of Yucca Mountain are sufficiently complex to warrant a more detailed scheme 

for site invesftion purposes. A scheme should be used which subdivides and further 

defines Swadl.and others' units into finer divisions commensurate with the level of present 
knowledge.  

Concern Scale of mapping 

The scale of mapping proposed for the site area does not appear to be adequate for 

delineating and constraining Quaternary fault activity. Section 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 indicates that
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the surficial deposits and Quaternary faults will be mapped at a scale of 1:24,000 for the size 
area (91 mi2). Our concern is that this scale is not adequate for a site investigation of this 
nature: a scale of 1:24,000 is considered to be a reconnaissance level. At a mirnimum, the 
scale tor mapping in the site area should be 1:12,000. The original bedrock mapping of the 
site area by Scott and Bonk (1984) is 1:12,000, and there is now complete 1:12,000-scale 
aerial 7htoaoraphv available for the site area. Consequently, the surficial and Quaternarv 
fault mapping should be integrated with the mapping of Scott and Bonk (1984) so that a 
comprehensive, detailed geologic map of the site area can be produced.  

Similarly, the scale of the Quaternary fault map for the site area should be large 
scale so that subtle details of fault and related fracture patterns are displayed. The ability 
to analyze detailed fault patterns is particularly important in interpreting the evidence for 
strike-slip faulting.  

Concern Cane Springs fault zone 

Studies of northeast-trending fault zones proximal to the site are necessary for 
constraining the recency and recurrence of activity of these structures in that they are 
regarded as conjugate features within a northwest-trending Walker Lane system. As they 
relate to characterizing the faults at the site, however, we regard the Rock Valley and Mine 
Mountain fault zones as the most important, and the Cane Springs fault zone as less 
important. The Rock Valley and Mine Mountain fault zones appear to be structurally 
Linked to the Yucca Mountain fault system, whereas the Cane Springs fault zone is once
removed from this system. The detailed surficial geology studies planned for the Cane 
Springs fault zone could be reduced, especially if they are at the expense of additional work 
needed on the local fault systems.  

Concern Detachment faults 

An evaluation of the presence of detachment faults at and proximal to Yucca 
Mountain is proposed because detachment faults could represent a significant seismogenic 
source or they could conceal a significant seismogenic source at depth (p. 8.13.17-144). We 
agree in general with the need for detachment fault studies, but are somewhat concerned 
with the leveio4 detailed studies planned on a regional basis. The question of a detachment 
fault beneatb6Yuc Mountain may have limited significance as far as seismogenic sources 
are concerne& The presence of Quaternary basalts in the area indicates the existence of 
crustal-penetrating structures.  

We are concerned-iomewhat with the level of detailed bedrock mapping planned for 
the Paleozoic and Tertiary rocks in the Beatty, Specter Range, Camp Desert Rock, and 
Sheep Range arear, and the extensive age dating planned for the Amargosa Desert core 
complex. The level of effort placed on these activities appears rather ambitious given the 
data necessary for delineating the presence of a regional detachment fault.  
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The presence or absence of a detachment fault beneath Yucca Mountain is important 
for nodeling fault geometry and tectonic interrriadonships, ur,.drstanding seismic potential.  

and interpreting subsurface stratigraphy, an-d scudies shculd be directed primarily toward 

these plurposes.  

Concern Supporting bases for ,arameters 

Supporting bases for various parameters are often not given. Examples include: 
"significantly large" offsets of 2 m during the postclosure period (p. 8.3.1.8-60 and 8.3.1.8

73); a 5 km radius to assess the possibility of sympathetic displacements (p. 8.3.1.17-46), 
even though sympathetic rupture is known to have occurred in response to events at much 

greater distances than this; and a cutoff of I m of Quaternary displacement or 100 m of 

Tertiary disolacement (p. 3.3.i.17-50). potentially excluding Holocene/late Pleistocene
displacemen.s , less than a meter mznd -xcuding the Ghost Dance fault. Since DOE has 
estabiis e7i "goals" for tem,,-selves "hat :*;-cy c faim l provade an acequately conser-;ative 

assessment of the site, they should proVide clearly stated bases for goals and parameters to 

demonstrate that these are in fact appropriate numbers.  

Concern Carry-through of studies into risk assessment 

There is a lack of carry-through of planned studies or activities into disruption 

scenarios and risk assessment. For example, an assessment of tectonic interrelationships of 

Quaternary faults is stated as planned, but disruptive scenarios treat faults as acting 

independently and call for evaluation of the effects of rupture along only a single fault.  

This makes the SCP appear to be an unintegrated document, and therefore raises significant 

concern that studies, even if accomplished, will be lost and not incorporated into risk 
assessment.  

Concern Ash-fall gotential 

The i" of ash-fall potential (Section 83.1.17.1.1) considers only silicic volcanic 

sources in ti Mte Great Basin, even though it is known (p. 83.1.17-159) that ash-fall 

from other (eg., Cascades and Yellowstone) have occurred at the site in the past.  

This could gretly affect the results of probability analyses, which are being used. It could 

also affect the potential particle density and size distribution at the site, since ash from 

more distant sources would probably have a finer average particle size.  

Also, the same logic ag-the 10,000 year earthquake (see above objection) is used in 

the form of a 1,000 year ash-fall. Such events, if they were to occur, would probably exceed 

these watered down values.
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Conc-,r-t input of tectonics into the drilling progam 

The manner in which the systematic drilling program is outlined (Section 
8.3.1.4.3.1.1) expresses little concern for providing information on faults, even though the 
",,arameters" to be provided by the drilling program include locations and characteristics of 
faults. Throughout sections on faulting in the SCP, it is stated that drill-hole data will 
provide the needed information on down-dip fault location and geometry. However, little 
indication is given that the drilling program will be tailored to provide such information.  
The problem is reflected in the proposed distribution of first phase core holes (Figure 
8.3.1.4-1 1a). For example, no holes appear to be located in order to intersect the Solitario 
Canyon fault at depths greater than a few hundred feet.  

Also, no indication is given as to how conflicts will be resolved regarding reasoning 
for differing locations of drill-holes (e.g., it would be advantageous to move drill-hole SD
6 approximately 500 meters to the east for study of the Ghost Dance fault, but perhaps not 
for groundwater study).  

As the drilling program is outlined, it is quite difficult to evaluate whether it will be 
sufficient to fulfill the stated objectives.  

Concern Waste package spacing 

There seems to be a philosophy for waste package spacing that results in the hottest, 
most hazardous materials being placed in the most questionable areas. This concerns 
statements in the SCP that spacing of packages will be flexible enough to allow questionable 
areas (e.g., fracture zones or perched water) to be avoided and that spacing will vary, 
depending on heat output of individual packages, which will vary by up to an order-of
magnitude. The conclusion that can be reached from this is that the hottest waste will be 
placed adjacent to questionable areas, since these will have the lowest spacing. This also 
applies to the statement that one possibility for evenly distributing the heat is to have a 
closer packing of waste packages at the outer edges of the repository (in other words, next 
to the main fault zones).  

Applicable sections 
8.32.2.3 Desip concpts. .. ; 

Product 1.11.3-2 Usable area and flexibility evaluation; 
Product 1.11.3-5 Criteria for contingency plan; 

8.3.2.2.6 -Repository thermal loading ... ; 
Product 1.11.6-2 Bofeholt spacing; 
Product 1.11.6-4 Stategy for containment enhancement.  

8.3.2.2.6.2 Design Activity 1.11.6.2 Borehole spacing strategy 
Aplicable tables 

8.3.2.2-7 Parameters... to satisfy Info. Need 1.11.3; 
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Specific Comments!Ouestions

Comment Age of basaltic volcanism 

Sec:ion 1.2.1.2.2, paragraph 1, p. 1-49; This discussion states that the most recent 
period of basaltic voicanism "occurred from 3.7 to... 0.1 million yr before present." This 
implies inactivity, which is obviously not the case, especially in light of the evidence that 
Lathrop Wells Cone is younger than 20,000 yr old (Wells et al, 1988). Even if the youngest 
eruptions were 0.1 million yr old, we would still probably be within this volcanic cycle, given 

the apparent recurrence rate of these eruptions.  

Comment Age of calcite deposits 

Section 1.2.2.2.10, p. 1-73; It is stated that "a correlation with even the younger ash 

is consistent with a relatively old age for the calcite deposits." This is not necessarily true, 
especially in light of recent evidence that Lathrop Wells Cone is younger than 20,000 yr old 

(Wells and others, 1988). Also, no evidence is presented that excludes the possibility of 
calcite formation postdating the ash.  

Comment Fault lengths and earthquake magnitude 

It is stated that "Because the entire mapped fault length is assumed to rupture, the 

estimate of maximum magnitude is conservative" (p. 1-193). In light of several historical 
earthquakes in the western Basin and Range province (e.g., 1915 Pleasant Valley, 1932 
Cedar Mountain, and 1954 Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley earthquake sequences) and 

comments by Blume and Associates (1987, page 16), ruptures along individual traces often 

extend well beyond mapped lengths and overall rupture zones may have lengths several 
times that of individual traces. There is considerable uncertainty in whether a seismic event 
will extend beyond the mapped trace of a single fault; therefore, assuming ruptures will be 

confined to mapped fault lengths is not conservative.  

Comment no= of igneous intrusion 

In table 8.3.1.8-3(b), p. 8.3.1.8-11, a current estimate of the trend of source structures 
for basaltic intrusions is given as about N3OE. This would be the trend of the Lathrop 
Wells Cone projected into the surface facilities area. An igneous intrusion immediately 

adjacent to the repository block could greatly affect percolation flux rates. Despite the 

importance of this, DOE feels their "confidence" in the current estimate matches their 

perceived "needed" confidence level (i.e., both are "moderate") and "no new activities are 

planned" with regard to this subject.
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Co-m ent Estimation of slip rates

We are concerned that elementary level procedures are being used to determine the 
skip rates of faults (p. 8.3.1.17-30). Estimating the slip rate of a fault for seismogenic 
purposes is often one of the most difficult and uncertain tasks in neotectonics. Several 
problems often have to be addressed, such as: how much surface distortion has occurred?; 
is the slip distributed?; is this slip-rate estimation representative of the entire fault (a point 
problem)?; how accurately can offset units be measured?; have slip rates varied through 
time?: what is the true sense of displacement of the fault? These potential uncertainties, 
which are unknown if unaddressed, would be propagated into other estimates derived from 
slip rates, such as estimates of recurrence intervals and magnitude.  

Comment Use of time/magnitude/slip rate graph 

We are concerned that the time/magnitude/slip rate graph presented in Slemmons 
and dePolo (1986) is being misused to estimate recurrence intervals (p. 8.3.1.17-30). The 
input information used is premature and not based on data. The magnitude of 6.5 is 
extremely nonconservative (see comment on seismic hazard of the Paintbrush Canyon fault) 
and the slip rate used does not consider distributed slip and the percentage of strike-slip 
component, etc. (see comment on estimation of slip rates).  

The graph being used was developed from a data set of dominantly strike-slip faults 
from plate boundary settings. The recurrence behavior of earthquakes in the Basin and 
Range province is likely somewhat different than plate boundary settings. Perhaps specific 
relationships developed from the Basin and Range province would be more applicable for 
use at the Yucca Mountain site.  

The value estimated- "50,000"-- for these input parameters (M6.5, 0.01 mm/yr) is 
technically misestimated from the graph. The corresponding value to these input 
parameters from the graph is 40,000.  

Question 1.000 year period in fault analysis 

Where does the widespread use of a 1,000 yr period for faulting come from? Is there 
a basis-specifically stated for deviating from the 10,000 year period? Might not the 1,000
10,000 year period be more-critical, since the waste will have cooled, allowing more 
groundwater to reach the packages? 
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Ouestion Lg=

What is the level of confidence that the air gap (Sec. 8.4.3.2.4) will be maintained, 
allowing 7 cm of slip to be accommodated before rupturing the packages? Significant 
spalling seems likely, given the high temperatures imposed by the waste and the vibratory 
ground motion that would accompany a near-field seismic event.  

Question Folding or distributed shear 

Why do all the discussions of "folding or deformation from distributed shear" drop 
consideration of the latter in current estimates (i.e., "folding has not occurred in the last 10 
million years"), when we know that deformation from distributed shear has occurred? (For 
example; Table 83.1.8-2(b), p. 8.3.1.8-8).  
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Summary

The SCP outlines a very detailed scope of work which addresses most, but not ail.  
important Quaternary tectonics issues relevant to the suitability of the Yucca Mountain site.  
On the positive side, the SCP covers nearly all of the deficiencies noted in the DEA and 
EA, and it proposes studies of critical elements necessary for developing multiple tectonic 
models. On the negative side, it is not clear whether the proposed level of investigation 
will, or can, be carried out. There is an apparent conflict in approach based primarily on 
the interpretation of the existing data base; on the one hand, the SCP indicates that much 
data needs to be collected before assessing fault hazards, while on the other hand it also 
indicates that anticipated hazard is expected to be low.  

We seriously object to the concept and use of the "10,000 year cumulative-slip 
earthquake." This methodology incorrectly incorporates a predetermined level of risk into 
the earthquake hazard analysis. Instead, we recommend that a maximum magnitude, 
maximum credible, and/or characteristic earthquake methodology be utilized. Based on 
existing data, the most likely "anticipated event" is a magnitude 7 + earthquake occurring on 
Yucca Mountain faults during the post-closure period.  

The proposed studies of the local and regional Quaternary tectonics issues are fairly 
comprehensive, but there are several elements of these studies with which we have concerns.  

Although the Quaternary stratigraphic and geomorphic investigations are relatively 
detailed, the scale of mapping to be done in the site area is inadequate for delineating 
surficial geologic and fault relationships. A scale of 1:24,000 is planned; for a site 
investigation of this nature, the scale should be at least 1:12,000.  

The studies planned for the fault and tectonic relationships within the site area are 
extensive. However, some proposed goals appear to be unrealistic based on the level of 
uncertainty known to be associated with the collection of data of this nature. In addition, 
we are concerned that not enough emphasis has been placed on considering complex 
faulting (including volcanic) events, on young faulting along the Fatigue Wash fault, on 
strike-slip faulting, or on considering faulting and tectonics in the drilling program.  

The regional Quaternary tectonic studies are also comprehensive, but we are 
concerned that a couple of the planned activities may be too detailed given the resource and 
time constraints of the characterization program. Based on the principle that the regional 
studies should bo relevant to the design and performance of the repository, we question the 
need for dA study of the Cane Springs fault zone and the need for the ambitious 
program ourned for detachment faulting.  
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Principal Recommendations

" The use of the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake should be abandoned and 
maximum or maximum credible earthquakes used in the seismic hazard analysis.  
Based on existing information, we feel that a reasonably conservative seismic analysis 
will include a large magnitude earthquake, with complex, distributed rupture, similar 
to the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake (M,=7.2), as an "anticipated event".  

" A study of the Fatigue Wash fault should be initiated.  

* Mapping of Quaternary deposits and faults in the site vicinity should be done at a 

scale of at least 1:12,000.
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unre:aiiWuc, misleading, and nonconservative. Prorating slip over a 10.000 vear 

period crcates artificial, watered-down earthquake size estimates. This is an 

attempt to incorporate a risk factor into estimates of seismic sources, which we 
consider an inappropriate approach. For such a critical facility, the widely used and 

accepted maximum or maximum credible earthquake methodology would be 
preferable to the proposed 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake. The use of 

other conventional methodologies (e.g., estimating characteristic earthquakes) may 
also be acceptable.  

As detined in the SCP, the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is "an 

earthquake that, occurring every 10,000 years, would produce the observed or 

estimated average Quaternary slip rate on a fault." It is proposed to use this type 

of estimate in seismic design for the preclosure period. Although it is not explicitly 
stated as being used for the postclosure period, it is quite implicit (e.g., Table 

8.3.1.8-2(b), p. 8.3.1.8-8, Tentative parameter goal - "Annual probability less than 

10.4 of faulting with displacement over 5 cm" and Activity 83.1.8.3.13, p. 83.1.8
84, ... cumulative offset in 10,000 yr." 

The 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is considered to be an attempt 

to combine deterministic and probablistic hazard analyses. It is stated to be a 

deterministic method, because it provides an estimate of a specified magnitude for 
a specified seismic source. However, it incorporates a probabilistic aspect in that 
it downgrades the expected event size in consideration of the (perceived) 
infrequency of event occurrence.  
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Section The SCP presents three arguments in support of the 10,000 year cumulative 

8.3.1.17.3.1.2. slip earthquake that will be addressed here: 

First, the SCP states that the 10,000 year event "can be determined with 
greater confidence than a true maximum magnitude" p. 8.3.1.17-36). This is 
incorrect, because additional input parameters and associated uncertainties are 
involved in the estimation of the 10,000 year event as compared to a maximum 
earthquake estimate. There are considerable uncertainties associated with the 
estimation of ages and displacements, which are used to produce the 10,000 year 
cumulative slip earthquake. By necessity, experimental dating techniques are used 
in estimation of ages of Quaternary deposits and surfaces. The reliabilities of these 
techniques have not yet been firmly established. Preliminary work using soils 
development and radiocarbon rock varnish dating suggests that ages may currently 
be grossly overestimated (Peterson, 1988; Dorn and others, 1988). Uncertainties 
in estimhtes of displacement are also quite large, due to an undetermined 
contribution from lateral slip. Displacement uncertainties will affect any 
methodology used, but the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is particularly 
sensitive to variations in slip estimates, as its name implies.  

The 10,000 year event methodology does not include theoretical or practical 
concepts of characteristic earthquakes (Le., events to occur in the future will be 
similar to those seen in the geologic record). We feel that these uncertainties are 
greater than the data and procedures used in conventional deterministic analyses 
of maximum earthquakes for known sources.  
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Section The SCP states (p. 8.3.1.17-36): 

8.3.1.17.3..1.2.. "Because large earthquakes occur infrequently, iJew observational data 
are available for calibrating the maximum scismogenic potential of 
individual faults. This is particularly true for faults of the type found 
in the southern Great Basin, where recurrence intervals for large 
earthquakes appear to range from about 10,000 to 100,000 yr.  
Therefore, conventional methods for determining maximum 
earthquake magnitudes from the physical characteristics .i local faults 
appear to be subject to larger uncertainties than for the more active 
faults issociated with plate motions." 

Conventional methods may have larger uncertainties in analyzing faults with longer 
recurrence intervals relative to plate margin faults, but this has little bearing on 
what kind of seismic hazard analysis should be conducted for the Yucca Mountain 
facilities. Recent research has shown that short-term slip rates and recurrence 
intervals are greatly different than long-term behavior for some faults. For 
example, the Meers fault in Oklahoma has been the site of multiple large late 
Holocene earthquakes, despite very low long-term average rates (Swan, 1989). The 
evidence of Holocene activity at Yucca Mountain may be more significant than the 
low long-term rates.  

Second, the SCP states, "low slip rates suggest that the use of fault length or 
displacement to develop deterministic estimates of magnitude for a given fault are 
misleading..." (p. 83.1.17-72). As discussed above, the analysis of faults with low 
slip rates (or longer recurrence intervals) may incur larger uncertainties, but this 
does not render the analysis meaningless or "misleading." Recent studies suggest 
that faults with lower slip rates may be associated with earthquakes of higher stress 
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drops and moments, (Kanamori and Allen, 1986; Cao and Aki, 1986). Thus, 
Section prudent and conservative deterministic and probabilistic analyses may be even more 

8.3.1.17.3.1.2. appropriate for faults in the Yucca Mountain region.  

Third, the SCP states that, "Use of slip rate data (to constrain recurrence 
times) in conjunction with more conventional fault data provides added assurance 
that adequately conservative assessments of the local seismogenic potential will be 
accomplished" (p. 8.3.1.17-36). This is a somewhat fuzzy statement, but it is 
assumed in this review that "adequately conservative assessments" implies that the 
use of maximum earthquakes is overly conservative.  

The 10,000 year event is considered nonconservative for two additional 
reasons. First, slip rates can and do vary through time. Recent work has shown 
that fault activity in the Basin and Range province and other regions commonly 
exhibits spatial and temporal clustering of events (Wallace, 1985; Pearthree and 
Wallace, 1988). Averages and recurrence intervals over short-term periods (e.g., 
10 ka) can be greatly different than those over the long term. For example, an 
order-of-magnitude difference in slip rate on the Windy Wash fault can be 
estimated by using data presented in the SCP (Table 1-8). From these data, a slip 
rate of 0.002 mm/yr would be estimated for the last 270,000 years, while the slip 
rate over the last 3,000 to 6,500 years would be estimated at 0.015 to 0.033 mm/yr.  
It should be noted that either or both of these estimates could be low if there is a 
significant component of strike-slip displacement or if age-estimates are in error.  
Although it is not specifically spelled out in the SCP, it is presumed that, whenever 
possi'ble, long-term averages will be used in the 10,000 year event estimation. The 
evidence for Holocene activity may indicate that Yucca Mountain is currently within 
a more active cycle than long-term rates would suggest.  
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Also, the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake methodology treats only 

Section single fault ruptures, whereas evidence exists for complex rupture of multiple faultsi 

8.3.1.17.3.1.2. at Yucca Mountain (Rameli and others. 1988). Most large historical Basin andl 

Range earthquakes have involked several faults, rather than a single, discrete fault.  

A seismic source estimation of a single fault, such as the Paintbrush Canyon fault, 

may significantly underestimate potential seismic hazards.  

Note on Samtle Calculation of 10.000 year event In the sample 
calculation (p. 83.1.17-73), an estimated magnitude of 6.6 is derived 

for a 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake. Using the figures and 

assumptions presented in this calculation, magnitude values can be 

estimated for various recurrence intervals (assuming uniform 
behavior). For a recurrence interval of 70,000 years, average slip per 

event would be 0.72 m (maximum 2.16 m), and a magnitude 7.2 would 

be estimated, using the same relation from Bonilla and others (1984).  

If such a "characteristic" event were to occur, its magnitude could be 
expected to exceed the 10,000 yr cumulative slip event by more than 
1/2 of a magnitude.  

The artifical nature of the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake will make 
it difficult or impossible to accurately estimate the uncertainty or conservatism of 
the estimate. Maximum or characteristic earthquake analyses are direct methods, 

and uncertainties can be incorporated into the analysis. Considering different 
earthquake scenarios, the sensitivities of input parameters can be judged and more 
meaningful estimates of conservatism can be made.  
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In short, the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is felt to be a 
Section nonconservative estimate for seismic hazard considerations of facilities important 
8.3.1.17.3.1.2. to safety.  

A seismic source analysis of the site should include deterministic maximum, 
maximum credible, and/or characteristic earthquake estimates for the known and 
speculated sources and probabilistic maximum or maximum credible earthquake 
estimates to represent unknown and new faults. Multiple estimation methods and 
uncertainties should be utilized to understand the sensitivity and conservatism of 
the estimates. Nevada's historical earthquake record also needs to be considered 
in the analysis. For example, several similarities have been noted between the 
Yucca Mountain and the Cedar Mountain areas, suggesting a 1932 Cedar Mountain 
type of event should be considered in the seismic analysis (Bell, 1985; Bell and 
others, 1987). The 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake was a complicated, multiple 
fault event, yielding an M. = 7.2.  

The NRC has expressed they believe the use of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 
100 for the period through permanent closure is conservative and appropriate 
(Trapp and Coplan, 1986). Trapp and Coplan comment that, "Appendix A of 
10CFR100 has become a standard against which nuclear facilities other than power 
plants have been evaluated." Two of the projects reviewed by NRC are the 
Independent Spent Fuel Storage facilities and the proposed Monitored Retrievable 
Storage facility. Thes facilities are regulated by 10 CFR Part 72, which states 
"west of the Rocky Mountain front (west of approximately 1040 west longtitude), 
and in other areas of known potential seismic activity, seismicity will be evaluated 
by the techniques of Appendix A of Part 100 of this chapter (10 CFR 100)." 
Appendix A calls for "determinin the earthquakes of greatest magnitude related 
to the faults." Thi is also supportive of using maximum or waimum credible 
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earthquakes in the seismic considerations for Yucca Mountain.  Section 
8.3.1.17.3.1.2. The Yucca Mountain site lies within a tectonically active area, with many 

potential seismogenic sourccs lying immediately adjacent to it. A consequence of 
this is that conventional maximum or maximum credible earthquake analyses would 
yield high seismic design values for this site. High design values are viewed as 
appropriately characterizing the site, rather than being overly conservative. The 
seismic hazards of the site need to be characterized correctly, similar to other 
critical facilities located in areas with numerous local, capable faults. The 10,000 
year cumulative slip earthquake falls far short of that goal.  
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Pg. 8.3.1.8-27 Consideration of complex faulting events 
Sec. 8.3.1.8.2.1.2 
Sec. 8.3.1.8.2.1.4 Considerations of disruptive scenarios involving faulting 
Sec. 8.3.5.13 generally consider the possibility of rupture along only a single 

fault. This applies to analyses of both ground motion and rupture 
of waste packages. The possibility of complex events, with 
distributed rupture on multiple faults is not adequately considered, 
even though existing evidence indicates this may have occurred in 
the past. Evidence from Yucca Mountain (basaltic ash in fault 
fractures and close spacing [ < 2 kim] of surface faults) suggests an 
intimate interrelationship between the surface faults and 
emplacement structures of the Crater Flat basalts/Lathrop Wells 
Cone. -Combined with observations of historical earthquakes in 
the Basin and Range, this indicates that complex events are quite 
possible. Faulting at Yucca Mountain might involve rifting and 
dike intrusion in the lower- to mid-crust, with extrusion of basalts 
and/or distributed rupture across several faults in the upper-crust 
and at the surface. Rupture of multiple structures could produce 
large magnitude events. Failure to allow for this could cause the 
effects of seismic events to be seriously underestimated.  
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-28 Study of the Fatigue Wash fault 
S. 8.3.1.17.4.6.2 

In the SCP, both discussions and plans for study of north
south trending faults in the site vicinity usually refer to the 
Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge, Solitario Canyon, and Windy 
Wash faults. Mention is rarely made of the Fatigue Wash fault.  
This fault has geomorphic expression similar to the others, and it 
is an integral part of the complex fault system at Yucca Mountain.  
Due to the anastomosing nature of this system, inferring extensions 
of individual faults can be very subjective. For example, the fault 
trace cut by trench CF-1 could more reasonably be called the 
Fatigue-Wash fault than the Windy Wash fault, as has been done.  
The Fitigue Wash fault is an integral part of this system, but it 
has not yet been studied. While this fault will probably not control 
design parameters for the initial waste emplacement area, it 
bounds one of the principal areas considered in early discussions 
of expansion areas (Environmental Assessment).  
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-37 Estimation of annual probabilities 

The SCP estimates annual probabilities of seismic events on 
given faults by inverting the estimated recurrence intervals (p.  
8.3.1.17-37). These probability estimations are misleading for 
several reasons: they do not account for the elapsed time since the 
last event; they do not consider uncertainties in the estimates; they 
do not include a sophisticated examination of the earthquake 
history of the source (e.g., if the most recent event on a fault was 
smaller than previous events, this event may have released only 
part of the stress); and they do not consider a random probability 
of earthquake clustering and contageous interactions with other 
faults. 

The estimates and procedure of estimating annual 
probabilities used in the SCP are misleading and inappropriate for 
use in analyses or decisions.  
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S. 8.3.1.17.2.1.2 Uncertainties of values used in risk assessment 

Pg. 8.3.1.17-34 Throughout the SCP, there is considerable emphasis placed on the precise 

determination of various parameters that can not be estimated without 
considerable uncertainty. For example, it is intended to use slip-rate values to 
define earthquake hazards. Slip rates normally have a great deal of inherent 
uncertainty, due to such factors as paucity of datable materials or geomorphic 
features, the combined uncertainties of age-estimates of Quaternary materials, 
age-bracketing as opposed to direct age-estimates, and unknown amounts of 
strike-slip displacement. It is not made clear that this problem is understood and 
how these uncertainties will be conservatively dealt with. Another example; it is 
stated that determining displacement on faults in the subsurface will be "nearly 
impossible" (Sec. 8.3.1.17.2.1.2), but plans call f~r identification of faults in the 
subsurface with a "probability of greater than 10" for displacing more than 7 cm" 
(e.g., p. 8.3.1.17-34). In the *current estimates" it is evident that values will be 
assumed to meet the desired goals, unless demonstrated otherwise. It thus 
appears that when data are "nearly impossible" to obtain, values will be assumed 
to be favorable.  

Levels of uncertainty should be dearly stated and carried through into 
estimates that rely on data with large uncertainties.  
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-37 Seismic hazard of the Paintbrush Canyon fault 

The SCP states that the Paintbrush Canyon fault "may be capable of 
producing a moderate earthquake (M about 6.5) with a recurrence interval 
greater than ten thousand years." Selecting a magnitude prior to investigations 
is a premature and extremely nonconservative approach. A magnitude 6.5 
earthquake is on the order of a random earthquake for the Basin and Range 
Province, and could occur nearly anywhere in this province, regardless of the 
specific tectonic setting. Based on what we know of the Yucca Mountain site 
faults, and the historical earthquake record of Nevada, larger earthquakes should 
be anticipated.  

Several moderate-sized historical earthquakes in the Basin and Range 
Province-havq produced limited surface rupture and fracturing (e.g. 1934 Excelsior 
Mountains, 1935 Helena, 1948 Verdi, 1966 Boca Valley, 1980 Mammoth Lakes 
earthquakes). The 1986 Chalfant earthquake was an ML = 6 .4 event and occurred 
on a secondary or splay fault that does not have a dear surface expression.  
Surface fracturing from this earthquake was scattered over a wide area, was on 
the order of a miimeter to a few centimeters, and is already poorly preserved.  
The historical record suggests that a moderate earthquake (magnitude 6 to 6 ½) 
should be considered as a floating or random earthquake, which can occur on 
secondary as well as main faults.  

The second part of this statement regarding the recurrence interval of a 
moderate event, is misleading because the data are too incomplete to determine 
this.  
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-30 Strike-slip displacements 
Pg. 8.3.1.17-58 

Even though it is acknowledged in the SCP that strike-slip 
displacements on some of the Quaternary faults can not yet be 
ruled out, all estimates of displacements and slip rates are based 
solely on vertical displacements. In fact, strike-slip displacement 
is implied to be insignificant even if it exists.  

Although no direct evidence of strike-slip displacement has 
been recognized, at least some circumstantial evidence has been 
observed (e.g., patterns of faults exposed in trenches along the 
Windy Wash and the Bow Ridge faults, and focal mechanisms 
derivedt from regional earthquakes). For any faults that have a 
significant amount of Quaternary strike-slip displacement, the 
observed vertical displacements could be considerably less than the 
net displacement. Since so much is being based on slip rates, 
failing to account for strike-slip displacements could result in 
greatly underestimated magnitudes and displacements through 
waste packages.  
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-35 Probability "precedent" from nuclear power plants 

The SCP states on p. 8.3.1.17-35 that: 

"An important precedent is provided by nuclear power plants where 
annual probabilities for exceeding the design-basis motions have 
been found to be on the order of 10".3/yr to 10 4 /yr for several 
operating plants (Reiter and Jackson, 1983).* 

It is important to place this "precedent" in context. The 
broad range of "on the order of 10"3/yr to 10-4/yr" corresponds to 
the estimated return periods of probabilistically derived spectra 
which are similar to spectra derived using Appendix A of 10 CFR 
Part 100 for several nuclear power plants (Reiter and Jackson, 
1983; L Reiter, 1988, pers. comm.). These plants are located in 
the central and eastern United States, were constructed before the 
implimentation of Appendix A, and were undergoing reanalysis for 
seismic hazards. Reiter and Jackson (1983) report these values as 
"implicitly accepted by NRC in recent licensing decisions," because 
these values correspond to the Appendix A type analysis for these 
facilities. The final review memorandum contained in Reiter and 
Jackson (1983) states, "Application of this study and its review 
recommendations to other sites or other programs should be 
examined on a case by case basis." Thus this report is not meant 
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-35 as an ubiquitous precedent for nuclear power plants and facilities.  

Significant differences exist between these central and 
eastern United States sites and the Yucca Mountain site. The 
Yucca Mountain site has several capable faults in the immediate 
area, and a similar analysis would probably yield greater 
corresponding return periods (lower corresponding annual 
probabilities).  

The SCP also appears to misuse this broad range of annual 
probabilities in subsequent citations. The term "on the order of 
10"3/yr to 10"4/yr" is a fuzzy range, and it means the actual values 
reviewed may have been a little higher or lower than the reported 
values (L Reiter, 1988, pers. comm.). The SCP uses this range, 
however, rigidly defining goals, decisions, and estimations of 
conservatism 
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Sec. 1.2.2.3 Quaternary stratigraphy 
Pg. 8.3.1.17-94 

The stratigraphic scheme of Swadley and others (1984) will 
be used for mapping surficial deposits (section 1.2.2.3, and p.  
8.3.1.17-94). As discussed in previous reviews of the DEA and 
EA, this scheme is not entirely adequate for delineating surficial 
deposits in the degree of detail necessary for constraining timing 
of fault activity. The results of the study by Whitney and others 
(1986) on the Windy Wash fault and our on-going soil-geomorphic 
studies in Crater Flat also support this conclusion; the stratigraphic 
sequence may be adequate for mapping on a regional scale, but 
the late-Quaternary stratigraphic relationships of Yucca Mountain 
are sufficiently complex to warrant a more detailed scheme for site 
investigation purposes. A scheme should be used which subdivides 
and further defines Swadley and others' units into finer divisions 
commensurate with the level of present knowledge.
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S. 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 Scale of mapping 

The scale of mapping proposed for the site area does not 
appear to be adequate for delineating and constraining Quaternary 
fault activity. Section 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 indicates that the surficial 
deposits and Quaternary faults will be mapped at a scale of 
1:24,000 for the site area (91 mi2). Our concern is that this scale 
is not adequate for a site investigation of this 
nature; a scale of 1:24,000 is considered to be a reconnaissance 
level. At a minimum, the scale for mapping in the site area should 
be 1:12,000. The original bedrock mapping of the site area by 
Scott and Bonk (1984) is 1:12,000, and there is now complete 
1:12,000-scale aerial photography available for the site area.  
Consequently, the surficial and Quaternary fault mapping should 
be integrated with the mapping of Scott and Bonk (1984) so that 
a comprehensive, detailed geologic map of the site area can be 
produced.  

Similarly, the scale of the Quaternary fault map for the site 
area should be large scale so that subtle details of fault and 
related fracture patterns are displayed. The ability to analyze 
detailed fault patterns is particularly important in interpreting the 
evidence for strike-slip faulting.  
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S. 8.3.1.17.4.4.4 Cane Springs fault zone 

Studies of northeast-trending fault zones proximal to the site 
are necessary for constraining the recency and recurrence of 
activity of these structures in that they are regarded as conjugate 
features within a northwest-trending Walker Lane system. As they 
relate to characterizing the faults at the site, however, we regard 
the Rock Valley and Mine Mountain fault zones as the most 
important, and the Cane Springs fault zone as less important. The 
Rock Valley and Mine Mountain fault zones appear to be 
structurally linked to the Yucca Mountain fault system, whereas 
the Cane Springs fault zone is once-removed from this system.  
The detailed surficial geology studies planned for the Cane Springs 
fault zone could be reduced, especially if they are at the expense 
of additional work needed on the local fault systems.  
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Sec. 8.3.1.17.4.5 Detachment faults 

An evaluation of the presence of detachment faults at and proximal to 

Yucca Mountain is proposed because detachment faults could represent a 

significant seismogenic source or they could conceal a significant seismogenic 
source at depth (p. 8.13.17-144). We agree in general with the need for 

detachment fault studies, but are somewhat concerned with the level of detailed 

studies planned on a regional basis. The question of a detachment fault beneath 
Yucca Mountain may have limited significance as far as seismogenic sources are 

concerned. The presence of Quaternary basalts in the area indicates the existence 
of crustal-penetrating structures.  

We are concerned somewhat with the level of detailed bedrock mapping 

planned for the Paleozoic and Tertiary rocks in the Beatty, Specter Range, Camp 

Desert R&k, and Sheep Range areas, and the extensive age dating planned for 

the Amargosa Desert core complex. The level of effort placed on these activities 
appears rather ambitious given the data necessary for delineating the presence of 

a regional detachment fault.  

The presence or absence of a detachment fault beneath Yucca Mountain 

is important for modeling fault geometry and tectonic interrelationships, 
understanding seismic potential, and interpreting subsurface stratigraphy, and 
studies should be directed primarily toward these purposes.  
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GENERIC Apparent Conflict in Approach 

The SCP states in numerous places, in particular in Chapter 
1, that the present tectonics data base is inadequate to fully assess 
the earthquake and volcanic hazards at Yucca Mountain (p. 1-5).  
This sort of disclaimer is consistently repeated: 

" The present tectonic model is a preestablished fault system in 
which recurrent Quaternary and some Holocene movement has 
been demonstrated and which is favorably oriented in the existing 
stress field for future movement... The present data base allows 
some conclusions about locations and orientations, offsets, relative 
importance, and ages of movement of some of the faults at and near 
Yucca Mountain. However, it is insufficient to reliably gauge future 
tectonic effects on seismicity and on the hydrologic regime." (p. 1
340).  

" In general, additional work is necessary to better document the 
recurrent nature of faults near the site" (p. 1-206).  

"It is difficult to assess accurately the probability of faulting because 
little is known about expected earthquake magnitudes or the 
recurrence intervals and displacement for faults in the southern 
Great Basin, and at Yucca Mountain in particular... Slip rates on 
seismogenic faults in the Great Basin are considered to be 
nonuniform in both space and time (Wallace, 1985)" (p. 1-207 & 1
208).  
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GENERIC "In determining the probability of faulting at Yucca Mountain, once 
sufficient paleoseismic data are available, it may not be correct to 

assume a uniform stress release model as a basis for probability 
calculations.. ." (p. 1-208).  

In contradiction to these disclaimers, there are numerous 
statements implying a low probability and rare occurrence of 
tectonic activity at Yucca Mountain throughout Chapters 1 and 8.  

"An outline of our current perception of the effects from faulting 
is presented in DOE (1986) and summarized here. It appears 
unlikely that faulting would lead to radionuclide releases to the 
aqessible environment during the first 10,000 yr following closure 
of the repository" (p. 1-207).  

"Even if new fractures formed, they are not expected to significantly 

alter ground water flow conditions because the area already is 
strongly fractured" (p. 1-207).  

"* Because these faults (such as the Windy Wash and Paintbrush 
Canyon) have very low slip rates, it is anticipated that the 
demonstration can be made that the occurrence of 5 cm of 
displacement in 1,000 yr on even these longer, more significant 
faults is a very low probability event" (p. 83.18-27).  
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GENERIC During the Quaternary, tectonic and volcanic processes in the 
Yucca Mountain area have included ... slow (less than 3 cm/1000 
yr) relative vertical tectonic adjustment ... The effect of these 
intermittent and localized constructional processes on the late 
Quaternary landscape of the Yucca Mountain area has been limited 
... Comparable tectonic and volcanic activity over the next 10,000 
yr would likely induce a comparably limited effect on the (late 
Quaternary) landscape of the Yucca Mountain area" (p. 1-30).  

" Quaternary deposits are offset or fractured by 32 faults in the 
1,100 kn2 area... 23 of them moved 1.2 to 2 million yr ago, four 
of them about 1 million yr ago, and at least five of them during the 
past 270,000 yr" (p. 1-128) 

"* f the average offset per event (on the Windy Wash fault) was 

about 10 cm, each event had a magnitude (Ms) of about 6 to 6.5.  
.. The rate of offset averaged over the past 270,000 yr has been 
about 0.0015 mm/yr which is *extremely low" in the classification 
scheme of Slemmons and dePolo (1986)" (p. 1-132 & 1-133).  

" The (Solitario Canyon) fault shows no evidence of movement 
during the past 270,000 yr but does show evidence of movement 
about 12 million yr ago* (p. 1-133).  

" Considering the length and nature of this (Paintbrush Canyon) 
fault, it could have been the source of moderate earthquakes (M 
6.5) in the past, although such events would appear to be rare based 
on the low rate of movement" (p. 8.3.1.17-30).  
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GENERIC . the annual probability for the controlling earthquake is 
expected to be low (less than about 10' , assuming the Paintbrush 
Canyon fault is controlling) ... (p. 8.3.1.17-37).  

This conflict arises because the impression is given that the 
position has already been adopted that significant faulting has a 
low probability of occurrence, as it was in the EA. One could 
easily speculate that this dichotomy is one based on the different 
approaches taken by the USGS and the DOE.  
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Pg. 8.3.1.8-60 Supporting bases for parameters 
Pg. 8.3.1.8-73 
Pg. 8.3.1.17-46 Supporting bases for various parameters are often not given.  
Pg. 8.3.1.17-50 Examples include: "significantly large" offsets of 2 m during the 

postclosure period (ip. 8.3.1.8-60 and 8.3.1.8-73); a 5 km radius to 
assess the possibility of sympathetic displacements (p. 8.3.1.17-46), 
even though sympathetic rupture is known to have occurred in 
response to events at much greater distances than this; and a 
cutoff of 1 m of Quaternary displacement or 100 m of Tertiary 
displacement (p. 8.3.1.17-50), potentially excluding Holocene/late 
Pleistocene displacements of less than a meter and excluding the 
Ghost -Dance fault. Since DOE has established "goals" for 
themselves that they claim will provide an adequately conservative 
assessment of the site, they should provide clearly stated bases for 
goals and parameters to demonstrate that these are in fact 
appropriate numbers.  
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GENERIC Carry-through of studies into risk assessment 

There is a lack of carry-through of planned studies or 
activities into disruption scenarios and risk assessment. For 
example, an assessment of tectonic interrelationships of 
Quaternary faults is stated as planned, but disruptive scenarios 
treat faults as acting independently and call for evaluation of the 
effects of rupture along only a single fault. This makes the SCP 
appear to be an unintegrated document, and therefore raises 
significant concern that studies, even if accomplished, will be lost 
and not incorporated into risk assessment.  
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Sec. 8.3.1.17.1.1 Ash-fall potential 
Pg. 8.3.1.17-159 

The analysis of ash-fall potential (Section 8.3.1.17.1.1) 
considers only silicic volcanic sources in the western Great Basin, 
even though it is known (p. 8.3.1.17-159) that ash-fall from other 

sources (e.g., Cascades and Yellowstone) have occurred at the site 
in the past. This could greatly affect the results of probability 
analyses, which are being used. It could also affect the potential 
particle density and size distribution at the site, since ash from 
more distant sources would probably have a finer average particle 
size.  

Also, the same logic as the 10,000 year earthquake (see 
above objection) is used in the form of a 1,000 year ash-fall. Such 
events, if they were to occur, would probably exceed these watered 
down values.  
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Sec. 8.3.1.4.3.1.1 Input of tectonics into the drilling program 
Fig. 8.3.1.4-11a The manner in which the systematic drilling program is 

outlined (Section 8.3.1.4.3.1.1) expresses little concern for 
providing information on faults, even though the "parameters" to 
be provided by the drilling program include locations and 
characteristics of faults. Throughout sections on faulting in the 
SCP, it is stated that drill-hole data will provide the needed 
information on down-dip fault location and geometry. However, 
little indication is given that the drilling program will be tailored 
to provide such information. The problem is reflected in the 
proposed distribution of first phase core holes (Figure 8.3.1.4-1 1a).  
For example, no holes appear to be located in order to intersect 
the Solitario Canyon fault at depths greater than a few hundred 
feet.  

Also, no indication is given as to how conflicts will be 
resolved regarding reasoning for differing locations of drill-holes 
(e.g., it would be advantageous to move drill-hole SD-6 
approximately 500 meters to the east for study of the Ghost Dance 
fault, but perhaps not for groundwater study).  

As the drilling program is outlined, it is quite difficult to 
evaluatet whether it wil h_ sufficiepnt tn fifill thesttinted anhja-tiues 
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Sec. 8.3.2.2.3 Waste package spacing 
Sec. 8.3.2.2.6 
Sec. 8.3.2.2.6.2 There seems to be a philosophy for waste package spacing 
Sec. 8.3.2.2-7 that results in the hottest, most hazardous materials being placed 

in the most questionable areas. This concerns statements in the 
SCP that spacing of packages will be flexible enough to allow 
questionable areas (e.g., fracture zones or perched water) to be 
avoided and that spacing will vary, depending on heat output of 
individual packages, which will vary by up to an order-of
magnitude. The conclusion that can be reached from this is that 
the hottest waste will be placed adjacent to questionable areas, 
since these will have the lowest spacing. This also applies to the 
statement that one possibility for evenly distributing the heat is to 
have a closer packing of waste packages at the outer edges of the 
repository (in other words, next to the main fault zones).  
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Sec. 1.2.1.2.2 Age of basaltic volcanism 

Section 1.2.1.2.2, paragraph 1, p. 1-49; This discussion states 
that the most recent period of basaltic volcanism "occurred from 
3.7 to ... 0.1 million yr before present." This implies inactivity, 
which is obviously not the case, especially in light of the evidence 
that Lathrop Wells Cone is younger than 20,000 yr old (Wells et 
al, 1988). Even if the youngest eruptions were 0.1 million yr old, 
we would still probably be within this volcanic cycle, given the 
apparent recurrence rate of these eruptions.  
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Sec. 1.2.2.2.10 Age of calcite deposits 

Section 1.2.2.2.10, p. 1-73; It is stated that "a correlation with 
even the younger ash is consistent with a relatively old age for the 
calcite deposits." This is not necessarily true, especially in light of 
recent evidence that Lathrop Wells Cone is younger than 20,000 
yr old (Wells and others, 1988). Also, no evidence is presented 
that excludes the possibility of calcite formation postdating the ash.  
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Pg. 1-193 Fault lengths and earthquake magnitude 

It is stated that "Because the entire mapped fault length is 
assumed to rupture, the estimate of maximum magnitude is 
conservative" (p. 1-193). In light of several historical earthquakes 
in the western Basin and Range province (e.g., 1915 Pleasant 
Valley, 1932 Cedar Mountain, and 1954 Fairview Peak-Dixie 
Valley earthquake sequences) and comments by Blume and 
Associates (1987, page 16), ruptures along individual traces often 
extend well beyond mapped lengths and overall rupture zones may 
have lengths several times that of individual traces. There is 
considerable uncertainty in whether a seismic event will extend 
beyond- the mapped trace of a single fault; therefore, assuming 
ruptures will be confined to mapped fault lengths is not 
conservative.  
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Table Effects of igneous intrusion 
8.3.1.8-3(b) 

In table 8.3.1.8-3(b), p. 8.3.1.8-11, a current estimate of the 
trend of source structures for basaltic intrusions is given as about 
N30E. This would be the trend of the Lathrop Wells Cone 
projected into the surface facilities area. An igneous intrusion 
immediately adjacent to the repository block could greatly affect 
percolation flux rates. Despite the importance of this, DOE feels 
their "confidence" in the current estimate matches their perceived 
"needed" confidence level (i.e., both are "moderate") and "no new 
activities are planned" with regard to this subject.  
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-30 Estimation of slip rates 

We are concerned that elementary level procedures are being 

used to determine the slip rates of faults (p. 8.3.1.17-30).  
Estimating the slip rate of a fault for seismogenic purposes is often 
one of the most difficult and uncertain tasks in neotectonics.  

Several problems often have to be addressed, such as: how much 

surface distortion has occurred?; is the slip distributed?; is this 

slip-rate estimation representative of the entire fault (a point 

problem)?; how accurately can offset units be measured?; have 

slip rates varied through time?; what is the true sense of 

displacement of the fault? These potential uncertainties, which 

are unknown if unaddressed, would be propagated into other 

estimates derived from slip rates, such as estimates of recurrence 
intervals and magnitude.
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Pg. 8.3.1.17-30 Use of time/magnitude/slip rate graph 

We are concerned that the time/magnitude/slip rate graph 
presented in Slemmons and dePolo (1986) is being misused to 
estimate recurrence intervals (p. 83.1.17-30). The input 
information used is premature and not based on data. The 
magnitude of 6.5 is extremely nonconservative (see comment on 
seismic hazard of the Paintbrush Canyon fault) and the slip rate 
used does not consider distributed slip and the percentage of 
strike-slip component, etc. (see comment on estimation of slip 
rates).  

The graph being used was developed from a data set of 
dominantly strike-slip faults from plate boundary settings. The 
recurrence behavior of earthquakes in the Basin and Range 
province is likely somewhat different than plate boundary settings.  
Perhaps specific relationships developed from the Basin and 
Range province would be more applicable for use at the Yucca 
Mountain site.  

The value estimated-- "50,000"- for these input parameters 
(M6.5, 0.01 mm/yr) is technically misestimated from the graph.  
The corresponding value to these input parameters from the graph 
is 40.000.  
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GENERIC 1.000 year period in fault analysis 

Where does the widespread use of a 1,000 yr period for 

faulting come from? Is there a basis specifically stated for 

deviating from the 10,000 year period? Might not the 1,000-10,000 
year period be more critical, since the waste will have cooled, 
allowing more groundwater to reach the packages? 
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Sec. 8.4.3.2.4 Air gap 

What is the level of confidence that the air gap will be 
maintained, allowing 7 cm of slip to be accommodated before 
rupturing the packages? Significant spalling seems likely, given the 
high temperatures imposed by the waste and the vibratory ground 
motion that would accompany a near-field seismic event.  
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Tab. 8.3.1.8-2(b) Folding or distributed shear 

Why do all the discussions of "folding or deformation from 
distributed shear" drop consideration of the latter in current 
estimates (i.e., "folding has not occurred in the last 10 million 
years"), when we know that deformation from distributed shear has 
occurred? (For example; Table 8.3.1.8-2(b), p. 8.3.1.8-8).  
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Table Additional Alternative Hypothesis Needed 
8.3.1.8-7 

For the model element, Fau~lting..rates, the following 
additional alternative hypothesis is possible and should be 
included: 

Slip rates could be higher because of high degrees of uncertainty 
and errors in methods of age-estimation (Swadley and others, 
1988; Rosholt and others, 1988; Domn and others, 1988).  
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Table Additional Alternative Hypothesis Needed 
8.3.1.8-7 

For the model element, Fault rupture patter, the following 
additional alternative hypothesis is possible and should be 
included: 

The north-trending faults move in response to transitory stress 
changes induced by basaltic intrusion.  
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Table Additional Alternative Hypothesis Needed 
8.3.1.8-7 

For the model element, Rate of volcanism, the following 
additional alternative hypothesis is possible and should be.  
included: 

Differences in volumes of Plio-Quaternary basalts are volcanism 
insignificant. The 3 m.y. cycle has a greater volume than the 1 
m.y. cycle, but the present cycle (including Lathrop Wells cone) is 
not complete, so its total volume is unknown.  
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Table Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 
8.3.1.8-7 

For the model element, Driving forces/processes, additional 
discussion and/or justification is needed: 

A low level of uncertainty is indicated for the preferred 
model of mechanically driven processes, as opposed to thermally 
driven processes or a combination of the two. Does the indication 
that existing data support the preferred model imply no data exist 
that are at least suggestive of thermally driven processes? Or are 
certain data being selectively used to support the preferred model? 
This is- one of the better examples of the need for additional 
discussion and/or justification.  
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Table Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 
8.3.1.8-7 

For the model element, Effects on groundwater flow 
"(volcanic or igneous effects) additional discussion and/or 
justification is needed: 

Justification for low uncertainty in the current estimate and 
the need to reduce uncertainty is based solely on arguments of 
time needed to develope thermal effects; it does not address the 
"physical barriers" aspect of the alternative hypothesis, which could 
change during a single eruptive episode.  
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Table Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 
8.3.1.8-7 

For the model element, Effects on groundwater flow 
(tectonic effects/flux rates) additional discussion and/or 
justification is needed: 

Comment that " ... subsurface effects due to faulting...are 
not likely to be great enough to influence flux rates" indicates a 
high level of understanding of potential for changes in pathways 
along fault zones. What studies have been accomplished to 
achieve this level of confidence? 
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Table Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 
8.3.1.8-7 

For the model element, Effects on g-roundwater flow 
(tectonic effects/fracture properties), additional discussion and/or 
justification is needed: 

Fracture dilation could occur over a matter of a few seconds 
during a faulting event. Is this recognized? 
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Table 8.3.1.8-8 Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 

For the model element, Physical domain, additional 
discussion and/or justification is needed: 

The justification, "regional processes outside model domain 
unlikely to affect site design or performance," is used to argue for 

a low uncertainty in the current estimate. This type of logic 
should be reserved for the "Need to reduce uncertainty," because 

it says nothing about the actual validity or correctness of the 
model.  
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Table 8.3.1.17-7 Additional Alternative Hypothesis Needed 

For the model element, Faulting rates, the following 
additional alternative hypothesis is possible and should be 
included: 

Slip rates could be higher because of high degrees of uncertainty 
and errors in methods of age-estimation (Swadley and others, 
1988; Rosholt and others, 1988; Dorn and others, 1988).  
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Table 8.3.1.8-8 Internal Contradiction 

For the model element "Distribution of volcanism" (p. 8.3.1.8
45), the Death Valley - Pancake Range zone (DVPRZ) is 
interpreted in the current representation as "a significant feature 
controlling the occurrence of volcanism in the domain," but for 
other model elements (System geometry and Nature of volcanism), 
the DVPRZ is not included in current representations. If the 
DVPRZ is not thought to have a thermal effect on the crust 
(incipient rift), what is its significance thought to be for 
distribution of volcanism? 
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Table 8.3.1.8-8 Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 

For the model element, Driving forces/processes, additional 
discussion and/or justification is needed: 

A low level of uncertainty is indicated for the preferred 
model of mechanically driven processes, as opposed to thermally 
driven processes or a combination of the two. Does the indication 
that existing data support the preferred model imply no data exist 
that are at least suggestive of thermally driven processes? Or are 
certain data being selectively used to support the preferred model? 
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Table 8.3.1.17-7 Additional Alternative Hypothesis Needed 

For the modei element, Fault rupture pattern, the following 
additional alternative hypothesis is possible and should be 
included: 

The north-trending faults move in response to transitory stress 
changes induced by basaltic intrusion.  
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Table 8.3.1.17-7 Additional Alternative Hypothesis Needed 

For the model element, Distribution of seismic potential, the 
following additional alternative hypothesis is possible and should.  
be included: 

Local earthquakes are potentially complex, lar magnitude events 
that involve crustal penetrating structures and multiple faults in 
the shallow crust, and would overshadow the interpretation of 
"moderate" local events.  
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Table 8.3.1.17-7 Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 

For the model element, Driving forces/processes, additional 
discussion and/or justification is needed: 

A low level of uncertainty is indicated for the preferred 
model of mechanically driven processes, as opposed to thermally 
driven processes or a combination of the two. Does the indication 
that existing data support the preferred model imply no data exist 
that are at least suggestive of thermally driven processes? Or are 
certain data being selectively used to support the preferred model? 
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Table 8.3.1.17-8 Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 

For the model element, Physical domain, additional 
discussion and/or justification is needed: 

The justification, "regional processes outside model domain 
unlikely to affect site design or performance," is used to argue for 
a low uncertainty in the current estimate. This type of logic 
should be reserved for the "Need to reduce uncertainty," because 
it says nothing about the actual validity or correctness of the 
model.  
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Table 8.3.1.17-8 Additional Discussion and/or Justification Needed 

For the model element, Driving forces/processes, additional 
discussion and/or justification is needed: 

A low level of uncertainty is indicated for the preferred 
model of mechanically driven processes, as opposed to thermally 
driven processes or a combination of the two. Does the indication 
that existing data support the preferred model imply no data exist 
that are at least suggestive of thermally driven processes? Or are 
certain data being selectively used to support the preferred model? 
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Summary of SCP Review, Task 2--Geochemistry, FWD & MPL 

1. Few substantial changes compared to Draft SCP.  

2. iChanges 
s. Took "Timetable and Milestones" out of most sections 

and incorporated it in an expanded Table and Graphs 

toward the end of sections.  

b. Modified "Adsorption" sections. Showed new awareness 

of some factors important in measuring adsorptionri and 

applying results to Yucca Mountain.  

c. New section, under "Analogue Studies" in which 

predictions on retardation are tested, first at the 

laboratory scale, then at intermediate scale in 

caissons, and then in the field.  

3. Comment on changes.  
a. Direction of changes was appropriate, made research 

plans more realistic.  
b. Changes did not satisfactorily remedy some prc-blems 

having to do with the overall planning, implementing, 

coordinating, and applying to the field situation.  

C. These comments numbered, e.g., "2-5".  

4. General comments.  
a. General Comments are numbered, e.g., "Task 2, Gen. 13".  

b. These have to do with problems concerning overview, 

coordination, impracticality of accomplishing stated 

research activities, lack of recognition of coupled 

processes (better to use "integrated" than "coupled"), 

confusion on basic thermochemistry, specific problems 

of measuring and applying adsorption data, incognito 

institutions and researchers, lack of maturation in 

research process.
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p. 3, 10 New. Approach used to satisfy performance and 
design requirements. New section on geochemical 

barrier, development of models, quantifying 

retardation factor, site performance.  
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p. 12,• 21, New recognized desireability to use geochemiis
"22, 2 try to evaluate validity of site c-ncepts, 

relation to hydrology, kinds of flow, gaseous 
:pathways, rock/water reactions, modelling.  
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p. 28 Reworked. First paragraph summarizes expected 

work in absorption. Enormous. Get "retarda

factors for each species known to be chemically 

absorbing and for each rock unit in the 

saturated and unsaturated zone in the con

trolled area under the range of water and rock 

chemical conditions expected for each unit." 
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p. 36 Purpose and objectives... 1st paragraph.  
Removed was a statement on the usefulness of 
groundwater chemistry only if sorption were 
were important, and inserted was: 'support 
and be integrated with other modeling 
efforts....' An indication of uncertainty was 
removed and replaced by a more certain one.  

Last sentence s3ays that groundwater compo-si
tions at Yucca Mountain and the surrounding 
area have been determined for the saturated 
zone. Is this true? 
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p. 37, 38 Study: Groundwater chemistry model.  

Objectives rewritten. Removed sentence, 

"Could compromise waste package." The new 

expression is more certain.  
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p. 39 Last sentence, first paragraph. "Further work 
,-,n the characterization of the satured Zone 
water chemistry. This disagrees with the 
earlier statement on p. 36.  
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Sec. no. Describes planned 3-dimensional work on 

8.3.1.3.2. :minerals, rocks. Obviously will need more 

access to cores than presently available.  
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p. 46 On Activity: Mineral distributions 
Measure of work involved in the statement that 
sampling will be done every 20 meters (to me, 
a very large interval), which means for a 
1000-meter hoicle only 50 samples are used to 
to characterize the entire section.  
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p. 56 The Technical Rationale states that stable 

assemblages can form through experimentation 

(true) but that thermodynamic data gained 

from certain reactions will be used to 

calculate the kinetics (even more difficult).  
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p. 59 The work proposed in this section, "Kinetics 
and thermodynamics of mineral evo-llution," is 
monumental.  
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p. 65-68 On Radionuclide retardation by sorption 

processes: 
The section under Parameters lists 8 gross 

factors that could be involved in measuring 

sorption coefficients. No experimental tree 

or box was attempted but the amount of work 

was recognized to be formidable. This is the 

only section to explicitly state these 

problems.  
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p. 69 On Batch Sorption.  

Parameters. Reference to Well J13 waters 
removed. Evidently this is a recognition 
of problems involved in using a "standard 
water." 
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p. 71 The third paragraph gives a rare mention of 

the number of tests needed: 200.  
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Table The table lists 1i) "elements" and 5 "solid 
B.3.1. 3-3 phases.  
p. 72 A recurring problem running through geochemis

try is the persistent use of "element" rather 
than solution species. Uranium, for example, 
can occur as U°, U2 ÷, U3O, U4 ", Us1; it forms 
complexes with various substances; it allies 
with oxygen to make UO0 2 1 cations. Using the 
element as a designation makes descriptions 
simple but it is misleading.  
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p. 74-76 On: Sorption as a func:tion of sorbing 
element concentrations.  

Even here, where there is no question about 

the actual use of solution species, elements 

are listed, not ion species. New is a dis

cussion on Ko values and use at Yucca Moun

tain, although the suggestion of Ko contour 

maps for the different stratigraphic units 

seems to require more information than is 
available or obtainable on 3-dimensional 

characteristics of the rock sequence.  
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p. 86 Section on precipitation processes along flow 
paths.  
Purpose and objectives: 
The 2nd paragraph recognizes that radionuclides 
may transport as dissolved species and in 
colloids.  
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p. 86 Section on Technical rationale concerning 

a :precipitation processes along flow paths.  

1 The first sentence, "It is not prac-tical to 

measure solubilities of all waste elements that 

may exist in radioactive wastes under all con

ditions that may occur at the repo-,sitory or 
along flow paths to the environment.  

: The statement is accurate and honest. The 
section following describes ways of reducing the 

number of factors and variables. But once 

: again, the use of elements as a term rather than 

a the solid phases in which they occur, which is 

thermodynamically required, cloaks specifically 

Swhat is to be done. Solubility in physical 

a chemistry has a precise meaning: it is the 

level of dissolved substances in solution in 

a Iequilibrium with a solid phase.  
II 
a 
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p. 89 Section on solubility measurements, parameters.  

First and only mention that "Identity o.f •clics 
controlling solubility" is important.  
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p. 90 Section on Solubility Measurements Description.  

Last sentence, "Solubilities experiments are 

not planned for technetium, cesium, iodine of 
strontium. Although radionuclides of these 

elements make important contributions to the 

of waste, they have high solubilities under 

,conditions at Yucca Mountain, thus solubilities 

might not limit their transport.  
Again confusion is introduced by not referring 

to the solid phases in which the elements are 

located. But inserting phases does not clean 

up the sentence. Because one says they may 

have high solubilities is not a reason to avoid 

studying them.  
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p. 90 Solubility measurements, cont.  
2nd paragraph staes that attempts will be mA.ad 

to approach steady state from both undersatur-

ation and oversaturaticn. Oversaturati::,n rt..  

will provide and indication of the solids that 

may precipitate. These solids would then be 

used later to react with solution and to ap-

proach the steady state. This way they do not 1 

have to specify the solid involved.  
Approaching a "steady state" from oversatura

tion in silicate systems is fraught with kine

tic difficulties. One may never get the equi

libirum solid phase because of kinetic hind

rances. A simple case is silica. Generally, 

quartz is the stable silica phase under the 

,-rustal conditions at Yucca Mountain. Reacting 
quartz with water slowly and carefully eventu-

ally will get to, a "steady state" or true. l

bility of 7 ppm at 25°C. However, stirring the: 

quartz-solution will cause the silic:a concen

tration to go up smoothly past 7 ppm, to about 

1 100 ppm. Allowing the solution to stand, even-! 

tually amorphous silica will separate, in the 

presence of the stable phase quartz. But what 

does the experiment tell us? Only that the 

kinetic behavior '-,r a "simple" system can be 

complex and unpredictable.  
---------------------------------------------------
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p. 127 On Demonstration of the applicability of 

laboratory data to repository transp,-rt 

calcul at ions.  

Much of this section is new. The research is 

important because it tests in the labcoratory 

Sand in the field predicted transport behavior.  

New is a "natural analogues" study, which 

will be informative if a sufficiently close 
* analogue can be found.  

I 
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*earch by qualified persons, stepwise 
ion of results, systematic application 
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heck-points at which go-no go decisions 
le. Chapter 8 mentions no agency that 
_s,, actively supervises or coordinates.  

=sented planning is more an exercise in 
"Lan reality.
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-+-------------------------------------------------------------------------
General Need for Effective DOE Overview.  

The geochemical research is supported by DOE 
funds made available to research organizations 
on the basis of submitted proposals; these 
organizations are mainly the U.S. Geological 
Survey, Denver Office; Los Alamos National 
Laboratory; Sandia National Laboratories; Law
rence Livermore National Laboratory; and Ar
gonne National Laboratory. Excellent resear
chers with modern facilities have studied var
ious aspects of the needed work, with the rele
vancy of one project to the other and its place 
in the decision-making sequence being the res
ponsibility of DOE. Unfortunately, DOE does 

! not present a convincing case that someone in 
the system has the breadth of view and the 

1operational insights to ensure sound progress.  
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*General Need for Vertically Directed Coordination 

The geochemical and related research that 

has been done is a set of projects organized 

without guidance and evaluation by a central 

responsible group. It is a horizontal 
organization into which research funds have 

been dropped to splatter and run to 

:the edges of the agencies, much as mercury 

dropped on the laboratory floor runs to the 

corners of the ro-om.  

My opinion is that DOE will find it 

difficult to be successful in meeting 

technical criteria required by NRC and 
requested by the State of Nevada, if the 

present organizational system is used.  
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*------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Inherent Complexity and Magnitude o:f Geochemical 
Work 

Plans do not seem to recognize the extreme 
amount of work required to answer at a reason
able level of certainty even simple geochemical 
questions. The SCP refers in an almost off-hand 
manner to various measurerments to be made to 
answer some geochemical questions; e.g., an im
portant question is whether rocks contacted by 
groundwaters in a leaky repository will reach 
and precipitate radionuclides from solution. To 
solve this question requires data on solution 
reactions over the temperatures, pressures, and 
concentrations at Yucca Mountain, solid phase 

1 physical and thermodynamic data, absorption iso-: 
therms, solubilities of solids and gases in 

1 groundwaters, the radiolysis effect, influence 
of microbial organization, and effects of canis
ter and backfill materials. Existing data on 

: these factors is incomplete. Equilibrium data 
1 proposed to be gathered in the laboratory is 

costly, time-consuming, and not possible in some: 
instances. Disequilibrium data on reaction kin
etics are even more difficult because reactions 
of silicate-water systems below 300°C are unpre
dictable, hard to establish empirically, and 
lacking in theoretical bases.  
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General Interactive Systems in Nature 

A surprising aspect of the SCP is the 

low level of understanding of the importance o-f 

interactive effects. Geologists are acc-.:Si

to T•he idea that any set of rocks is an integra

ted result of physical, chemical and biological 
Sinteractions during and after the original for

mation of the rocks. The oceans and the atmo

* :sphere have compc, siticns that are the result of 

* integrated processes of many kinds. The .:onti

1 nental crust is the result of long sustained 

cyclic processes that mixed and sorted inorganic! 

and organic matter, which led to the low densi

ty, silica-rich rocks that float as a crust on 

S:top of denser mantle rocks. For practical rea

Ssons, to study such complex systems the approach: 

* used must be simplified, but it must always be 

kept in mind that the applications of such work 

1 to concrete crustal problems may or may not be 

: reasonable. Nature follows interactive paths, 

Sover millions of years, in her own ways, not 

! necessarily those deduced from simplified 

1 studies.  
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S+--------------------------------------------------------------------
General Metastable Problems in the Laboratory 

As an example, let us consider the reaction 
of a glass-crystal mixture of rhyolite with 
dilute groundwater. The crystals are mostly 
quartz and K-feldspar. One could measure the 
solubility of each phase in turn over the range 
of temperature, pressure and solution ccmposi
tion. The solubility o:f quartz is controlled by: 
temperature and pressure: 

SiO 2
0 + H2 0 -> Si(OH)4. or H4 SiO4 

The H4 SiO. molecule in solution ionizes: 
H4 SiO.4 <=> H- + HSiO4-.  

thus making an acid solution.  
Sanidine, the high-temperature form of K

feldspar, can react: 
KAISi 3 O= Q=> K- + Al--- + 3Si (OH) 4 

From the equilibrium point of view, the K
feldspar that can coexist with aqueous solutions: 
at low temperatures is microcline, not sanidine.  
Microcline forms slowly in rocks, taking mil
lions of years. The reaction is also pH or acid-: 
ity dependent. Al1I tends to react with H=O: 

Al* + 2H=O <=> HA10= + 3H
precipitating metastable diaspore (HAlO=) and 

1 liberating H-.  

Metastable reactions such as these are 
difficult to anticipate or characterize.  
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General Interactive Systems, cont.  

The Si0 2 content of solution will adjust to 

both quartz and K-feldspar. Ho, wever, the back 

reaction of Si0 2 in solution to make quartz is 

1 slow, and the SiO2 concentration can build up 

beyond the quartz solubility. This high SiO= 

then promotes the appearance commonly of Si0 2

rich metastable solid phases as opal or zeo

lites. Once formed, the metastable silica-rich 

1 phases maintain a high concentration of dis

* solved silica, thus making more difficult the 

appearance of truly stable minerals. Kinetics 

of breakdown of zeolite to stable phases is not 

well known and is difficult to measure.  
Meanwhile, unstable volcanic glass reacts 

step-wise with solution, feeding it with a 

flood of released constituents, which then enter: 

the solution and affect reactions.  
The point is that Yucca Mountain reactions 

involve coupled step reactions of stable 

and metastable phases. Little is known from 

first principles. These interactions are 

recognized by geochemists to be troublesome.  

To predict interactions with other subsystems 

a in geology, geophysics, and biology poses even 

a greater problems.  
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General Unanticipated Interactive Systems 

A gocod illustraticon of unanticipated 
coupled effects is Szymanski's proposal that 
kinetic and heat energy propagate upward, affect: 
water chemistry, and horizontal-vertical move
ments of groundwater. DOE was caught by sur
prise by Szymanski, and it is predictable that 
they will, likewise, be subjected to a series of 
such surprises as the work proceeds and further 
insights are developed. However, the serious
ness of the problem will most likely not be 
realized until some future time when efforts are: 
made to use the data to assess repository per
formance. By then, much money and time will 
have been expended inefficiently.  
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General Experimental Problems in Adsorption 
The behavior of natural solids and 

solutions are complex functions of many factors, 

inc-luding the presence of other ions that corm

pete for surface sites. Adsorption behavior .-,f 

single and multiple solution species is 

needed to judge retardation. Many experiments 

have been done Dn adsorption of invidual s5clu

tion species on solids analogous to minerals of 

high surface areas, generally at low tempera

tures and 1 bar pressure. One may use gr,-ound

water or simplified analogue solutions. Adsorp-: 

tion is only partly an equilibrium phenomenon; a: 

given solution constituent reacts with the solid 

to form stsady states achieved over the time of 

the experiment. The fine-grained solid is high-! 

ly reactive, and can coarsen or transform to 

another phase given enough time. The best that 

that can be done is to establish empirically 

absorption ratios as a function of temperature, 
solution composition and time, for known solu

tion species and characterizable solids. The 

effects caused by the presence in solution of 

other absorbed species would then need to be 

worked out. They cannot be calculated on the 

basis of existing knowledge.  
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General Example of Experimental Problems in Adsorption 

If enough is known about the n-,ture and con-: 
,centrations of solution species, the reac-tion 
can be treated ac-cording tla principles cf sflu
',aion chemistry. For example, copper species 
formed when chloride dissolves in solution are 
Cu', Cu" (dependiing on redox) ,or as ciomplex 
ions, CuCl÷, CuCl= 0 , or CuCla-, etc. The ab
sorption behavior of a metallic ion or complex 
ion depends stronly on charge, and is quite 
different for a positive charge c-ompared to a 
zero charge and/or a negative charge. The 
equilibrium ratios of the concentrations of 
dissolved species at a given temperature and 

1 pressure depends therefore on the stabilities 
of ions and is a function of total metallic and 
Cl- concentrations, ionic strength, hydrogen ion 

concentration, and oxygen fugacity. To experi
mentally cover the range of conditions for one 

dissolved substance on a particular substrate is: 
* a great deal of work.  
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G ener-a Adsorption, Co-nt.  

I* Suppose that the absorption behavio." ,f 

,copper species has been determined sati sfactor

ily. Of course, many other species are in 

natural solutions that are capable of inter

1 acting with copper, but the chlcr.ide c.,.pic:.a--

are ii....ly .:. ba the most important. But let's 

look at another factor, the presence cf other 

metallic substances, such as compounds of ura

, nium and vanadium in which the valen,:- can 

range fr.:om +6 to +1, and various o.xy-co::mpounds 

c -can form. Radioactive waste contains maty -orn

: pounds of different nuclides. Each with 

1 sufficient effort can be worked out. At some 

1 stage, then, a large amount of empirical data o.  

Seach solution component is on hand. flow can 

! this be used? 
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General Adsorption, cont.  

The need for adsorption data is to estimate rate: 
of transport problems in the worst case 
scenario of canister rupture at the thermal max-: 
imum in the presence of oxygenated flowing 
groundwater. The nature and levels of radio
nuclide compounds injected into solution, let's 
say, can be estimated. A problem immediately 
arises: to evaluate the sorption by materials 
in the site region, one must know the appropri
ate behavior of the individual radionuclide com-: 
ponents in the presence of all the other dis
solved species. That is, the various ions and 
complexes in solution will naturally interact 
with each other, with the solution, and with the 
solids. To deduce effects in a mixed system 
from data on individual solution species 
requires fundamental understanding of the 
reaction kinetics, which does not exist and 
which is not likely to be generated in any 
finite time.  
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General Evidence on Overall Coordination 

The documents are mute on the identity .-f 

persons and institutiolns that have overall res

ponsibility fcr the work. Presumably, the future 

efforts will be di, ne the same way as in the past' 

and as are going on now, that is, in bite--sized 

pac:kages allocated to resear,-herL on*jr. the basis 

of proposals, invited or uninvitEd. Will the 
overall assessment at the -:lose of the program 

be done in1 a similar way? If so, strong objec

tio-.ns should be lodged.  
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General Maturation.  

Difficulties with the SCP do not lie in 
whether the persons and institutions are 
capable of doing the research. Many high 
quality individuals are doing excellent work.  
The work eventually is published in internal 
documents, at which point the researchers 
go on to thei r next project, which may or not 
be related to- Yucca Mountain. This generates 

1 alternating intense focus and inattention, 
which results in a lack of maturation in 
the scientific work. Researchers who can stay 
with the research and who are responsible for 
interpretations and applications commonly go 

through stages of development of understanding 
and insights. Many leads have to be followed, 
some without positive results, but overall pro
gress is made and insights deepened. Connec
tions with other research eventually can be 
perceived and applied.  

The situation aparently stems from the belief by DOE that geological research can be done 

in an engineering fashion. Break the work up 
into identifiable bits, make sure that capable 
people are assigned the correct tasks, and 
simply wait for results. But for this approach 

a to work, some agency early on would have to 
make planning decisions.  
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Geochemical Research Projects in SCP 

Geochemical sectic, ns in Chapters A and 3 rav• 

'Zneenrganized to meet NRC and EPA criteria fc,

performance. Discussions were made of areas in 

which substantial progress has been mzde, ,,-u---

ly in the chemistry, mineralogy and petrology of: 

"Yucca Mountain, mostly by the U.S. Geclcgical 

Su-Vvey and Los Alamos National Laboratory. Three: 

dimensional distributions have been worked on, 

but the lack of bore holes spaced to detect im

portant structures that are deep enough to bot

torm in basement rocks has handicapped resear

chers. The nature and distributions of pore flu-: 

ids above and below the groundwater table have 

not been completely characterized, which is an 

important goal of the proposed research.  
In general, the importance of geochemistry to: 

site characterization was recognized. Research 

was planned to answer the various process ques

tions by using a battery of field and laboratory! 

studies. The studies were outlined to show 

sequential activities, uses in the program and 

relationships to other studies. The geochemical 

problem areas were discussed and the research 

formulations designed to solve these problems.  

So far as general approaches in geochemistry are.  

concerned, the research plan was thorough and in 

general, relevant.  
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General Specific Research Projects in Geochemistry 

A major problem is in implementing the 
research. The agencies and individuals to be 
involved are not specified. The time sequence 
of planned events is presented in linear 
fashion with a quantitative scale. Relation
ships, uses, and dependence on other research 
areas are mentioned. No clear statement was 
made as to how the objectives were to be 
achieved, who was in charge of what, and who, if: 
anybody, was responsible for overviews and in
tegration of all work. The conclusio~n can be 
drawn that future work will be done in a manner 
similar to past work, by isolated individuals 
and agencies, without an overall plan.  
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Geteral Magnitude of Research Projects in Geochemintry 

An o:;perational prcobiemi is the general 

lack of awareness of the overwhelming amount 

of work required to achieve research activities 

1 mentioned in an off-hand manner in the Site 

Characterization Plan. To actually do the 

work described would require many years of ef

fort at a cost which would make the characteri

zation not practical. Any experimenter who has 

worked with silicate-fluid systems at 300°C and 

below is aware of the painfully slow progress 

made if the work is to stand up to ordinary 

a critical review by one's peers. The DOE work 

not only must meet standards of colleagues but 

also of the NRC, EPA, interveners, and State 

a agencies.  
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Site •:haraceertzati,_-rn PAn Revie'"

Summary Comments 

rask 3: Volcanic Geology and Mineral Deposits 

L. T. Larson, D. C. Noble and S. I. Weiss 

June 8, 1989 

In general, most of our summary comments of May, 1988, on the Consultation 

Draft, remain applicable to the Site Characterization Plan of December, 1988.  

Although writing and organization are better, relatively few substantive improve

ments have been incorporated in the current version: for example, water is now 

recognized as a natural resource currently being exploited in the area and there 

now appears to be recognition of the importance of faults and breccias in local

izing possible epithermal mineralization. Major deficiencies in the current SCP 

greatly outweigh the relatively minor improvements and must be of continuing 

concern to the State.  

Of foremost concern is the fait accompli attitude that permeates the SCP.  

Implicit assumptions that Yucca Mountain is suitable for the repository are nu

merous and indicate prejudiced conclusions and a desire during site characteri

zation to collect only those data needed to support those conclusions. This 

clearly prejudiced characterization program is not likely to result in scientifically 

sound or comprehensive identification and evaluation of potentially disqualifying 

or adverse conditions that may exist.  

The "evaluation" of mineral and hydrocarbon resource potential given in 

sections 1.7 and 1.8 is built on incomplete, outdated, often inaccurate and/or 

misleading information and remains largely inadequate. The assumptions, inter

pretation, discussion and analysis given in sections 1.7 and 1.8 are not data 

(facts), although they remain unacceptably misrepresented as such in Chapter 8 

and elsewhere. Sections 1.7 and 1.8 do not recognize or consider important re

cent mineral deposit discoveries in nearby areas that reflect increased and suc

cessful mineral exploration in the region and render hydrothermal systems of the 

southern part of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field much more attractive to 

explorationists than is recognized in the SCP. Similarly, the SCP omits a variety 

of important data on mineral deposits and mining that have become available since 

1984, resulting in a marked underrepresentation of the present level of mining 

activity and probable future mineral interest in southwestern Nevada.  

Sections 1.7, 1.8 and studies proposed within Chapter 8 reflect a flawed and 

compartmentalized understanding of the regional volcanic and mineral deposits 

geology, and of epithermal. mineral deposits and the relationships of mineral de

posits to volcanic centers of the coUapse-caldera type. In particular, the pro

posed geochemical assessment is likely to be inconclusive without much greater 

subsurface sampling density and a much greater understanding of the vertical 

and lateral distribution and mineralogic variation of the subsurface hydrothermal 

\-J alteration of Yucca Mountain. There continues to be no appreciation of the pos

sibility of mineral deposition in the Paleozoic strata or volcanic rocks prior to



deposition of the Topopah Spring Member. Furthermore, analogue comparisons 
-ire er~ nrie, unrealistic ,ithout substari1 ;reatec subsurface data aInd icess 
to infcr'nation that may be unavailable for pertinent analogue areas.  

We -ake particular issue with the specious statement given in section 
1.8.1.7.1 that the site represents an unattractive locality for mineral exploration 
because of the relative lack of aiteration exposed at the surface and the lack of 
past mining activity. Being surrounded on both sides by nearby mineral dis
tricts that host at least one World-class gold deposit puts Yucca Mountain in the 
midst of what is commonly termed "elephant country" by explorationists. Having 
extensive subsurface alteration permissive of hydrothermal mineral deposits and 
being within "elephant country" is indeed attractive for eventual exploration. It 
is also well documented (e.g. Carlin and Battle Mountain areas) that when in 
"elephant country" explorationists are much more likely to test even the areas 
with the least promising surface characteristics, especially during times of favor
able metal prices.  

The proposed borehole drilling program is totally inadequate to evaluate the 
resource base in and near Yucca Mtn. and thus completely inadequate to provide 
data which will keep the likelihood of future human interference at a minimum.  
Future drilling must include boreholes (several) in the site proper and about it, 
and these must penetrate completely the Tertiary section and provide samples 
from a representative section of the underlying Paleozoic rocks. Several boreholes 
must also directly test faults, intersections of faults, breccia zones and highly 
fractured zones for evidence of hydrothermal mineralization. The hydrocarbon 
potential will also remain untested without deep drilling (20,000 - 25,000 feet) in 
the controlled area or the repository block. Such a deep borehole would yield im
portant geologic, geophysical and regional structural information.  

The SCP has within it technical procedures and methods that make use of of 
almost every conceivable geologic, geochemical, geophysical tool known to man.  
One gets the distinct impression that the DOE attitude and thought process is 
one that given a problem they don't understand, their answer is to 'throw' tech
nology at the problem and hope the answer will 'fall' out; a classic example of the 
'shotgun' approach. Cost or likely time for completion appear to be of very little 
concern. What further concerns us in this regard is that we believe that some of 
the proposed methods are likely to be ill-used, misapplied or under-utilized. For 
example, proposed surface geophysics is not at all to be focussed on potential re
sources at depth and geochemistry sampling is only at surface or repository 
levels-- not in holes in rocks which underlie the proposed repository unit and 
would likely be the target of future exploration efforts.  

The SCP refers to the need to map and interprete 'small scale' structures 
(etc.) and they propose that the largest scale of mapping to be used is 
1:12,000(one inch = 1000: feet), or twice that of a of a 7.5 minute topographic 
quadrangle. This scale is much too small for 'detail' unless DOE defines detail 
differently than do we. Certainly structures significant to the localization of ore 
in many mines thrgughout thee World cannot be depicted on such a scale.  

Two other items are not logically supported and deserve criticism here. One 
is the use in section 1.6.4 of a 10 km boundary around the proposed site, beyond 
which underground mines and excavations are excluded from consideration.  

3.2



Where did this arbitrary 10 km boundary come from? What is the rationale be

hind this distance? A distance of 20 km would include active mines and 

prospects of Bare Mountain. Why 10 kin? In section 1.7, a I km depth is men

tioned as the maximum depth evaluated in standard mineral resource assessments.  

Does this mean that in the extremely nonstandard case of Yucca Mountain only 

possible resources within 1 km of the surface will be evaluated? If so, this 

would be wholly unacceptable. What is the basis of this important limit? Mining 

at depths below 1 km in North America is not unusual when warranted by grade

tonnage-price considerations. Such unsupported and arbitrary boundaries seem 

to us to be an example of the fox being allowed to decide how to best guard the 

hen house.  

Finally, we reiterate our first summary comment of May, 1988, because it re

mains applicable to the current SCP. It is our opinion that the proposed activi

ties will not provide geologic, volcanological, geochemical, geochronological, tec

tonic, or geophysical information required to appropriately evaluate the min

eral/energy potential of Yucca Mountain and the lands about the potential site.  

If only the presently planned activities are carried out we will have only a very 

marginally better idea of the size and value of possible resources at depth below 

Yucca Mountain in either the volcanic rocks or the underlying Paleozoic strata.  

It appears to us that DOE continues not to take seriously concerns of resource 

potential.
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Steven I. Weiss, Research Associate, Task 3

SUMMARY COMMENTS 

References to Chapter 1 being "data", or to "data" of Chapter 1 are mis

leading and should be removed because most of Chapter I is obviously not data 

and should not be referenced as such. In my opinion, to refer to interpretations, 

assumptions and discussion as data (FACTS) is wholly incorrect; the authors and 

editors of this document lose credibility by such references.  

In Chapter 1 and Chapter 8, much more emphasis should be placed on the 

importance of structural control on localization of ore mineralization in hy

drothermal mineral deposits. Evidence of economically important mineralization 

within hydrothermal mineral deposits is obvious throughout the region (e.g., 

Bullfrog Hills, Bare Mountain, Mine Mountain(?) Calico Hills(?) and numerous areas 

within Nellis AFB&GR to the north). In the Bullfrog Hills (e.g., Original Bullfrog, 

Gold Bar Mine, Bond-Bullfrog Gold's Ladd Mountain) ore-grade Au-Ag mineraliza

tion has been, is presently, and will in the near future be exploited where it is 

largely hosted by faults that are of probable extensional nature in rocks of the 

Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex. Hydrothermal alteration of the type 

associated with epithermal mineralization is clearly evident in the sparse pub

lished data from the subsurface of Yucca Mountain, yet almost no mention is made 

of any plans or intent to identify and test the fault and fracture structures 

within and beneath the site for mineralization. This surely reflects either a lack 

of understanding and technical expertise concerning epithermal ore deposits, or a 

predeteririned opinion on resource potential and site suitability more easily sup

ported by absence of key information.  

I found no mention of plans to directly test hydrocarbon potential of the 

Paleozoic section beneath the site. In the context of the proposed investigations, 

activities, studies etc., the issue will likely remain unresolved without a direct 

test with a deep drillhole (-20,000 ft ??) within the controlled area. Such a test 

would also provide important information on the deep structural geology.  

1
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yes. Para. 1 sentence 1, I can't figure out what this objective is.
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Para. 2, sent. I- makes an unevidenced and to my knowledge unknown 
statement. This whole paragraph is totally spectulative and what they have 
apparently done is take the shotgun approach of throwing everything at 
the problem in the fond hopes that something will work. They really have no 
idea.
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Parameters. 1. such as? what authigenic mineralsand in what unit(s)? 

4/5. Here again we pre- suppose the correct hydrologic flow models.  
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An understanding of the nature, distribution and timing of hydrothermal 
ialteration will be critical to, and bear directly on, efforts to evaluate the 
potential for undiscovered epithermal mineralization. Why is there no mention 
of a connection between this activity and those concerned with evaluating 
possible mineral resources?? This is a reflection of DOE's uninformed and 
compartmentalized thinking concerning ore deposits geology and exploration.
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X-ray diffraction will not detect phases that are present at less than 

about 5 vol% of the samples. This could result in inaccurate identification of 

phase assemblages and lead to incorrect assumptions and interpretations.  

Thin-section petrography must be done in conjunction with XRD.
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Use of these experimental dating techniques, especially with no mention of 
calibration schemes, will likely result in ambiguous information and will have 
an extremely high level of uncertainty. Why not use established dating 
techniques?? The 250 proposed samples for all this work will not give a 
representative picture of the paleohydrothermal system(s) for such a large 
volume of rock, especially since the present and proposed drill hole 
distribution is so limited and unrepresentative of the subsurface of Yucca Mtn.  
Also, contrary to the statement in the text, 6 of the 8 Technical Procedures 
for this Activity are not given.
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8.3.1.4.2 Investigation: Geologic framework of the Yucca Mountain 
site 

p. 8.3.1.4-28 Fundamental OBJECTION/Concern 

As written, the SCP tacitly assumes that the fundamental geologic 

framework of the region within which the Repository Site is situated is 

adequately known. This assumption is simply not correct. It is well known, 

for example, that there are important and fundamental questions concerning 

the presence or absence, age, etc., of detatchment faults. In addition, there 

are questions of equal or greater practical importance concerning a number of 

fundamental aspects of the Neogene (late Cenozoic) volcano-tectonic evolution 

repository region. These questions include, for example, aspects of volcanic 

stratigraphy, the location of calderas and relation to known ash-flow sheets, 

the relative and absolute age of various lava units and their relation to 

caldera systems, the timing of hydrothermal activity and mineralization and its 

relation to magmatic/caldera system(s), etc., etc., etc.  

During their preliminary investigations, the Task 3 group has recognized 

a number of uncertainties in the basic volcano-tectonic framework of the 

southwestern Nevada volcanic field. These questions include the nature, age, 

and(or) ash-flow sheet assignments of a number of features of the Timber 

Mountain-Oasis Valley-Crater Flat caldera complex, the timing of initiation of 

magmatic activity of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field, and the probable 

identification of a new caldera of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field.  

Work carried out a few years ago (e.g., Noble et al., 1984, Jour. Geophys. Res., 

v. 89, p. 8593) showed that there were fundamental errors that had existed for 

decades concerning the stratigraphy and source assignments of ash-flow 

sheets of the youngest and beat preserved caldera centers. Major revisions 

in basic geology have not been restricted to our group; for example, Warren 

et al. (1988, GeoL Soc. America Abs. with Programs, v. 20, p. 240) have made 

fundamental revisions in the stratigraphy, age and caldera assignment of a 

number of uA of lava situated only a few miles north of the repository site.  

It is therefolM highly unlikely that DOE's current understanding of the older, 

less well expemed or preserved volcanic geology is substantially complete and 

without -similar errors.  
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18.3.1.4.2 

p. 8.3.1.4-28

Investigation: Geologic framework of the Yucca Mountain 
site 
Fundamental OBJECTION/Concern

Certain fundamental aspects of the volcanic/caldera geology have been 
essentially ignored for decades. Although Smith and Bailey, in their classic 
1968 paper on resurgent cauldrons, explicitly recognized a late, post-collapse 
stage of hydrothermal activity, only very recently has work been begun on 
understanding the nature, timing, mineralogical, chemical, and metallization 
effects of hydrothermal activity and its relation to the various caldera and 
other volcanic centers of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field (e.g., Aronson 

iand Bish, 1987, abs. of presentation at Clay Minerals Society, Socorro, NM; 
Bish, LANL Rept. LA-10667-MS; Jackson et al., 1988, Geol. Soc. America Abs.  

1with Programs, v. 20, p. 171). See also our discussion of 8.3.1.8.5.1.2 
Activity: Geochronology studies.
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8.3.1.4.2.1.1 Activity: Surface and subsurface stratigraphic studies of 
the host rock and surrounding units

p. 8.3.1.4-32 

The work proposed in this section appears reasonably comprehensive.  

The detailed studies of the Topopah Spring Member outlined on pages 8.3.1.4

39 -42 are desirable, but it should be emphasized that such work does not 

take the place of the fundamental studies of the Cenozoic geologic setting as 

discussed in the previous comments.  
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8.3.1.4.2.1.2 Activity: Surface-based geophysical surveys 
p. 8.3.1.4-41 

The program is nothing if not comprehensive. Certain of the studies 
appear desirable, for example the vertical seismic profiling, the paleomagnetic 
studies, and the commerically available logs. Certain other proposed work has 
the appearance to the geophysical layman of overkill.
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8.3.1.4.2.1.2 Activity: Surface-based geophysical surveys 
p. 8.3.1.4-41 

GQenrAQLmmexx: Objectives. The objectives are vastly incomplete. Given 
the limited drilling proposed to depths we must also have much more 
geophysical data in order to evaluate mineral potential at depth. Just to 
improve the confidence in stratigraphic models is totally insufficient.  

$ 
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8.3.1.4.2.1.2 Activity: Surface-based geophysical surveys 
p. 8.3.1.4-41 

Description. 1. Para. 3 Assumes there Are marker horizons with 
'sufficient' contrast .... Who says?? 2. Para 4 DOE does not provide any 

reason for the proposed survey locations and they are not obvious. 3. Table 

8.3.1.4-4 The techniques proposed are exhaustive but a) how will they 
'combine' with existing surveys (not at all I think) and b) how many many 
years are we looking at. Also, here again is the shotgun approach. They don't 
know if any of them will work so they will try them all. And 6.tUf we will have 
almost no information useful to evaluation of potential mineral resources.
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8.3.1.4.2.1.2 Activity: Surface-based geophysical surveys 
p. 8.3.1.4-41 

General Comment: This comment is also appropiate to other sections of the 
SCP. No indication of man-year effort is given. Must this all be done in time 
for a proprosed 2000 AD (or whatever) opening of the repository? If so, it will 
never happen. The people who prepared this are not realists-they have simply 
taken the 'do everything' approach and have made little effort beyond logic 
diagrams to integrate work..  
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8.3.1.4.2.2 Characterization of the structural features within the site 
area

p. 8.3.1.4-65 

i QenLex if/_S imm_ mrc jnt: 1. para. 2. Detailed geologic mapping of zonal 
features in ash-flow tuffs .... will provide necessary stratigraphic control 
for identifying 'small scale' faults. Comment: That depends entirely on extent 
and consistency and presence of zonal features not presently known and also 
on what is meant by ' ll s.k'.  

2. A mapping scale of 1"12,000 is npi for detail. Small faults (widths of 
inches and lengths of meters or 10's of meters) and joint sets (widths of cmls) 

,cannot be indicated on this proposed scale. Scale should be at least 1OX larger 
and preferably even larger.
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8.3.1.4.2.2.1 
p. 8.3.1.4-66

Geologic mapping of zonal features in the Paintbrush Tuff

neralC QmanL: SCP indicates that such mapping is complete. Are they 

referring to Scott's?? -but that it will be extended W and S as shown in Fig.  

8.3.1.4-9 on page 8.3.1.4-67. They will then assess need for 1:2400 mapping. I 

can forsee absolute need right now!!-if, as they say, they want detail.  

..  
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8.3.1.5.2.1.5 Studies of calcite and opaline silica veins.  
p. 8.3.1.5-110 

It would appear that this is yet another of the 'shotgun' approaches that 
exist throughout this draft SCP. DOE proposes almost all possible techniques 
to answer the question are these veins formed by ground waters going down 
or hydrothermal waters going up? What they do not apa.9 to have done is 

ito consider these possibilities in any sort of broader context (regional geologic 
significance??). Do the veins presently exposed in Trench 14 presage a broad
scale, post volcanic, hydrothermal event at or near Yucca?? Such are known 

I elsewhere-witness the Golconda, Nv. deposits of manganese-tungsten and silver 
hosted in Quaternary valley alluvium and the slightly older but clearly post
volcanic Sulfur, Nv. gold deposits. What possibilities do these sorts of 
considerations open?
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8.3.1.5.2.1.5 
p. 8.3.1.5-110

Studies of calcite and opaline silica veins.

The nature and origin of the various calcite-silica veins and fracture 

fillings bear directly on questions concerning the extent and character of 

paleohydrothermal system(s) present beneath Yucca Mtn. It is critical that 

this group of activities be integrated with studies concerning past alteration 

(8.3.1.3.2.2) and potential for undiscovered mineral deposits. The geochemical, 

textural and petrographic information obtained in these studies should be part 

of the information base of the mineral resource studies, regardless of whether 

the information is of economic interest or not. It is disturbing to see this 

type of non-integrated approach so late in the DOE's program.  
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8.3.1.5.2.1.5 Studies of calcite and ,paline silica veins.  
p. 8.3.1.5-110 

The SCP outlines methods and technical procedures that utilize almost 
every conceivable laboratory - petrographic, chemical, isotopic, etc., procedure 
to characterize the vein deposits. The principal weakness in their approach is 
geological, and reflects an inadequate consideration of the importance of a 
thcrough ana quantitative undez'stajidins Df the late Cenozoic 
paleohydrothermal history of the region within which the southwestern Nevada 
volcanic field is situated.  

Specifically, the veins would be of much greater significance to the 
potential for disruption or flooding of the Repository if it could be shown that 
important hydrothermal activity had taken place in the region in latest 
Neogene (late Pliocene and/or Quaternary) time, than if this period, during 
which their was very little or no silicic igneous activity, was a time when no 
major hydrothermal/geothermal systems had developed in the region. This is 
particularly true if, as we suspect, it will not be possible to accurately date 
the veins by radiometric or other methods.  

A regional understanding of the space-time distribution of hydrothermal 
activity is thus required. Moreover, it should be noted that there are several 
localities in Nevada (e.g., Sulfur, McGinniss) where there has been important 
hydrothermal activity, which in one case deposited economic precious-metal 
mineralization and in the other deposited Au and Ag, but in subeconomic 
amounts, well after the cessation of known Cenozoic volcanic activity! 

I 
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8.3.1.5.2.1.5 
p. 8.3.1.5-111

Studies of calcite and opaline silica veins.

OBJECTION: Last paragraph states mapping from another activity will be 
used to determine the location and areal distribution of the calcite-opaline 
silica deposits, which will establish an important datum and critical point for 
modeling. The cited activity (8.3.1.5.1.4.2) appears to deal only with mapping 
of surficial deposits and thus the calcite-silica deposits within bedrock will 
apparently not be included. This is completely unacceptable; the datum will 
be meaningless without consideration of the deposits in bedrock as well.  
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"-HAPTE?. NO.: 8

8.3.1.8 

p. 8 . 3 . 1 . 8 - 1

Overview of the postclosure tectonics program: description 
of future tectonic processes and events required by the 
performance and design issues

QGeaeral-CQnlcerf: the complexity of the language, sentence structure and 

nomenclatui-e used throughout this section render -n intelligent evaluation of 

the content almost impossible. One of the central problems is that references 

are repeatedly made to some of the 13 (and possibly 17?) "investigation"s 
shown in Figure 8.3.1.8.1, but exactly to which of these "investigations" are 

they referring? Several times the "investigation" is not specified and the 

reader is left guessing and unable to follow the argument(s).  
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18.3.1.8 Overview of the postclosure tectonics program: description 
of future tectonic processes and events required by the 
performance and design issues

p.8.3.1.8-1

QBJEUIQN: As shown on pages 8.3.1.8-3 through 8.3.1.8-21, the levels of 

confidence needed, available in current estimates and needed in final values 

appear totally unsupported. Is this section going to be referenced later as 
"data" "--Nonsense.  

'I 
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8.3.1.8 Overview of the postciosure tectonics program: description 
of future tectonic processes and events required by the 
performance and design issues 

p.8.3.1.8-1 

Qen.exal._Cum•e/ats: Summary. Overview covers most approaches and 
possibilities but leaves some serious gaps in thinking.  

1. In their table on pages 8.3.1.8-3 thru -21 they select 'goals' and 
measurements' and 'needed ccnfidence levels' etc.- Who makes these decisions 

and on what bases? It seems a circular path-one where the fox may well be 
deciding how many chickens are to be in the hen house.  

2. None of the siting issues or probabilities referred to in the lengthy 
tables addresses what I consider two important igneous or volcanic aspects. To 

'wit: a) Basaltic volcanism is most likely, agreed, and I agree it is likely to be 
structurally controlled - buat present basaltic volcanism in Crater Flats is 
along a structure leading into or very near to the repository. Reactivation of 
this structure and its attendant volcanism is inadequately addressed. b) Much 
thought is given to intrusive interrupting the repository but I think zero 
thought has been given to a total system whereby the waste is dissipating 
heat through the rock- creating heat flow outward from repository while at 
the same time an intrusive at depth or laterally (and present higher heat 
gradiant in G-3 near caldera edge evidences this possibility) is also giving off 
heat outwards-this time tgxmard repository waste. Thus normal heat flow 
gradiant is disrupted and heat might 'pond'-thus elevating ambient heat to 
unacceptable levels in repository during post closure period. This in turn 
could cause a chain of undesireable events such as moisture drive 
off,mineralogic changes, etc.  

3. Item 8.3.5.18 in table 8.3.1.8-2(a). Ground motion causes spalling and 
closes air gap around waste package. Fault to do this is not necessary 
because Topopah Spgs has an abrupt failure mode and character when 
unconfined and once this rock is open to air it will spall readily-thus, just by 
the nature crthe rock, it will at least partially close the air gap about the 
waste packaw& Needs consideration.  
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8.3.1.8 Overview of the postclosur,

performance and design is•

ROJECT OFFICE 
[MENT FORM

APTER NO.: 8

e tectonics program: description 
* and events required by the 
sues

p.8.3.1. 8 - 2 4

Approach. - page 8.3.1.8-24. NNSWI will base its analysis of performance 

measures on a projection of Quaternary rates . . . at and proximal to the site.  

Here they are saying the lasat 2 million years where elsewhere they refer to 

the past 4 million years. Also, what is -onsidered "proximal". Is Crater Flat 

proximal; is Timber Mtn., Bare Mtn? What? 
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8.3.1.8 

p.8.3.1.8-26

Overview of the postclosure tectonics program: description 
of future tectonic processes and events required by the 
performance and design issues

para. 3. More refined data is needed as stated but al= bheynd the 
imefitte site area on basaltic volcanism and also on such volcanism not 
penetrating repository but otherwise affecting it-see previous general 
comments.  
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8.3.1.8.5.1.1 Activity: Volcanism drillholes 
p. 8 . 3 . 1 .8 - 1 0 8 

1. Holes only 1000 foot deep to test magma sources that are estimated to 

be present by aeromagnetics?? Nonsense!'-might as well not drill at all. And, 

1what was rationale for picking 330 meters? Why not 500 or 1000 or ??? 

2. All the sophisticated things on p. 8.3.1.8-108 are completely irrelevant 

!if they don't hit something and in 1000 feet it appears to me unlikely that 

they will!
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8.3.1.8.5.1.1 
p.8.3.1.8-108

Activity: Volcanism drillholes

QenPral Cnern: Drilling the anomalies to test for subsurface volcanic 
features is a good idea. However, the choice of 330m depth for the holes seems 
arbitrary and probably insufficient to adequately test the anomalies. The 
drillhole depths should be more flexible if they are serious about a real test 
here. This is particulary important for testing the available geophysical data; 
we know from past experience (e.g., drillhole UE25a-3, Calico Hills) how 
valuable such drilling is for testing data on the location and geometry of even 
large subsurface plutons.  

-7 -
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8.3.1.8.5.1.1 Activity: Volcanism drillholes 
p.8 . 3 .1.8-110 

QBJECI-=: first paragraph: Obtaining estimates of volumes of buried 

volcanic centers presumes the holes will penetrate through the inferred 

I volcanic rocks, a terribly unrealistic presumption for such few and shallow 

holes. Such estimates will likely be laughable in their level of uncertainty.  

What is unexcuseable though, is the reference in the 4 sentence to such 

estimates (if they become available) as data!! ESTIMATES ARE NOT DATA 

(FACTS)!! Incredible that such propositions can be printed by people alluding 

to a scientific study. Such potential garbage will not refine probability 

calculations or anything else.  

I,
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8.3.1.8.5.1.1 Activity: Volcanism drillholes 
p.8.3.1.8-110 

First paragraph: No K-Ar ages will be obtainable from the inferred 
buried centers unless the holes penetrate the inferred rocks and materials 
suitable for dating are recovered. Where will such a likely possibility leave 
the proposed tectonic model and tests of patterns of basaltic volcanism in the 
NTS region?? I have strong doubts about the ability of this activity to meet 
such important objectives.  

Key Technical Procedures for this activity do not yet exist.  

! !
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8.3.1.8.5.1 Study: Characterization of volcanic features 

p.8 . 3 . 1 .8 - 1 0 7

QBO1EII=: Judging from the information and descriptions given in 

Chapter 1, the work is far from completed and is not likely to refine risk 

assessment. If the relation of basaltic volcanism and intrusion to structural 

features is important, then much valuable information available by cost

effective mapping and radiometric dating is being ignored by not including 

the Quaternary mafic volcanism of the Sleeping Butte area in this study.  

The proposed study seems also to ignore the need to test/resolve the 

questions of the volcanic and structural nature and significance of Crater Flat 

I (c.f., Carr, 1988, GSA Abstr. v. 20, p. 148) Is Crater Flat a volcanic feature or 
tectonic feature, combination, what?? 
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8.3.1.8.5.1.2 Activity: Geochronology studies 
p.8.3.1.8-112 

Objectives. What chronology is it that has been established for the >8 
Ma basalts in the region?? Where is this established chronology available and 
how and by whom has it been established?? I question this assertion.  

Also, why the focus on Black Mtn.? What reason is there for this and if 
Black Mtn. is considered to be the youngest silicic center of the region, the 
authors here show an important lack of knowledge of the volcanic geology and 
chronology of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field.  
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8.3.1.8.5.1.2 Activity: Geochronology studies 
p.8.3.1. 8 - 1 1 2 

Parameters. Much of the information for parameter #1 is to be obtained 

from Activity 8.3.1.8.5.1.3. However, Activity 8.3.1.8.5.1.3 is focussed on the 

young centers and is largely on a reconnaissance basis. How will detailed 

information necessary for establishing field relations and detailed stratigraphic 

information (needed for interpreting the age determinations) become available?? 

As written, it appears that such necessary information is not likely to be 

I obtained in this activity.
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8.3.1.8.5.1.2 Activity: Geochronology studies 
p.8.3.1.8-113 

Description; third paragraph: The statement is incorrect that the Black 
Mtn. center is the youngest silicic volcanic center in the Yucca Mtn. region.  

'Noble et al., 1984 (JGR v. 89, B10, p. 8593-8602) and Weiss and Noble, 1989 
(JGR v. 94, B5, p. 6059-6074) have demonstrated that ash flow units of the 
Stonewall Mtn. center postdate and locally overlie rocks of the Black Mtn.  
center. The age cited from Kistler (1968) in this paragraph is from an ash
flow sheet of the Stonewall center, not from Black Mtn. as thought at the time 
of Kistler's paper. The authors lose credibility by not recognizing that 
important stratigraphic reassignments have been made in the past 5 years.  
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8.3.1.8.5.1.2 Activity: Geochronology studies 
p.8.3.1.8-114

top of page, paragraph continued from p. 113: It seems imprudent to use 

developmental techniques. What if the very strong possibility of inconsistent 

results occurs?? I also note that technical procedures for 4 of the important 

dating techniques do not yet exist, and can not exist until the techniques 

have been developed and applied to the objectives of this activity. Seems to 

be a lot of crucial information and resulting interpretaion and inference is 

riding on something that may not work.  
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8.3.1.8.5.1.2 Activity: Geochronology studies 
p.8.3.1.8-112 

eneralcomment: 1. Fascinating new methods proposed. Really state-of
the-art. Truely experimental. Sg I doubt if any two will agree and if this is 
so, which does one believe?? Also, how many years or decades do we have for 
the work?? Is this another example of the DOE shotgun approach?? 
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8.3.1.8.5.1.2 Activity: Geochronology studies 

p.8.3.1.8-112 

This section provides additional examples that the individuals who 

prepared the SCP do not possess thorough and current knowledge and 

understanding of the late Tertiary volcanic and tectonic evolution of the 

I southwestern Nevada volcanic field. For example, on page 8.3.1.8-113, the 

youngest K-Ar age for the Black Mountain volcanic center (caldera) is given 

as 6.5 Ma after Kistler. (Actually, Kistler's age is 6.2 Ma, which recalculates to 

6.3 Ma using presently acceptable constants.) Noble et al. (1984, Jour.  

Geophys. Res, v. 89 p. 8593) show that the unit dated, the Spearhead Member 

of the Stonewall Flat Tuff (formerly termed the Labyrinth Canyon Member of 

the Thirsty Canyon Tuff), is from the Stonewall Mountain volcanic center to 

the northwest. Ages available for the Thirsty Canyon Tuff (Kistler, 1968; 

Weiss et al., Jour. Geophys. Res. v. 94, B5, p. 6075) are older, ranging from 7.5 

to 7.8 Ma.  
Furthermore, it is incorrect to state that K-Ar ages on Na-rich sanidines 

are suspect. A number of replicate ages, for example on the Stonewall Flat 

Tuff, show that ages obtained on such materials are both precise and 

accurate.  
Rather, the radiometric ages on the basalts must be suspect, and are 

probably too old. Further work is required on dating the basalts that have 

yielded ages in the 8 to 9 Ma range. Any errors most probably do not lie in 

the analytical procedures applied but rather in the selection and/or 

preparation of materials for radiometric dating.  
Finally, the focus of dating the youngest silicic volcanism in the region 

should not be on the Black Mountain. Rather, the most likely candidates for 

young silicic volcanism are various domes and flows of rhyolite exposed west 

and northwest of the Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex.  
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8.3.1.8.5.1.3 Activity: Field geologic studies 
p.8.3.1.8-116 

This section provides further evidence that the individuals who prepared 
the SCP do not possess thorough and current knowledge and understanding of 
the late Tertiary volcanic and tectonic evolution of the southwestern Nevada 
volcanic field.
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8.3.1.8.5.1.3 Activity: Field geologic studies 
p.8.3.1.8-i16

Objectives. That most of the work is completed is is simply not correct.  

Recent information (e.g. Wells et al., 1988, GSA Abstr. v. 20, p. 242) shows 

important assumptions and interpretations contained in Chapter I to very 

likely be wrong, and at the very least requiring considerable further basic 

geologic study. Though basalts >6 Ma have been delineated in the quadrangle 

mapping of the NTS, very little is known, and less is published, concerning 

their eruptive history, evolution of eruptive centers, etc., etc. In particluar 

this is the case for the large areas of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field 

which have been mapped at only the county scale or were mapped at 15 

minute scale before stratigraphic relations and ages of the major ash-flow 

sheets and caldera complexes were established.  
We also know from a DOE-NRC-CVTS-NWPO field trip in spring, 1989, that 

DOE's detailed mapping of some (or all??) of the post- 6 Ma basaltic centers 

simply does not exist. Such assertions should not be included in the SCP, a 

document that the uninformed public relies on for accuracy and faithful 

representation of facts.  
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8.3.1.9 Overview of human interference program 
p. 8.3.1.9-1 

Ge.eraL1mments: 1. nowhere in this section does DOE address the very 
real (judging from present day human activities) problem of random vandalism 

1 and curiosity of humans about something that may have been 'locked' away 
000's of years ago. 2. The entire effort seems to disregard NRC regulations 
that "require that resources at the site with current markets be identified 
and described in terms of net and gross values" and that it must "be 
demonstrated that the site is located in an area such that natural resources at 
or near the site are not likely to give rise to interference activities. On page 
8.3.1.9-3 DOE goes on to say that intrusion by exploratory drilling for 
resources can be the most severe intrusion scenario .... Taking these items 
in keeping with what they propose to do to ascertain mineral resource 
potential inand•_lna the site it is evident that the program they propose is 
totally inadequate in terms of geology, drilling, geophysics, etc. In particular, 

I great gaps are present and apparently will remain present, in our knowledge 
of possible mineralization in the Paleozoics below Yucca tuffs. Also, just how 
near do you have to be to be revelant in terms of mineralization. Calico??, 
Wahmonie??, Mine Mtn??Bare Mtn? Camp Transvaal?? Where??? On page 8.3.1.9
3 the DOE says "current information and new data acquired from site activities 
will be employed to assess the natural resource potential of Yucca Mtn." They 
have laid out very little effort directed specifically toward mineral potential 
determinations. What they have done is ill-conceived and ill-integrated.  
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8.3.1.9 Overview of human interference program 
p. 8.3.1.9-2,3 

The basic assumptions of the approach laid out on p. 8.3.1.9-2 and 

8.3.1.9-3 are probably unrealistic, particularly in not-so-distant-future 
;economic situations when available energy and mineral resources are likely to 

be much more limited and consequently much more valuable. The 

incompatability of resource exploration and extraction in a given area has 

historically not been sufficient to over-ride favorable (or potentially favorable) I 

economic factors, which provide the only real controls on resource exploration 

and extraction.  
If future human activities are unpredictable and DOE is serious about the 

human interference issue, how will it be possible for "professional judgement" 

to determine the likleyhood of future human intrusion resulting from resource 

'exploration or extraction?? Who exactly will these "professionals" be who will 

be able to determine the unpredictable?? Professional scientists?? Professional 

athletes?? Professional engineers?? Professional fortune tellers?? Who?? This 

approach and the thinking behind it are seriously flawed, if not absurd.  

What "current information and new data" are they referring to in the last 

paragraph of p. 8.3.1.9-3?? The SCP is utterly deficient and lacking in much 

important current information concerning the mining, ore deposits geology, 

hydrothermal alteration/mineralization history and current resource exploration 

in the accessible portions of the southwestern Nevada volcanic field and 

withdrawn areas of the NAFBGR and NTS. The proposed studies (see following 

comments) are not likely to add significantly to the little that DOE knows now 

and must know if they are serious about any resource potential assessment.  
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8.3.1.9 Overview of human interference program 
p. 8.3.1.9-11 

first paragraph at top of page and second paragraph on p. 8.3.1.9-12: 
How will such estimates be made and whose "professional and expert opinion" 
are they referring to here?? I do not think DOE has a satisfactory way to 
resolve the natural resource issue so they are hoping it falls out (magically) 
of site characterization and can then be lain on someone else (presumeably of 
their choosing) down the road. Are they proposing to use my professional 

and expert opinion?? How about mining industry people who are experts in the 
local area?? I think not. The whole thing sounds suspicious to me.  

second to last paragraph p. 8.3.1.9-11: The present assessment given in 
Chapter 1, particularly for precious metals resource potential, is wholly 
inadequate and is based on incomplete and out-of-date information together 
with inappropriate and misleading emphasis, interpretation and inference. This 
is particularly accute in regards to possible undiscovered resources.
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18.3.1.9.2 

p. 8.3.1.9-22-23

Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 

present and future value of energy, mineral, land and 
groundwater resources

Technical Rationale. 1. Their statement that the scarcity of vegetation, 

wildlife and water has historically precluded using the land for rec.rAe.tijQna 

purposes - I take exception to. Look at Sand Mtn. Nv. and others. Much 

greater recreational use would have been made had not most of the land been 

withdrawn into NTS and Nellis.  
2. Their statement that probability that natural resources occur at Yucca 

is a required input parameter for evaluating the probability that future 

exploratory drilling will occur is true. B_UT, it is also true that it is required 

to define the presence or absence of resources which, if present, is an NRC 

disqualifier. They do not address this little item here. Also they say 'in the 

vicinity' of Yucca Mtn. Just what is vicinity?? They do not define.

it# 
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8.3.1.9.2 

p. 8.3.1.9-21

Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 
present and future value of energy, mineral, land and 
groundwater resources

QiB•1ECTIjNQ : The preliminary assessment presented in the environmental 
assessment (DOE, 1986b) was so inadequate that it should not be considered a 
credible reference. Sections 1.7 and 1.8 of the SCP do provide additional 
information, but in no way should these be considered a bonafide "evaluation" 
of anything.
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8.3.1.9.2 Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 
present and future value of energy, mineral, land and 
groundwater resources

p. 8.3.1.9-23
Land use (middle of page) This whole line of reasoning based on 

historical use is suspicious at best. Historically there was no large, affluent 

population in nearby regions with recreational time and technology until after 

WW II that was able to access the area; but by then most of the area was 

already withdrawn from public access.
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8.3.1.9.2 Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 
present and future value of energy, mineral, land and

P. B3.1.-23 groundwater resources 

Second to last paragraph: second sentence refers to an "lexpert panel" 
iwho will evaluate the calculated probability of natural resources. Who will be 
on this panel? When will this evaluation occur? What type and how much 
aLuthority, if any, will this panel have? And just what is a 'subjective 
1probability"?? Will this "subjective probability" be used to calculate some 
other probability or rate or be used to "demonstrate" something??--Nonsense.

K-,
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8.3.1.9.2 Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 

present and future value of energy, mineral, land and 

groundwater resources 
p. 8.3.1.9-25 

Table 8.3.1.9-3: The current representation is not correct and does not 

allow for the possible presence of undiscovered resources, particularly 

between drillholes or beneath the many shallower holes of the non

representative domain that has been drilled. There is abundant evidence from 

the limited drilling and regional and local geology that is permissive of 

significant ore forming processes having occurred. There is nothing to 

exclude the possibility of significant hydrothermal mineral deposits beneath 

the repository!! 
The levels of uncertainty given (column 3) are incorrect and are both 

highly uncertain based on both the available information and the absence of 

much crucial geologic information.  
Seventh column: Subtle evidence of hydrothermal mineralization does 

exist in the subsurface based on chemical and petrographic information 

available in the published literature. Also, the existing drillholes and 

published information are not, and should not be considered, representative of 

the subsurface of Yucca Mtn or the volume of rock beneath the proposed 

repository. So in essence, we really do not know much about what is, or is 

not, down there.  
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8.3.1.9.2.1 
p. 8.3.1.9-27

Study: Natural resource assessment of Yucca Mountain

Fun• e.nt,•L..n=ern: The possibility of economic and(or) potentially 
economic mineral resources within and in the general vicinity of the Yucca 
Mountain Repository Site is a much more serious issue than has been 
considered by DOE as is presently represented in the SCP. The following 
examples provide clear evidence of the mineral potential of the region 
surrounding Yucca Mountain and of the rock units of the Repository Site.  

The Beatty-Bullfrog-Bare Mountain area, which based on certain 
structural interpretations may within the past 10 million years have been 

lappreciably closer to Yucca Mountain, is presently extremely active with 
i regard to mineral production, mine construction, and mineral exploration. At 
the Gold Bar mine gold is presently being produced from ore hosted by 
welded ash-flow tuff of the Paintbrush Tuff. At Ladd Mtn., about one mile 
south of the Montgomery-Shoshone, mine reserves of 3.2 million ounces of gold 
have recently been announced by Bond-Bullfrog (Dallhold, Inc.), and a world
class mine is presently in the early stages of production. The host rocks for 
this mine are welded ash-flow tuffs of the Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley 
caldera complex. Reserves of 0.15 million ounces of gold have recently been 
announced by GEXA Gold at the Telluride district directly northeast of Bare 
Mountain, and active drilling continues. Radiometric dating by Task 3 has 
shown that hydrothermal activity is related to activity of the Timber 
Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex and other volcanic centers of the 
southwestern Nevada volcanic field. The Transvaal district, underlain by 
welded ash-flow tuff of the Timber Mountain-Oasis Valley caldera complex, is 
presently the subject of negotiations with major mineral companies with 
respect to options for mineral exploration. Other mines (e.g., Mayflower and 
Pioneer) and prospects are also hosted in volcanic rocks of the southwestern 
Nevada volcanic field.  

The northern part of Yucca Mountain clearly would be 
explored/sampled/evaluated for precious-metal mineral deposits if it were open 
to the public. In view of these and other available information, particularly 
published information from drill holes at Yucca Mountain, a comprehensive 
study of the mineral resources of the region based on the acquisition of a 
wide range of geologic,- mineralogic, geochemical, isotopic, geophysical data and 
other data through new field and laboratory work is essential 
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8.3.1.9.2.1 
p. 8.3.1.9-27

Study: Natural resource assessment of Yucca Mountain

F•undamentalncrn:The review of mineral deposits presented in Section 

1 clearly demonstrates that the DOE lacks scientific personnel who are 

qualified to evaluate the mineral deposit geology and mineral resource 

potential of the Yucca Mountain Repository Site Area. The dicussion reads like 

a major term paper written by an industrious but inexperienced graduate 

student. A lack of knowledge of the most recent literature and cutting-edge 

thought as well as a lack of knowledge of and contact with the exploration 

and mining industry in the region is obvious.  
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8.3.1.9.2.1 Study: Natural resource assessment of Yucca Mountain 
p. 8.3.1.9-27 

FundamenaL gecrn: The amount of work proposed to evaluate mineral 
resources is completely and utterly inadequate. At least an order of 
magnitude more work will be required to provide an adequate understanding 
of the probability of mineral resources at depth in the region of the Yucca 
Mountain Site. Based on the effort proposed in the SCP for evaluating 

ivarious tectonic, hydrologic, cultural, and other factors, the effort devoted to 
evaluting mineral resource potential should be t....or Lm&gnituAe 
gXr.-ate.r than that outlined here.  

The nature and balance of the work proposed by DOE in the SCP to 
evaluate mineral deposits potential is largely improper. Specificially, nQ 
systematic, comprehensive and detailed geQig iyeatigati.ns and ancillary 
support petrographic, geochemical, isotopic, radiometric dating, etc., studies 
are proposed of the many areas of hydrothermal alteration, known and 
potential mineralization, and other pertinent areas! The work of Task 3 to 
date has clearly demonstrated that the knowledge presently available is totally 
inadequate. To remedy this a CGloggk Studies Program must be set up to 
evaluate mineral potential and related problems in volcanic stratigraphy, 
caldera geology, structural geology, etc.
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8.3.1.9.2.1 Study: Natural resource assessment or Yucca Mountain 
I p. 8.3.1.9-27 

This section promises a great deal but delivers very little. For example, 

in the last paragraph of p. 8.3.1.9-27, what models of mineral resource 

generation are there that are considered characteristic of the region?? Why 

not tell us which ones they are referring to or that they will consider?? This 

looks like putting of the cart before the horse.  

*4 
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8.3.1.9.2.1 
p. 8.3.1.9-28

Study: Natural resource assessment of Yucca Mountain

Fundamental concern; last paragraph this page; There is no basis for 
the implicit assumption (first sentence) that future mineral exploration drilling 
and/or mining will be shallow. Deep activities will occur if warranted by 
price-grade attractiveness. Deep drilling or mining could conceivably pass 
through the repository in pursuit of possible (or perceived) resources beneath 
the repository. This would surely not result in diminishing the potential for 
interacting with the waste. This paragraph appears ill thought out.

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 

~Z~i L •~DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2.1 Study: Natural resource assessment of Yucca Mountain 
p. 8.3.1.9-29 

Last paragraph on this page is internally inconsistent because it states 

that information in this Study will allow calculation of tonnage, grade, etc., of 

undiscovered resources that may have value in the future. Surely the 

information needed for such a calculation will require the actual discovery of 

any such undiscovered resources; a rather large undertaking if they are truly 

serious. This paragraph should be revised for clarity.

to 

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 

A DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2. 1.1 

p. 8.3.1.9-30

Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

General Comment: a) This appears to be thought of as a separate item 
and it should not be- it should be a part of geologic assessment. b) No 
mention is made of depth dimension. You certainly will not be able to assess 
all potential mineralization from surface studies.

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 
A Univ. Nevada-Reno 

X- ,i' - . / (3 •DATE: June 9, 1989
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18.3.1.9.2.1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in

r[elatioLn Lito the JLLnLaW.L .JL ALL• L 

p. 8.3.1.9-30 

Parameters. To list of elements given in silicic tufts I think one could 
easily add Fl, Be, Al (alunite), Mo (Valles Caldera)... (others??).

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 
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8.3.1.9.2.1.1 

p. 8.3.1.9-31

Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

1. They state that adjacent areas with surface and subsurface anomalies 
(e.g. Wahmonie, etc.) would prove more likely. Probably this is true but should 

ione not consider these within the affected area?? 
2. Their statement that samples will also be collected and analyzed from N 

Yucca Mtn, Calico and Wahmonie. Should they also not include Camp Transvaal, 
land Mine Mtn.??

II 

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 
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SEC. NO.  
PAGE NO. COMMENT 

IDRWG. NO.

8.3.1.9.2.1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

p. 8.3.1.9-32 

They state that sample spacing in the .ontrrglied area will be between 250 

and 750 feet for geochemistry. Specific spacing should be based upon sizes of 

analog systems - which I am sure will be at their narrowest much smaller than 

250 feet. That is if they are talking about mineralization.  

DOE says subsurface program will be carried out in a similar manner. A 

rep-r intatime number of drillhole cores will be selected that uniformily....  

Comments on this are that this is not a sufficient statement. Specifically: a) 

no comment on depth feature. How deep the holes? To the Paleozoic? How many 

will do this?? Not clear. b) no uniformly spaced holes now exist and none are 

evidenced on their borehole program. c) core will be sampled at 50-300 foot 

intervals?? Really!! they should be sampled much closer and specific samples 

should be premised upon geology.  

I.  

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 
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8.3.1.9.2.1.1 

'p. 8.3.1.9-33

Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

DOE indicates that specifically excluded elements are Cr, Co and Pt-group 
because they are known only to be associated with mafic and ultramafics. This 
is not in general true for cobalt and while generally true for Cr and Pt-group 
exceptions to exist-such as Goodsprings, Nv etc.  

The DOE statements in the Table - that all geochemical sampling plan, 
analytical methods and field methods are "To Be Determined"- leaves one with 
little basis for evaluation.  

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 
• /-. Univ. Nevada-Reno 

/ - 4DATE: June 9, 1989 I
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8.3.1.9.2.1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

p. 8.3.1.9-30

S FundmeintaL-•fl•nJ•f: The most important criticism of the activity is that I 
the proposed geochemical work is completely divorced from, and not under the 

guidance of, a geological study team. The geochemical assessment is 

improperly administratively structured; it is presently set up as effectively a 

separate activity independent of detailed geologic (and geophysical) work.  

Instead, it should be one portion of (and under the scientific and 

ladministrative control of) an intensive, and fundamentally geologic, program of 

evaluation of mineral potential as stated in section 3, above.  

t

REVIEWER: D.C. Noble ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 

C. // 6 •DATE: June 9, 1989
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p 8.3.1.9.2.1.1 

p. 8.3.1.9-30

Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

Eud.amntai-j=Sn•n: No discussion is given of several important 
geological features that bear directly on the use of geochemical data to 
evaluate the mineral potential of the Yucca Mountain area. Specifically, no 
mention is made of the definite possibility that mineralization occurred before 
the deposition of the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff, and thus 
that a potential ore deposit could be very effectively shielded from surface 
detection by geochemical sampling methods. Secondly, no indication is given 
that in many epithermal, Au-Ag systems both economic elements and 

I pathfinders are largely - or completely - restricted to a rather limited vertical 
range, and that in some systems there is little or no chemical or mineralogical 
signature spatially above ore at depth.  

REVIEWER. D.C. Noble ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 

2, ' /9.4• j//•, DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2.1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

p. 8.3.1.9-30 

F.•undmental concern: Fi jerha tLiMqt.QTtntLn ..Mineral 
symtem r-_jncluding areas ofh1YdrQothrml Iltebmt nnt, in

datuaj 2pr~e~lenice 

Qf__eCQonmiQ. mine ali n thiL8 bldiUr•.- b j-e Re ositor ,fY,__-ahua.tio.n-.o.f 
thQa•.jQrtioQja&.of the SCP dealin with studies involvin dri 
t.h&t__Ye•r•fe. if any drill holes are th~t will 7enetrate_•l•_.r•I•..•.EY..  

haQriz.Qns-iALto mention rocks b&n=A thh_ _ Qno_
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8.3.1.9.2.1.1 

p. 8.3.1.9-30

Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

Specific comments include the omission of Be as an element that occurs in 
a volcanic setting (e.g., Spor Mountain, Utah) and the omission of Tl, Te, NH 4 + 

(ammonium), Mo and W as common pathfinders. In particular, the omission of 
thallium shows that the individual(s) who prepared this section are unfamiliar 
with modern knowledge of the trace-element associations of epithermal 
precious-metal systems. A closer sampling grid than that proposed is 
probably desirable, although the major criticisms of the plan of investigation 
relate to the conceptual design of the study.  

e 

REVIEWER: D.C. Noble ORGANIZATION: 
UnivA NJead9,-Ren 
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8.3.1.9.2.1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 

relation to the potential for mineralization

p. 8.3.1.9-31 

QBJE!2TIQN: Description, I8tparagraph; Drilling is a type of exploration 

and may be likely, but not necessarily, based on favorable surface chemistry.  

Certainly there are examples of drilling programs conducted without elevated 

values at the surface (e.g., Ladd Mtn., mineralized structures at depth at 

Creede, CO discovered by Homestake, etc.). As written, the next sentence 

implies that Sections 1.7 and 1.8 comprise the currently available data and 

regional comparisons. This is simply not correct; they are neither current nor 

complete. Furthermore, "confidence" is not needed to comply with 10 CFR 60, 

but solid, representative and conclusive information is required.

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 

DATE: June 9, 1989
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t

j 8.3.1.9.2.1.1 

p. 8.3.1.9-31

Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

nd 
Description, 2 paragraph; comparison of Yucca Mtn breccias with 

analogue breccias known to carry mineralization is a good idea. Such 
comparisons should include as many analagous breccias as can be found 

!associated with mineralization in southwestern Nevada.  

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 

DATE:. June 9, 1989
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18.3.1.9.2.1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization

p. 8.3.1.9-32

2 nd to last paragraph: Just what "average elemental values found in 

silicic tuffs" are they refering to here?? Name one reference in the 

professional literature that gives reliable background or average values for 

precious metals and(or) pathfinder elements such as Sb, As, Hg, Mo, Tl, etc.  

Such baseline information will surely have to be generated prior to any 
comparison.  

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 

DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2. 1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in 
relation to the potential for mineralization 

p. 8.3.1.9-33 

The statement that methods and technical procedures are given in the 
following table is not correct. Only the methods are given. In such an 
important activity one should have a way to evaluate the proposed methods, 
but none seem to exist. Why not cite the appropriate technical procedures for 
some of the same analytical methods proposed in other activities?? Such a 
lack of procedures casts additional doubt on the adequacy of the activity.

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 

DATE: June 9, 1989
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, I l •, 1 2 A,.44ii*v.' ehvytica]/Geologic appraisal of the site relative

to mineral resources.

p. 8.3.1.9-33 

1. The parameter section is a paragraph full of "may's" which will allow 

them to do or not do exactly what they wish. And just what is 'qualitative' 

evaluation?? Merely looking at? How does this fit their directive to define 

resources by tonnage and grade?? 2. They don't propose to do anything new 

at all. Merely look at existing data. This clearly indicates that they do not 

take their charge seriously as far as resources go.

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 
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I 8.3.1.9.2.1.2 

p. 8.3.1.9-33

Activity: Geophysical/Geologic appraisal of the site relative 
to mineral resources.

It is stated in the section Metl . t. _ "There are 
. no procedures for Activity 8.3.1.9.1.2. Existing data will be used." in a 
similar manner to our evaluation of section 8.3.1.4.2 Investigation: Geologic 
framework of the Yucca Mountain site, we believe that the present geologic 
and geophysical data base is insufficient to adequately evaluate the mineral 
resources potential of Yucca Mountain site and environs. f he geophysical data 
presently available is largely of a character inappropriate for evaluating 
mineral potential. A program of appropriate geophysical support should be set 
up withi&n the geological program; it should not be administratively under a 
separate geophysical or seismological group.

REVIEWER: D.C. Noble ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 

• V••. ] DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2.1.2 Activity: Geophysical/Geologic appraisal of the site relative 
to mineral resources.

p. 8.3.1.9-33 

I QenaLCn=.nlc. r: As proposed, this activity is not integrated with the 

mineral resource testing program. Existing data is too regional in scope and 

scale and is unlikely to have resolution needed to detect mine-scale structures 

or mineralized zones. Remote sensing is not at all appropriate for the most 

important aspect of the activity: attempting to detect and map subsurface 

structures and hydrothermal alteration.

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 

DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2.1.2 

p. 8.3.1.9-34

Activity: Geophysical/Geologic appraisal of the site relative 
to mineral resources.

Parameters: Possible zones of hydrothermal alteration (exposed at 
surface) will not be identified with any type of myopia, thematic or otherwise.  
The proposed technique sounds more like a disease than a remote sensing tool.

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 
Univ. Nevada-Reno 

DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2.1.4 

I p. 8.3.1.9-37

Activity: Assessment of hydrocarbon resources at and near 
the site

1. Again at the site they intend to use only UE25p*1 since it was the 

only one to hit Paleozoics. This is clearly and obviously inadequate for 

appraisal of anything . Further, how far did it penetrate Paleozoics and what 

variety were encountered?? 2. Finallly, many more specifics on units and 

I locations away from Yucca which are to be sampled is needed. 3. The table on 

page 8.3.1.9-39 is very difficult to evaluate since everything is TBD.  

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 
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8.3.1.9.2.1.4 

p. 8.3.1.9-37

Activity: Assessment of hydrocarbon resources at and near 
the site

S GenerA._c.•Qrnce.rns: As written, this activity is unlikely to provide the 
required information. Unless the regional structural geometry becomes well 
known, it is unrealistic to assume that the planned tests will be of sufficient 

value to substantially improve our knowledge of the hydrocarbon potential 

beneath the Site. Specifically, without a deep drill-hole (-20,000 feet) through 
the Site, it is unlikely that the objectives of the activity will be acheived.  

IAlso, Section 1.7.2.2.1 is referenced as if it were a bonafide literature 
I reference; indeed it is not and should not be presented as such.

It 
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8.3.1.9.2.1.5 

p. 8.3.1.9-39

Activity: Mineral and energy assessment of the site, 
comparison to known mineralized areas, and the potential for 

undiscovered resources and future exploration

Qene-irLc-ncerD: We reiterate that the D.O.E proposed Site Evaluation 

Procedures (Activities 8.3.1.9.2.1.1, -. 2, etc.) do not provide adequate 

fundamental geologic and other data necessary to evaluate mineral, etc., 

potential of the Yucca Mountain Site. In addition, we note that it will in all 

Ilikelihood be impossible, or a best unfeasible, to calculate "tonage, or other 

amount, grade, and quality". Rather, only a probabilistic estimate can be 

given as to the mineral, etc., potential of the Site and environs.  

REVIEWER: D.C. Noble ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 
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COMMENT

8.3.1.9.2.1.5 

p. 8.3.1.9-39

Activity: Mineral and energy assessment of the site, 
comparison to known mineralized areas, and the potential for 
undiscovered resources and future exploration

Q.e.ertral CQlncerns: The objectives of this activity are unlikely to be 
acheived without systematic drilling of mineralized structures. Such 
structures, if they exist, will need to be discovered accidentally by unrelated 
drilling or excavation because the proposed geological, chemical and 
geophysical studies do not appear oriented towards identification of structures 
likely to host epithermal mineralization that may be present.  

REVIEWER: S.I. Weiss ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada- Reno 

DATE: June 9, 1989
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8.3.1.9.2.1.5 Activity: Mineral and energy assessment of the site, 

comparison to known mineralized areas, and the potential for 

undiscovered resources and future exploration

p. 8.3.1.9-41 
_negriaO-D •D: As written, it seems unikely that a final assessment of 

mineral resources at the site, qualitative or otherwise, can be made from this 
activity. How can the present value or potential for future exploration of 

I undiscovered resources be credibly calculated, assessed, or evaluated without 
discovery of the resource(s)?? This activity promises a great deal but...

it 
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Activity: Mineral and energy assessment of the site, 
comparison to known mineralized areas, and the potential for 
undiscovered resources and future exploration

8.3.1.9-2.1.5 

p. 8.3.1.9-41

The analog selection parameters seem reasonable to me. Should , however, 
include the New Mexico Valles system, the San Juan system, the New Zealand 
systems, and probably Fiji and Peru???? I must ask, however, where they 
are going to get the data to make reasonable comparisons if they don't drill 
and explore in all ways the Yucca situation more thoroughly than they have 
proposed.  

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 

Univ. Nevada-Reno 
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18.3.1.9.3 

p. 8.3.1.9-45

Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 

potential effects of exploiting natural resources on 

hydrologic, geochemical, and rock characteristics

Qner~l.../nmf~e~flt 1. At this time this section pertains only to ground 

water. Why? It would appear to me more than appropiate-indeed essential to 

Imodel effects of other possible occurrences based on analogs. 2. Fig. 8.3.1.9-4 

logic diagram. This diagram, in common with essentially all of their logic 

I diagrams tends to separate tasks into discrete activities which, at the level 

Ithe work is to be done, are not mutually supporting and should be. For 

example, how can 8.3.1.9.2.1.5 -mineral and energy assessment-be done at all 

1without 8.3.1.9.1.1.1 Geochemical, and 8.3.1.9.1.1.2 -Geophysical/geological 
assessment??

REVIEWER: L.T. Larson ORGANIZATION: 
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18.3.1.9.3 

p. 8.3.1.9-45

Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 
potential effects of exploiting natural resources on 
hydrologic, geochemical, and rock characteristics

QBJECT.IQ1N: Again, The Environmental Assessment (DOE, 1986b) and Section 
1.7 of the SCP should not be considered satisfactory evaluations or data sets.  

,Estimates, assumptions and interpretations are referred to as data (e.g., p.  
8.3.1.9-45), this is incorrect and misleading and should be removed so that it 
does not become accepted by less-informed readers.

I 

I

I

I I 
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SEC. NO.  
PAGE NO. COMMENT 
DRWG. NO.

8.3.1.9.3 

p. 8.3.1.9-45

Investigation: Studies to provide information required on 
potential effects of exploiting natural resources on 
hydrologic, geochemical, and rock characteristics

SQenerai._Q=&=l : The "panel of experts" is likely to be used as a public 

I relations gimmic unless their authority and appointments to this panel come 

from outside of DOE. If they are to have no authority, why bother at all?? As 

written the investigation does not address the impact that perceived resources 

would have on exploration and attempts at extraction.
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8.3.1.9.3.1 

p. 8.3.1.9-46

Study: Evaluation of data needed for assessment of the 
likelihood of future inadvertant human intrusion at Yucca as 
a result of exploration and/or extraction of natural 
resources

I General Comment: Here, how can you evaluate data need and predict 
drilling intensity over the next 10K years unless you have a very good and 
documented idea of what is present - and not just at or near the surface.  
They simply do not have any such idea and they will not with what they 
propose to do in the mineral resource evaluation.

f? 
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8.3.1.9.3. 1.1 Activity: Compilation of data to support the assessment 
calculation of the potential for inadvertent human intrusion 
at Yucca Mountain 

p. 8.3.1.9-48 

General CQnc-rnms: The 2 objectives seem unrealistically ambitious, 
particularly regarding expected drilling density, depth and frequency; how 

will the needed parameters be obtained or evaluated? What kind of data do 

they intend to compile that is likely to provide such information? The fact 

that methods and technical procedures are to be determined sometime in the 

Ifuture is not reassuring to the reader considering the complexity and 
importance of this activity.
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18.3.1.9.3.3 
i p. 8.3.1.9-51

Application of results

I Ciemerak c.ncrns: Again, here we see the whole thing is to eventually 
!rest on the use of a panel of experts to use their "professional judgrement" to 
iestimate the bounds of some probability. As written, this is absurd. Who will 
be on the panel?? By whom will they be appointed?? How long will they have 
to evaluate the information given to them?? Last sentence: To imply that 
these "estimated bounds" obtained through use of "professional judgement" 

I will be data and state that such can be used in calculating total system 
releases is wishful hogwash, of no scientific basis and wholly unacceptable!!
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8.3.1.9.3.3 
p. 8.3.1.9-51

Application of results

OBJECTION: Third sentence: What if significant resources are found in 

Yucca Mountain? How can this be demonstrated if the information to be 

obtained does not support this predetermined idea? This is another example of 

drawing conclusions before doing the study. Why bother if only the desired 

information is to be collected and(or) considered?

I t
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1 8.3.1.11 
p.8.3.1.11-2

Overview of land ownership and mineral rights program

GeneraiC.nmment: 1. page 8.3.1.11-2. Their statement in paragraph 1 that 
"prior investigations have identified no mineral rights in the immediate 

jvicinity of Yucca" is nQt true. Until May of 1989 there existed mineral claims 
on BLM land right up to the Nellis boundary. Unless, of course, this is not 

'considered "immediate vicinity". Just what is immediate vicinity anyhow?? We 
understand that in May, 1989, the claim owner agreed to sell his claims to DOE 
and settled for nearly $250,000. This provides another disturbing example of 
DOE's lack of current information concerning the site or worse, an effort to 

Inot present the facts completely.  
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8.3.1.14.2.3.3 Geophysical field measurement.  
p. 8.3.1.14-59 

Ge•eral.-Comment: Here once again zero consideration is given to the 

I defining of mineral resource potential at depth. This section is representative 

of what I believe the attention DOE has placed on this requirement. They 

simply don't want to know and are not going to employ a program which will 

truely find out.

I 
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18.3.1.17.1 

p. 8.3.1.17-51

Investigation: Studies to provide required information on 
volcanic activity that could affect repository design or 
performance

QGejjLra_..Comenjt: 1. All that is being done is a survey of existing 
literature-no new research indicated. They clearly either are uninformed or do 
not wish to really understand problem. 2. Thinking in this section is that 
such volcanic activity will not be a fatal flaw for the site but merely give 
data to change engineering design. It is typical of the "fait accompli" thinking 
and mentality which permeates this entire SCP.
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8.3.1.17.4.5.1 

p. 8.3.1.17-145

Activity: Evaluate the significance of the Miocene-Paleozoic 
contact in the Calico Hills area to detachment faulting in the 
site area

Geologic mapping at 1:12,000 and 
insufficient in that not enough detail 
show possible detachment.

compliation at 1:24,000 may be 
can be accurately recorded to clearly
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8.3.1.17.4.5.1 Activity: Evaluate. the significance of the Miocene-Paleozoic 
contact in the Calico Hills area to detachment faulting in the 
site area

p. 8.3.1.17-145 

This is one of the most concisely written and doable activities so far, and 
is the type of fundamental, cost-effective geologic study needed most 
desperately in the site characterization program. Compilation of mapping at 
1:24,000 may not be appropriate for the level of detail they may want to show.
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18.3.1.17.4.5.2 Activity: Evaluate postulated detachment faults in the 

Beatty-Bare Mountain area

I p. 8.3.1.17-147 

i Sounds like the fundamental type of geologic study necessary to the 

program.

RE R I 
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8.3.1.17.4.5.2 Activity: Evaluate postulated detachment faults in the 
Beatty-Bare Mountain area 

p. 8.3.1.17-147 

S.Rif ia _GQmment: Here as in Calico Hills, a 3rd objective should be to 
see if such detachments are relevant in any way to mineralization control or 
displacement in the area. There is a reasonable body of opinion at present 
that recent Au discoveries at Ladd Mtn ,perhaps Gold Bar, and certainly the 

old Original Bullfrog are in structures relateable to detachments.
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8.3.1.17.4.5.3 Activity: Evaluate the potential relationship of breccia within and 

south of Crater Flat to detachment faulting 

p. 8.3.1.17-149 

Specific .. CComment: No real new work proposed. How do they propose to 

determine relevance of this to the tectonic development and volcanic activity 

iand potential mineralization processes with the work they propose to do (or 

not to do??)? 
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8.3.1.17.4.5.3 Activity: Evaluate the potential relationship of breccia within and 
south of Crater Flat to detachment faulting 

p. 8.3.1.17-149 

The proposed work sounds reasonable and doable.  
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SUMMARY OF THE U-UCCA MOUNTAIN SCP

JAMES N. BRUNE 

The particular topics of the SCP I have reviewed include those relating 

to seisimoLogy, gecphtsics, tectonics, and geology, with a more specific re'iew 

of the proposed rock mass characterization.  

General Considerations 

I am approaching review of the SCP from the point of view of a Professor 

of Geophysics and a research seismologist, with experience in seismic hazard, 

seismic engineering problems, and testimony before a number of NRC hearings 

related to the San Onofre and Diablo Canyon nuclear power plants. Thus the main 

focus of my review relates to the basic scientific understanding required, first, 

to adequately evaluate the SCP, secondly, to judge whether or not the tremendous 

amount of work implied by the SCP can be carried out in a timely manner, given 

present or achievable scientific manpower and knowledge, and thirdly, what the 

probabilities are that the proposed site characterization will verify that the 

site is acceptable or not acceptable, or will require extensive further study 

unanticipated in the SCP, or will conclude that the site can be made acceptable 

only with an unanticipated great increase in cost. Implicit in the approach I 

will take is the assumption that site characterization and repository 

construction require more care than might be acceptable for less important 

structures, in particular that repository construction should not proceed based 

on unverified critical assumptions with the belief or hope that if any of these 

assumptions turn out to be incorrect, relatively simple or inexpensive 

modifications can be made to compensate for any changes required. Design and 

construction must at all critical points be based on verified knowledge.  

Because of the above requirements it is necessary to obtain a high level 

understanding of physical and chemical processes involved, a level which can only 

be obtained by a competent basic research effort to attack the major 

uncertainties relating to, for example, tectonics, earthquakes, volcanic 

activity, seismic site effects, and geotechnical behavior of the rockmass and 

foundation materials. Based on the reported (in the SCP) preliminary efforts 

to obtain a general understanding of these, on the severely limited efforts of 

the USGS, on the lack of understanding evidenced by the lack of verified 

scientific results in the SCP, it appears that many critical problems will have 

to be approa4d with a basic research effort at the beginning, i.e. the basic 

knowledge about processes involved will have to be developed while the site 

characterizatton studies are carried out. Unfortunately this means that in many 

cases site characterization activities will address the wrong issues or fail to 

address.' important issues. This could only be avoided if the site 

characterization activities were driven by basic research programs and 

timetables, rather than by a schedule determined by political time tables. In 

the vast labyrinth of activities outlined in the SCP it is almost certain that 

many of them will,ftake unexpected turns and require much backtracking and result 

in much wasted effort. The SCP is fundamentally lacking in not providing a clear 

program of basic research to understand the basic physical processes involved, 

and to understand the great amount of data which will be collected.



A particularly important question has to do with the availability of 
manpower to competently carry out the activities outlined in the SCP, and 
especially to carry out the required associated basic research. When the data 
required begins flowing in, who will be available to digest it, analyze it, draw 
important conclusions, and thereby redirect future activities? It might be 
months or years before it is realized that a certain effort is going the wrong 
way, collecting the wrong data, or collecting faulty data. No amount of QA can 
substitute for a basic understanding of whats going on. There is no evidence 
in the SCP that the scientific and engineering personnel required now exist, or 
can be trained under programs outlined in the SCP.  

Since I have been involved in graduate education most of my career I can 
testify to the difficulty of educating scientists and engineers to the level 
required for a project of this type. The vague generalities of the SCP suggest 
that the required scientific and engineering personnel do not now exist in the 
DOE and its contractors and consultants. How does DOE propose to obtain such 
personnel, especially at a time when the nation as a whole is having difficulty 
in producing adequately trained scientists and engineers? Especially important 
is the requirement for high level scientists and engineers capable of 
supervising, critically reviewing, and re-directing the activities of the various 
tasks. Attempting to proceed with unqualified personnel will result- in 
tremendous inefficiencies in activities, and consequent uncertainties in the 
final results. I believe that the SCP is fundamentally lacking in this regard, 
and should include an extensive description of the type and availability of 
personnel required, and the educational program required to provide these 
personnel.  

A similar question arises with regard to the facilities required for 
research, data analysis, and testing activities suggested in the SCP. The SCP 
does not give confidence that such facilities now exist or can be developed in 
a timely manner, and I believe the SCP should be expanded in this regard.  

The uncertainties outlined above, along with the great uncertainties in 
understanding the basic geophysical facts make review of the SCP difficult. The 
hundreds of pages of generalized descriptions, charts, and the labyrinth of 
organizational charts, box diagrams, etc., gives an initial appearance of 
comprehensiveness. However, in attempting to follow the logic of any particular 
aspect, so many unanswered questions come up at each stage, that in the end one 
is left with great uncertainty about what actually is going to occur. In most 
research proposals this type of uncertainty is to a certain extent compensated 
for by the qualifications and track record of the institutions and principal 
investigators carrying out the research. The question of the qualifications, 
competence, an track record of the institutions responsible for the research is 
fundamental to a critical review of the SCP, but is almost totally lacking. One 
is forced to resort to answering only hypothetical questions such as: If the 
basic knowledge, qualifiedpersonnel, facilities, and institutions existed to 
carry out the type of scientific and engineering research required, would the 
SCP document as it now stands provide a comprehensive and clear indication of 
what is likely to ,actually occur? Even to this very restricted question I would 
have to say, I Aoubt it. The best one can say is that the document may be 
extensive, general, and vague enough to encompass what is likely to eventually 
occur. There is no reason in principal why the SCP can not be carried out and 
yield a clear conclusion as to the suitability of the site, and to the 
engineering requirements for construction and safe operation of the repository.  

I



That actually does happen will depend on the knowledge, personnel, facilities.  

and organizations developed during the SCP, and these cannot be critically judged 

at this time. It is quite likely that site characterization will require 

extensive further study unanticipated in the SCP, or will conclude thac the site 

can be made acceptable only with an unanticipated great increase in cost.

I t
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REVIEW OF THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SCP 

JAMES N. BRUNE 

Introduction 

The particular topics of the SCP I have reviewed 

include those relating to seismology, geophysics, 

tectonics, and geology, with a more specific review of the 

proposed rock mass characterization.  

General Considerations 

I am approaching review of the SCP from the point of 

view of a Professor of Geophysics and a research 

seismologist, with experience in seismic hazard, seismic 

engineering problems, and testimony before a number of NRC 

hearings related to the San Onofre and Diablo Canyon 

nuclear power plants. Thus the main focus of my review 

relates to the basic scientific understanding required, 

first, to adequately evaluate the SCP, secondly, to judge 

whether or not the tremendous amount of work implied by the 

SCP can be carried out in a timely manner, given present 

or achievable scientific manpower and knowledge, and 

thirdly, what the probabilities are that the proposed site 

characterization will verify that the site is ane~pth1l
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8.0 or not acceptable, or will require extensive further study 

8.1 unanticipated in the SCP, or will conclude that the site 

8.2 can be made acceptable only with an unanticipated great 

8.3.1 increase in cost. Implicit in the approach I will take is 

8.3.1.1 the assumption that site characterization and repository 

8.3.1.8 construction require more care than might be acceptable for 
8.3.1.17 less important structures, in particular that repository 

construction should not proceed based on unverified 
critical assumptions with the belief or hope that if any 

of these assumptions turn out to be incorrect, relatively 
simple or inexpensive modifications can be made to 
compensate for any changes required. Design and 

construction must at all critical points be based on 
verified knowledge.  

Because of the above requirements it is neccessary 
to obtain a high level understanding of physical and 
chemical processes involved, a level which can only be 
obtained by a competent basic research effort to attack the 
major uncertainties relating to, for example, tectonics, 
earthquakes, volcanic activity, seismic site effects, and 
geotechnical behavior of the rockmass and foundation 
materials. Based on the reported (in the SCP) preliminary 
efforts to obtain a general understanding of these, on the 
severely limited efforts of the USGS, on the lack of 
understanding evidenced b the lack of verifiel •e-i 
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8.0 results in the SCP, it appears that many critical problems 

8.1 will have to be approached with a basic research effort at 

8.2 the beginning, i.e. the basic knowledge about processes 

8.3.1 involved -,fill have to be developed while the site 

8.3.1.1 characterization st'udies are carried out. Unfortunately 

8.3.1.8 this means that Ln many cases site characterization 

8.3.1.17 activities will address the wrong issues or fail to address

important issues. This could only De avoided It - e s te 
characterization activities were driven by basic research 

programs and timetables, rather than by a schedule 

determined by political time tables. In the vast labarynth 

of activities outlined in the SCP it is almost certain that 

many of them will take unexpected turns and require much 

backtracking and result in much wasted effort. The SCP is 

fundamentally lacking in not providing a clear program of 

basic research to understand the basic physical processes 

involved, and to understand the great amount of data which 

will be collected.

A particularly important question has to do with the 

availability of manpower to competently carry out the 

activities outlined in the SCP, and especially to carry out 

the required associated basic research. When the data 

required begins flowing in, who will be available to digest 

it, analyze it, draw important conclusions, and thereby 

redirect future activities? It mi ht be m 
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8.0 before it is realized that a certain effort is going the 
8.1 wrong way, collecting the wrong data, or collecting faulty 
8.2 data. No amount of QA can substitute for a basic 
8.3.1 understanding of whats going on. There is no evidence in 
8.3.1.1 the SCP that the scientific and engineering personnel 
8.3.1.8 required now exist, or can be trained under programs 
8.3.1.17 outlined in the SCR.  

Since I have been involved in graduate education most 
of my carreer I can testify to the difficulty of educating 
scientists and engineers to the level required for a 
project of this type. The vague generalities of the SCP 
suggest that the the required scientific and engineering 
personnel do not now exist in the DOE and its contractors 
and consultants. How does DOE propose to obtain such 
personnel, especially at a time when the nation as a whole 
is having difficulty in producing adequately trained 
scientists and engineers? Especially important is the 
requirement for high level scientists and engineers capable 
of supervising, critically reviewing, and re-directing the 
activities of the various tasks. Attempting to proceed 
with unqualified personnel will result in tremendous 
inefficencies in activities, and consequent uncertainties 
in the final results. I beleive that the SCP is 
fundamentally lacking in this regard, and should include 
an extensive description of the type and availability of
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8.0 personnel required, and the educational program required 

8.1 to provide these personnel.  

8.2 
8.3.1 A similar question arises with regard to the 

8.3.1.1 facilities required for research, data analysis, and 

8.3.1.8 testing activinies suggested in the SCP. The SCP does not 

8.3.1.17 give confidence that such facilities now exist or can be 
I - --A, T hb leive the SCP should

be expanded in this regard.

The uncertainties outlined above, along with the 

great uncertainties in understanding the basic geophysical 

facts make review of the SCP difficult. The hundreds of 

pages of generalized descriptions, charts, and the 

labyrinth of organizational charts, box diagrams, etc., 

gives an initial appearance of comprehensiveness. However, 

in attempting to follow the logic of any particular aspect, 

so many unanswered questions come up at each stage, that 

in the end one is left with great uncertainty about what 

actually is going to occur. In most research proposals 

this type of uncertainty is to a certain extent compensated 

for by the qualifications and track record of the 

institutions and principal investigators carrying out the 

research. The question of the qualifications, competence, 
an track record of the institutions responsible for the 

research is fundamental to a critical reie of.t••p 
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8.0 but is almost totally lacking. One is forced to resort to 
8.1 answering only hypothetical questions such as: If the basic 
3.2 knowledge, qualified personnel, facilities, and 
3.3.1 institutions existed to carry out the type of scientific 

and engineering research required, would the SCP document 
8.3.1.3 as it now stands provide a comprehensive and and clear 
1.3.1.17 indication of what is likely to actually occur? Even to 

this very restricted question I would have to say, I doubt 
it. The best one can say is that the document may be 
extensive, general, and vague enough to encompass what is 
likely to eventualMI. occur. There is no reason in 
principal why the SCP can not be carried out and yield a 
clear conclusion as to the suitability of the site, and to 
the engineering requirements for construction and safe 
operation of the repository. What actually does happen 
will depend on the knowledge, personnel, facilities, and 
organizations developed during the SCP, and these cannot 
be critically judged at this time. It is quite likely that 
site characterization will require extensive further study 
unanticipated in the SCP, or will conclude that the site 
can be made acceptable only with an unanticipated great 
increase in cost.  
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Specific Comments.  

I have revewed those parts of the SCP which relate to 

seismology, geophysics, tectonics, and geology, and have 

read earlier reviews of the CDSCP by members of the 

Seismological Laboratory staff. The above comments reflect 

"a general review of these parts of the SCP. I have made 

"a more detailed review of the following sections of the 

SCP.
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Characterization of Rock Mass 

2.1 The overall pLan for rock mass characterization is 
2.2 based on measure ments made on small scale tests, both in 
2.3 the lab and in-situ, and use of the results to extrapolate 2.4 to larger scales, using numerical programs. These 
2.9.1 extrapolations include use of estimates of joint and fault ".9.3 behavior. This technique has not been validated by actual 
6.1.2.3 emperical studies for the type of structure being proposed.  
8.3.1.4 It is true that the structure qualifies as a mined 
8.3.L.4.3 structure of the ty.'pe for which there is considerable 
8.3.1.15 experience. Nevertheless for such an important structure 

we should not rely on questionable extrapolations from 
mining experience in other types of rock and other 
situations, but should determine in detail the mass 
properties of the actual in-situ rock. The detail provided 
in sections 8.3.1.4 and 8.3.1.17 are not sufficient to give 
confidence that the proposed plans for rock 
characterization and understanding of long term behavior 
will work. The geophysical and geothechnical methods 
briefly mentioned in the SCP are not demonstated to be 
effective. The SCP should either document the proposed 
studies better, or expand the SCP to include more extensive 
experiments to establish the rock behavior.  
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Similar comments to those above for characterizing 

the undisturbed rock mass also apply to characterization 

of the structure after excavation and heating, and 

backfill. There is litnle justification that the proposed 

methods can be c:.:pecced to 7ork.
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1.3.2.3 An important aspect of the rock mass characterization 
1.8.3.3.3 is the potential response to a stress field favorable to 

2.6 fault slippage(2. 3. 2 and 1. 3.2.3). Given preliminary 
2.6.2 indications that such conditions may exist, and the 

3.3.1.15 seriousness of such ai possibility, the SCP is totally 
deficient in outlining the type of extensive program that 
should be carried out to verify, eliminate, or mitigate 
against such conditions. The frictional properties of 
faults in the rock mass should be throughly understood. If 

the rock mass is near failure, detailed determination of 
the effects of possible triggering mechanisms should be 
carried out (e.g. from nuclear explosions, nearby 
earthquakes, atmospheric loading, and ground water 
loading).  

2.2.2 In general the rock mass characterization plan does 
not adequately describe how the existence of larger 
fractures, joints, and especially faults, both in and near 
the repository, will effect the overall behavior.  
Considerable fundamental research is probably required in 

estimating these effects.  

8.3.1.4 The SCP generally lacks documentation of the 
8.3.1.4.2.3 extensive stress, strain, and seismic monitoring which 

8.3.1.17.4.8 should be carried out, both before, during and after 
8.4 construction, to verify that the rock mass is behaving as 
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expected. The SCP Should include a more extensive 

description of how the performance of the structure will 

be monitored in generda.
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SU.M>.L4ARY OF THE YUCCA MIU::A SC?

BILL PEPPIN 

ind. that the SCP, as presented, is an unsatisfactory mechanism 

acco:•'olishing site characterization of Yucca Mountain. I cite 4 iustifications 

:he docuceent c annot te :ritica" a ýee.- 
S-.e such nhass the engineering versus the sCier.....c aspertý 

",.•a -cterizacion, (3) the SCP authors consistently fail to impress =he 

in proposing leading *•dge studies to address critical questions, and 

uncomfortably numer,..s misleading, contradictory, or downright incorrect 

statements. These are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.  

Critical Review Impossible The SCP as written proposes an enormous amount of work 

covering a vast range of topics. Yet, as we read this document and look into s.-.  

pronosed studies, a reviewer has no idea if the goals stated are attaina-.  

because at no place is it mentioned what individuals will do the work ,or .

*i, -o do the work) and at no place a. given manpower es -t 

.--nLshing the various studies. if this were done, I belie'.e t ..he 

in t1his whole approach would stand out very clearly for all to e 

statcd goals are probably not at all realistic. The SCP is able to be q' i e 

direct in its approach to the problem of satisfying the various regulations 

governing site characterization. The structure of the SCP reflects an attack of 

the regulatory issues one by one. As a result, essentially every study is 

weighted equally. What is needed is an effort to be far more selective, 

especially in the identification of those areas which could disqualify the site 

at an early time and render all the other studies moot. Once these hurdles are 

properly cleared, then move over into the myriad of regulatory issues which can 

be easily addressed individually (but which, in toto, are a very large burden 

indeed).  

Engineered ApRroach. The SCP treats the site characterization problem as one 

which can be solved by more-or-less standard methods, presupposing that this is 

little more than a problem like designing a bridge or a dam. In fact, we have 

heard researchers point out many areas in which such a judgment is premature.  

In spite of words to the contrary in the SCP, competent hydrologists have stated 

time and again that the behavior of the unsaturated tuff to act as a barrier to 

the transmission of radionuclides is a problem that is not capable of being 

treated with any precision using state-of-the-art technology (nonlinear 

equations; requirement of too much detailed knowledge of the medium; vast 

uncertainty on the role of fractures), and moreover, that the tuff is likely to 

be unable to perform this function. Geologists make a point that the repository 

site might very well be underlain by a detachment fault which could be active.  

Geochemists have stated that claims about the sorptive behavior of the various 

minerals, acting to buffer and retard the transmission of radionuclides, are not 

based on sufficient facts add are not grounded on state-of-the-art information.  
Engineers have stated that-the problem of engineered rock barriers, a critical 

part of the strategy to retard movement of radionuclides, will fail the first 

time an earthquake happens.- which produces moderate shaking underground (which 

is certainly quite likely in even 1,000 years time), and that the metal selected 

for the canisters was the worst possible choice from the point of view of waste 

isolation (Tom Devine at recent NWPO contractors' meeting in Carson City.) These 

are scientific, not engineering problems. At the present time, we have no idea 

if they can be resolved given any level of effort at Yucca Mountain, nor can we



assess the odds that an-T findings we migh: make would discualif_'. -he site.  

from the scientific point of view, detailed plans to characterize the sice 
following the appropriate regulations seems premature at this time.  

Lack ): -riginalitv in Proposed Research. We have heard many specialiszs 

criticize the SCP for omitting studies at the c' ting edge of their disciplines, 

and in --v area of exoertise, seismology. :h. same holds true (see mv other 

specific m-rnenrts on this aspect of the SC?;. This is inauspicious for the 

success of site characterization for two reasons. First, a number of these 

cutting-edge research proposals could lead to new, critical information for site 
cnaracterization. Second, in a research program in which hundreds of millions 

of dollars are to be spent, the fact that so few innovative proposals are given 

reduces one's confidence in the people who put together the SCP (whoever they 
are) . W'e are dealing with an effort comparable to the Manhattan Project in scale.  
but we can see no illustrious scientists who have committed to oversee the 

project, which is what made the Manhattan project a success.  

Misleadin,. Contradictory, and/or Incorrect Statements The SCP is replete with 
statements which are misleading, contradictory, or incorrect, and some of these 

will be the specific target of detailed comments to follow this one. I present 

a number of these taken from the SCP Overview, an important document as it 
provides essentially the only access to the SCP by the interested lay-public 
which is comprehensible. Consider the following statements: 

1: It is believed that there is little percolation of water downward through the 
unsaturated rocks above the water table (SCP Overview, page 15) 

2: Measurements made since 1978 show that within about 6 miles of the proposed 
repository the release of seismic energy has been 100 or 1000 lower than that 

in the surrounding region (SCP Overview, page 22) 

3: Present estimates of the time for ground-water travel from the proposed 
repository to the underlying water table range from 9,000 to 80,000 years (SCP 
Overview, page 28) 

4: There would be no hydrostatic pressure [at the repository site] because it 
would be located above the water table (SCP Overview, page 49) 

5: The current evidence suggests that the time of ground-water travel from the 

candidate repository through the unsaturated units is longer than 10,000 years 
(SCP Overview, page 86) 

Now consider comments 1,3 and 4. Each of these reads as though the matter is 

essentially settled, and incapable of drastic revision on study. However, 
competent hydrologists have consistently challenged these points. Thus, they are 
misleading in that the reader is not made aware that these are scientific points, 

vital to the qualificdtio6 of Yucca Mountain as a geologic repository, whose 

resolution is far from clear. For example, If (Point 4) the repository will be 

located above the water table for the next 10,000 years, then why are studies 

being directed ai understanding climatic changes (which could possible cause the 
water table to reach the repository), and toward possible upward movement of the 

saturated zone resulting from a large earthquake? Consider comments 3 and 5: 
these are in direct contradiction. Consider comment 2: this is incorrect, it 

can be made correct and far less misleading if written as follows: "Microseismic



recording since 1978 has revealed very few earthquakes within ID kin )f 

repository; this scarce seismicity represents energy release which is 100 to 1000 

times less (ergs/km) than the average energy release for the surrounding region.  

However, this regional average is strongly controlled by the occurrence of rather 

widely-scattered larger events, and should not be taken as significant evidence 

Cor lower levels of seismicity near Yucca Mountain as compared with this regional 

average.

I
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I REVIEWER: B

I find that the SCP, as presented, is an unsatisfactory 

mechanism for accomplishing site characterization of Yucca 

Mountain. I cite 4 justifications for this statement: (I) 

the document cannot be critically reviewed, (2) it places 

overmuch emphasis on the engineering versus the scientific 

aspects of site characterization, (3) the SCP authors 

consistently fail to impress the reader in proposing 

leading edge studies to address critical questions, and (4) 

make uncomfortably numerous misleading, contradictory, or 

downright incorrect statements. These are discussed in 

subsequent paragraphs.  

Critical Review Impossible The SCP as written proposes an 

enormous amount of work covering a vast range of topics.  

Yet, as we read this document and look into the proposed 

studies, a reviewer has no idea if the goals stated are 

attainable, because at no place is it mentioned what 

individuals will do the work (or are likely to do the work) 

and at no place are given manpower estimates for 

accomplishing the various studies. If this were done, I 

believe the fundamental flaw in this whole approach would 

stand out very clearly for all to see: the stated goals are 

probably not at all realistic. The SCP is able to be quite 

direct in its approach to the problem of satisfying the 

various regulations governing site characterization. The 

structure of the SCP reflects an attack of the regulatory 
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issues one by one. As a result, essentially every st:1: 
weighted equally. What is needed is an effort to he •:r 
more selective, especially in the identification f , 
areas which could disqualify the site at an earlv 
render all the other studies moot. Once these burd1os _i--.  
properly cleared, then move over into the mvriad of 
regulatory issues which can be easily addressed 
individually (but which, in toto, are a very large burden 
indeed).  

Engineered Approach. The SCP treats the site 
characterization problem as one which can be solved by 
more-or-less standard methods, presupposing that this is 
little more than a problem like designing a bridge or a 
dam. In fact, we have heard researchers point out many 
areas in which such a judgment is premature. In spite of 
words to the contrary in the SCP, competent hydrologists 
have stated time and again that the behavior of the 
unsaturated tuff to act as a barrier to the transmission 
of radionuclides is a problem that is not capable of being 
treated with an precision using state-of-the-art technology 
(nonlinear equations; requirement of tob much detailed 
knowledge of the medium; vast uncertainty on the role of 
fractures), and moreover, that the tuff is likely to be 
unable to perform this function. Geologists make a point 
that the repository site might very well be underlain hy 
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I

Lack of Originality in Proposed Research. We have heard 

many specialists criticize the SCP for omitting studies at 

the cutting edge of their disciplines, and in my area of 

expertise, seismology, the same holds true (see my other 

REVIEWER: Bill Peppin ORGANIZATION: 

Print University of Nevada Reno 
Seismological Lab 
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a detachment fault which could be active. Geochemists have 

stated that claims about the sorptive behavior of the 

various minerals, acting to buffer and retard the 

transmission of radionuclides, are not based on sufficient 

facts and are not grounded on state-of-the-art information.  

Engineers have stated that the problem of engineered rock 

barriers, a critical part of the strategy to retard 

movement of radionuclides, will fail the first time an 

earthquake happens which produces moderate shaking 

underground (which is certainly quite likely in even 1,000 

years time), and that the metal selected for the canisters 

was the worst possible choice from the point of view of 

waste isolation (Tom Devine at recent NWPO contractors' 

meeting in Carson City.) These are scientific, not 

engineering problems. At the present time, we have no idea 

if they can be resolved given any level of effort at Yucca 

Mountain, nor can we assess the odds that any findings we 

might make would disqualify the site. Thus, from the 

scientific points of view, detailed plans to characterize 

the site following the appropriate regulations seems 

premature at this time.
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specific comments on this aspect of .-the SCP) . Thi
inauspicious for the success of site characterization for 
-,o reasons. First, a nuer of these rutring-edge researc.  

proposals could Te:, -o ,riicai information for 
characterization. - nd. n a research program in -t..:z 
hundreds of millions of dollars are to be spent, the fac: 
that so few innovative proposals are given reduces one's 
confidence in the people who put together the SCP (whoever 
they are). We are dealing with an effort comparable to the 
Manhattan Project in scale, but we can see no illustrious 
scientists who have committed to oversee the project, which 
is what made the Manhattan project a success.  

Misleading, Contradictory, and/or Incorrect Statements The 
SCP is replete with statements which are misleading, 
contradictory, or incorrect, and some of these will be the 
specific target of detailed comments to follow this one.  
I present a number of these taken from the SCP Overview, 
an important document as it provides essentially the only 
access to the SCP by the interested lay-public which is 
comprehensible. Consider the following statements: 

1: It is believed that there is little percolation of water 
downward through the unsaturated rocks above the water 
table (SCP Overview, page 15) 
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2: Measurements made since 1.978 show that within about 6 

miles of the proposed repository the release of seisnic 

energy has been *20 or 1000 lower than that in the 

surrounding region 'SCP Overview. page 22) 

3: Present estimates of the time for ground-water trave" 

from the proposed repository to the underlying water table 

range from 9,000 to 80,000 years (SCP Overview, page 28) 

4: There would be no hydrostatic pressure [at the 

repository site] because it would be located above the 

water table (SCP Overview, page 49)

5: The current evidence 
water travel from the 
unsaturated units is 
Overview, page 86)

suggests that the time of ground
candidate repository through the 

longer than 10,000 years (SCP

Now consider comments 1,3 and 4. Each of these reads as 

though the matter is essentially settled, and incapable of 

drastic revision on study. However, competent hydrologists 

have consistently challenged these points. Thus, they are 

misleading in that the reader is not made aware that these 

are scientific points, vital to the qualification of Yucca 

Mountain as a geologic repository, whose resolution is far 

from clear. For example, If (Point 4) the repository will 
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be located above the water table for the next 10,000 years, 
then why are studies being directed at understanding 

climatic changes (which could possible cause the water 

table to reach the repository), and toward possible upward 

movement of the saturated zone resulting from a large 

earthquake? Consider comments 3 and 5: these are in direct 

contradiction. Consider comment 2: this is incorrect, it 

can be made correct and far less misleading if written as 

follows: "Microseismic recording since 1978 has revealed 

very few earthquakes within 10 km of the repository; this 

scarce seismicity represents energy release which is 100 

to 1000 times less (ergs/km) than the average energy 

release for the surrounding region. However, this regional 

average is strongly controlled by the occurrence of rather 

idely-scattered larger events, and should not be taken as 

ignificant evidence for lower levels of seismicity near 

ucca Mountain as compared with this regional average."
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In the third paragr;-pn Is stated that, "rTectonic' pro'.'r-co 
and subprovince boindaries typically coincide with large 

1-2 strike-slip faults," with the implication that frequent ly 
(usually?) tectonic ChcIracter changes when one crosses such 
"a boundary. The stiteTrent implies a significance ýo the 
fact that these boundaries are artificially drawn when none 
may exist. This is quite important, because Chapter 1 
argues that the Holocene faulting in Death Valley, a few 
tens of km west of Yucca Mountain, is in a different 
tectonic province, and therefore, the higher rates of 
seismic energy release there does not apply to the 
repository site. In the absence of any clear model to show 
these regions are in the same province, it may later be 
necessary to presume (for the conservatism in the absence 
of better information) that the Death Valley seismicity 
rates are more representative.  
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S.3.2.3
In the third paragraph it is stated that, "...it is ass=,.ed 

that on a regional scale two of the principal stresses are 

approximately horizontal and the third is approxima!ei-.  

Verticai," following the work of Zoback and Zoback 1" 

see SCP references Chapter L) on stress regionalization.  

However, in the context of the stress regime at Yucca 

Mountain, it may be unwise to make such an assumption: 

knowledge of the exact orientation of the principal 

stresses could be of vital importance in assessing the 

possible susceptibility of existing fractures at the 

repository to dike intrusion from a volcanic source. For 

example, would the tectonic stress impede the opening of 

these cracks, or promote their opening? If we discard this 

information a priori, we may have lost a vital opportunity 

to obtain information critical to siting. This discussion 

at this point in the SCP should address this possibility.
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<e••, h p •• The io- "is stazed that. "e,, avier 
3. 2.3 direction of Sh :the smaller horizontal principal stress" 

naae 40 is anproximatelv yes .northwest, except tor southern 

N;e,-da..." This sr.'.-ent is not correct fcor one nf the 
areas of highest rsnic:tv in 7The Basin and Range, 
Mammoth Lakes - Bishop region, where it trends ENEE to 
see "'Variation of the Regional Stress Tensor at the Z'estern 
Great Basin Boundary from the Inversion of Earthquake Focal 
Mechanisms," by Ute R. '.etter, University of Nevada - Reno 
(submitted). This paper presents new information about the 
stress regime in the Basin and Range, and needs to be 
included in this (iscussion. One significant point 
pertinent to Yucca Mountain from this paper is the 
following. In the vicinity of Mammoth Lakes, we see that 
the principal stresses change from dominantly strikeslip 
in and just east of the Sierra Nevada to oblique - normal 
faulting to the east in central Nevada. However, the 
ituation is reversed in the southern Sierra, where normal
aulting earthquake give rise to strikeslip events as we 
ove east toward Yucca Mountain. It is possible that the 
ostulated "east - west seismic zone" which trends through 
outhern Nevada including Yucca Mountain is related to this 
hange from strikeslip to normal in the Sierra and from 
iormal to strikeslip in the Basin and Range.  
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On this page is described a measurement of in situ stress 

using hydrofracturing. it is stated that, "44,000 barrels 

of drilling f' *'d were lost to the formations below-z 

casing." This ._ader would appreciate a discussion nn.  

this observations bears on the postulated ability of the 

Topopah Springs tuff to contain the radioactive waste for 

10,000 years. Does DOE claim that this particular drill 

hole USW G-1, just on the northern boundary of the 

repository, does not represent the unfractured tuff of the 

repository horizon? Is 44,000 barrels an insignificantly 

small amount of fluid loss? What if the fluid loss was 

through fractures, wouldn't this be a significant result?
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COMMENT I of L
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The information here indicated an inconsistency; between 
geodetic observations near Yucca Mountain (showing NiE 

compression) with indicators based on geology, earthquake 

focal mechanisms, and h'vdrofracturing measurements, his:: 

indicated NW extension. And yet, there is nots 

proposed to address this apparently significant finding, 

nor is any hypothesis suggested to explain the discrepancy.  

I believe that these matters must be clearly understood 

before any claim can be made that the regional tectonics 

are well understood.
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Evidence given in this section, based on analysis of 

slikensides and other data, shows for faults with known 

slip in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, including within 

the repository block, that a strong component of . orm'

fault motion is observed. On the other hand, the data from 

focal mechanisms of earthquakes shows dominantly 

strikeslip, even for the considerable tectonic release 

accompanying large underground nuclear explosions (Wallace, 

T.C. and others, 1983, 1985, see Chapter I references).  

Therefore, there is an outstanding discrepancy between 

observed strain release accompanying present-day 

earthquakes and what is expected from the geologic and 

geodetic evidence, just as there is in the vicinity of 

ammoth Lakes - Bishop, also in the Basin and Range 

rovince, to the northwest. This is another point which is 

f direct importance to establishing, with any confidence, 

conceptual model for the tectonics of the Yucca Mountain 

egion. I can find no explicit mention of this problem in 

he text. A study is proposed (8.3.1.8) which addresses a 

ore detailed investigation of slikensides and paleostress, 

ut the above-mentioned discrepancy is not brought out 

learly, as I believe it should be.
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I..-.

iL s stated here -haz, "Since August 1978 a high-quality 
seismographic network has operated in support of the Yucca 
.o.n"�-a project...', mentioning the 47-station network 
co'vering 80,000 sqtare km. Because these instruments are 
essentially all high-gain vertical instruments, and beca,_use 
the information is transmitted to the recording site using 
narrow-band standard USGS telemetry, the dynamic range is 
quite limited. As a result, essentially the only 

information that one can extract from the network is P and 
S wave onset times, with S-wave spectral information 
available from very few horizontal components. Therefore, 

this is not what seismologists would call a "high-qua!ity" 
array. The University of Nevada Seismological Laboratory 

proposed several years ago to install an array of 
continuously-telemetered wideband 3-component digital 

stations which would have provided "high-quality" seismic 
coverage of Yucca Mountain; however, reviewers should be 

aware that the existing network data, even though in 
digital form, offers not much information which will be of 

assistance in providing data for modern waveform analyses 
of southern Nevada earthquakes in the vicinity of Yucca 

Mountain.
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DRWG. NO. Given are estimates of typical estimated standard error

of hypocenters determined using the SGB seismic array; 

:gle 1-159 the3e are 0.5 km in horizontal distance and 1.O0 km in focm•

depth. However, at this point the text should mention zha: 

the accuracy of the focal depths determined is not ii " 

to be anything like so small as 1.0 km, because this 

quantity is susceptible to considerable error when using 

a network with station spacing of 25 km or more and only 

P observations. No discussion is given of attempts to 

provide some sort of estimates of hypocentral accuracy in 

this report, aside from the claim that various layered 

models were run in a sensitivity study. Quite a few options 

are available along these lines, especially considering 

that precisely-known sources on Nevada Test Site are 

available.
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t
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COMMENT L of I

Here is given a disc-ssion of the precision with which.  
focal mechanisms of earthquakes can be determined from 

first-motion data. !t is stated that part off the 

contribution to the error in such determinations is the 

uncertainty in focal depth and in the velocityv model. The 

text should mention here that, because most of the 

earthquake mechanisms determined are almost pure 

strikeslip, these uncertainties will have essentially no 

effect on the determination of the focal planes, because 

for such mechanisms the determinations are essentially 

independent of the takeoff angles of the seismic waves 

leaving the source, which is definitely not the case for 

normal-faulting events.
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ýti• in 1.4.1 It is stated that the southern Great Basin catalog is 

:g 1-160 complete for earthquakes of magnitude 1.0 or more since

1978. Work by Martha Savage (University or Nevada 
Seismological Laboratory, submitted to :he Nevada Waste 

Project Office 1988) shows that this is almost certainly 

not true. A response on this point should appear at this 

place in the text.
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COMMENT I of i

4
Figure 1-57 is pr-ented to support the view th •t 

seismicity in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain is quite a bit 

lower than in the surrounding region. If given without 

qualification, then such a resu'Lt would have important 

consequences for tl-e assessment of seismic hazard _t tve 

repository sit. .iowever, the figure is completely 

misleading, as rather cursory analysis will show. The text 

states that 2,800 earthquakes were located since 1978 in 

the 80,000 square km region surrounding Yucca Mountain, so 

that if the earthquakes were distributed randomly over the 

region then we expect approximately ten earthquakes of any 
magnitude within a circular region 20 km across. Therefore, 

a circle of such size placed anywhere in the southern Great 

Basin will almost always show the low level of energy 

release given in this figure. The only time it will not is 
when the circle happens to include one of the larger 

earthquakes (of which there are a fairly small number).  
Therefore, a diagram like Figure 1-57 will result when the 

analysis is centered almost anyplace in southern Nevada: 

no special significance to the repository site can be 
given.
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Seu tion 

.4. 1. L.2 
)u3g L-168

COMMENT 1 of I 

Reference is made to a "broad, diffuse seismic belt 

crossing southern Nevada from east to west." It is unclear 

that the seismicity in this belt is any different than it 

is north and south of this so-called "belt of activity".  

The text should note that not all seismologists agree that 

the seismicity in this belt is truly different from the 

Isurrounding regions.
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REVIEWER: B:

Figure 1-5S is prese-nted t sho' the dtstribution of focal 

depths for computer hypocenrers, and attention is 1rvw:n ::o 

the lack of occurrence of ealthquakes at about a depth of 

4 kmi. This is unlikelv to be a true result, because thr 

focal depth resnL'wtin of he `ene'.,crk is -robab_ýV 

greater than the f-'rmal precision of -he estimates =omi:-; 

out of the location programs (1.0 km. see Comment 9). The 

discussion about tests performed to verify the existence 

of this minimum are not convincing to me: calculations I 

made and submitted to the Nevada Waste Project office two 

years ago form the basis for this assessment using actual 

data from the southern tGreat Basin network. However. hav:in' 

pointed out this feature, no explanation of it is offered, 

and contradictory statements are given in the third 

paragraph. On the one hand the authors state that, "Rogers 

et al. (1987) have performed an extensive series of 

computation experiments that show that the peaks in the 

distribution [of focal depths] are not artifacts of data 

processing, hypocenter location algorithm, velocity model 

used, or distribution of depth errors..." Then, later in 

the paragraph is stated that, "Extensive tests, conducted 

to study the effects of the variation-of-velocity-model on 

hypocenters in Rogers et al. (1987) were inconclusive and 

do not rule out the possibility that bimodal depth 

distribution is a model-dependent feature." As this is 

potentially an important datum pertinent, for ePamnlp tr 
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the existence of possible active detachment surfaces 

beneath Yucca Mountain, this point ought to be addressed 

specifically, and the potential significance pointed out.
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,ýe tiLn Table 1.12 and Fiaj-re 1-57 are discussed here. The text 

>41..2 nace should here explain the method used to estimate seismic 

I.i75 energy release from the earthquake catalog.  
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1.4.1.2.12 
I. t87

REVIEWER:

COMMENT 1 of 2

Attempts were made to correlate seismicity from the catalog 
with known structures. It is stated that, ". . the frequent 

association of nodal planes 'from earthquake focal 

mechanisms] with an alignment of earthquakes or with mapped 

structural grain in the surrounding surficial rocks imparts 

greater confidence that the faults that define the 

structural grain at the surface are active and do reflect 

the general structural pattern at seismogenic depths. On 

this basis, the data suggest that north- to east-northeast

striking faults should be considered potentially 

seismogenic." This statement makes a number of assumptions 

that are, in my opinion, not clearly demonstrated. First, 

it is assumed that northeasterly alignment of epicenters 

truly occurs, and is not an artifact of the location 

procedure, which (Peppin, 1987, review submitted to Nevada 

Waste Project Office) is debatable at the very least, but 

is quite possible incorrect. Second, it is assumed that 

alignments of very small earthquake do indeed bear on the 

kinds of tectonic generalizations that the authors are 

hoping to make from the patterns of seismicity that have 

found. Work at the University of Nevada in areas of sparse 

seismicity in the Great Basin, specifically the Excelsior 

Mountains and Mammoth Lakes region, shows that, like the 

Yucca Mountain region, earthquakes tend to cluster in 

volumes, and are not clearly correlated with observed 

structures. The authors of the SCP at this point evidently
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N idd not appreciate that this is an outstanding obstacle 
eQtricting the in.-erpretatzon or seismicity patterns sr' 

the Great Basin, as evidence by the fact that no study of 
this problem is suggested in Chapter 8.  

The authors note at page 1-171 that, "...ýhe closest 
correlations between seismicity and known faults have been 

for aftershocks of nuclear tests on Pahute Me. and for the 
Massachusetts Mountain earthquake (Cane S -. ings fault 

system)". This overlooks another important fault on which 
large displacement occurred associated with a test, the 

Carpetbag fault in Yucca 7.'alley. This and the Boxcar fault, 
which ruptured during the BENH.AM test and was reactivated 
by the JORUM test, are north-trending faults whose general 

trend matches the numerous north-south nodal planes shown 

for focal mechanisms in this chapter. In the context of the 

iscussion given at this point in the SCP, I believe the 
mission of a thorough discussion of the faulting 

ccompanying nuclear testing on Nevada Test Site is a 

erious oversight, as it certainly bears on potential 
aulting at Yucca Mountain.  
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I .•e~ion The text here refers to Table 1-8 which summarizes the 

4. 1..3 known (possible active) faults in the near vicinity of 

1-••3 Yucca Mountain. Neither the table nor the text at this 

point mentions postulated active detachments passing 

underneath Yucca Mountain. Some discussion of this 

phenomenon should appear at this point in the text.
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o oin Trn esti.marting the- retnr, rL.-d at Yucca Mountain for irrg.e 
i.4. 5. earthquakes, two models are addressed which give return 

paoge 1.190 periods for a magnitude 6 earthquake in 10,000 square km 
of 26.3 and 172.4 y,,ears. respeczi'.eLv (Models A and B). The 
text goes on to say E 'ased on The lack of hisori, 
M = 6 earthquakes wi.hin 100 km of the 'Yucca Mountain 
site, Model B would appear to be preferred." On such an 
important question, this is dangerously specious reasoning.  
In California, we have seen magnitude 6 earthquake occur 
time and again in places where historic seismicity shows 
no such thing and where the geologic evidence was not 
compelling for s:-ch before the fact (the Orovilie 
earthquake being one of the best examples). With equally 
valid logic, one can turn this around and postulate that 
ucca Mountain is in a "seismic gap" and therefore more 

likely to produce a M. = 6 earthquake than other regions 
nearby which have already had theirs. This is a poor 
commentary on the level of thinking by the preparers of the 

GCP. In the absence of any clear reason to select between 
the two models above, conservatism would require preferring 
Aodal A, not Model B.  
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1 .1io One of the proposed activities (8.3.1.8) includes "purging 

i.42.1 the catalog of aftershocks [induced by nuclear 

S1-195 explosions]". if the existing catalogs are examples of such

___________ I

effort, then this reader is not impressed, as we pointed 
out in our comments to Nevada Waste Projects Office two 

years ago. The catalog contains after events of nuclear 

explosions known to be hole collapses, and yet listed as 

nuclear explosion afterhsocks. This is quite important for 

the assessment of seismic hazard at Yucca Mountain, because 

the tectonic aftershocks of nuclear explosions comprise the 

bulk of the seismic energy release near the site.  

Therefore, correctly identifying multiple collapse events, 

such as the large after events of JORUM on 16 September 

1969 at 1544, 1623, and 1731 GCT, is an effort well worth 

careful consideration.
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V -t i h s -• c:o of.. ... Te 3., .. .... ":,es actvc s n 'c'" 

8.3. . the assessment of tcco>-ic tivtL2- y in the fis! '00 years 
of the repositnrv "e-J ':'.. tectonics". The mart•.  

F issues ot concern mr ýr-,he estimation ot f 
o L ea- r',ce --. e "highest acceieratiorns Whlch could interfere ,with purface 

facilities or sub-surface emplacement of the waste) and, 
deriving from this, estimates of the character of ground 
motion specific to the critical facilities sites associated 
with repository. This section includes a mass of proposed 
studies which cover these topics daily thoroughly. Mly 
fairly general criticism is that not all of the act i.'ities 
have estimates of how much time it will take to complete, 
and no manpower estimates are given. This starts to be a 
consideration of some moment when one reads, at page 
8.3.1.17-27 for example, that "...all final results for 
olcanic, faulting, and ground-motion events will be 

Bvaluated using probabilistic methods (1) to ensure that 
adequate consideration is given to the full range of 
?otential tectonic processes and to, their associated 
ancertainties, and (2) to help identify those processes 
-hat are key to characterizing the geologic hazards at the 
;ite." In this one sentence is given a description of an 
activity that could take anywhere from 1 to 100 man-years 
)r more. Therefore, the reader has no idea if this goal can 
)e attained in the time constraints of the site 
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tec tinn 
,'.3>. [ . .3. i.1 
pace 3. .1 t. -

COMMENT L of 2

Here is cirven a rtiLonnie for -.se of the "10,000-vear 
cuu:.i:X'.'e slip ear]uak- is ..A !felns to determine tue 
amouit of slip to *se on f:uLts near the repositorv, The 
:u.tho-s of f e S-2 are 'r 're t this is a concep.  
that has e.o '-: -viof: accepted b' the NuceI :" 
ReguLator,; Ag7ncv, e.s nc Li elv to be accepted for : 
repository, especia.Lc' siven the requirement that the waste 
be isolated for such a long period of time. The reason why 
this will not he accepted follows from common sense. In 
Chapter 1 of the SCP descriptions are given of the v..arious 
faults in the vicinity of the repository (Solitario Canyon; 
Paintbrush; Bare Mountain. etc), and it is documented there 
that recurrence times on these faults are very likely to 
exceed 10,000 years. maybe reaching 100,000 years or more.  
Therefore, it is not likely that the controlling 
earthquake, about which we worry, is going to occur every 

10,000 years on one of these faults. Rather, if the event 
occurs, it will occur once every 50,000, or 100,000 years, 

and will therefore produce a slip that is 5 or ten times 
what will be computed using the "10,000-year cumulative 

slip earthquake." Therefore, this concept can only be a 
vehicle for making sure that the controlling displacements 

to occur on faults close to Yucca Mountain will be "small 
enough" not to disqualify the site: I can think of no other 

reason for such a definition. The discussion in the test 
at this point, which specifically addresses the rationale
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for doing this, in unconvincing to me.  
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se,: t ion 
a.3.e 17.4.17

3s.83. 7

2: 92 CHPER NO.- 3

COMMENT I of I

Reviewing catalogs of southern Nevada seismicitv presented 
by the USGS, it appears Chat as a seismologist I would have 

chosen to do this work differently. This difference in 

philosophy is highlight.ed at this point in the text. There 

is listed a number of •arameters which will be measured on 

the seismic network, and what is given does not include the 

arrival times of the seismic phases! Vhile this is 

presumed, it reflects an attitude held by them which I 

don't share concerning the importance of this information.  
I am specifically concerned about the use of S waves by the 

USGS in doing locations. Numerical experiments which I 

performed using data from one of the swarms near Yucca 

Mountain including and excluding S waves convinced me that, 

with an array as sparse as that in southern Nevada, depth 

control of the events would depend critically on careful 

use of this phase in locations. I see no evidence anyplace 

that S waves have been used in any way excepting quite 

routinely, or that any effort has been made to use proper 

naster-event location methods to determine the hypocenters 

)f the events. In summary: as a seismologist I am disturbed 

to find at no place in this lengthy document a discussion 

Df S waves and how they can be used to improve hypocentral 

Jeterminations.
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ect ion 
3.3.1.17.4.1.2 
P•;e 3.3.1.17-91

COMMENT I of I 

Here is described a portable array of about 30 channels for 

use in "special studies" to augment the continuous coverage 

of the southern Nevada network. Efforts involving portables 

are quite expensive to run, and therefore one should have 

quite a definite idea on toward what such an intensive 

effort will be directed. Here the text provides only some 

generalities about the uses of this array: "... [to obtain] 

high-dynamic-range data that are suitable for calculating 

earthquake source parameters, obtaining accurate aftershock 

locations, monitoring microseismicity in the vicinity of 

suspect tectonics features, or measuring local site effects 

on ground motion." What will be learned from spectral 

source parameters? How will the hypocenter locations be 

improved, given that the stated precision from the regional 

network is 0.5 km horizontally and 1.0 km vertically (i.e., 

how much more precision does one need?) I happen to agree 

with the use of a deployable digital network, but I can 

think of several specific experiments and specific 

scientific objectives, and these do not appear at this 

point in the text.
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. . It is stated that, "The catalog of southern Great Basin 
%.J.3.1'7. .1. earthquakes will be examined to determine if significant 
:oe 1.3. .I7-92 changes in rates of occurrence of earthquakes are 

detectable following nuclear tests at NTS..." At least two 
papers have been published on this point in the last 15 
years with results resoundingly dismissing alteration of 
the seismicity by underground nuclear explosions beyond 
about 10 km from ground zero. Thus, can this activity be 
set aside? 
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3ection 
8.3.i.17.4.3 
page 3.3.1.!7-

Site Characterization Plan 

25 of 29 CHAPTER NO.N 

COMMENT I of L

Here is discussed tectonics between Death Valley and Yucca 

Mountain and is stated that, "the southwestern boundary [of 

the Walker Lane belt including Yucca Mountain] is formed 

by the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone (Carr, i9S.) 

This would seem to be a key point for the evaluation of 

seismic risk at the repository site, and is indirectly the 

focus of a major proposed activity (8.3.1.17.4.3.1). It 

seems to me that we really don't know right now whether or 

not the extremely active Holocene faulting in Death Valley 

couldn't jump over into Yucca Mountain in the next 10,000 

years, which is why the SCP proposes detailed geophysical 

surveys of the region between Death Valley and Yucca 

Mountain. If t! se two areas really are in different 
"seismogenic prJvinces," it would seem that a prime 

objective of the above-proposed activity would be to 

etermine the nature of this transition. If resolvable, 

this point may require a knowledge of movement in the upper 

nantle beneath Death Valley and Yucca Mountain (perhaps 

asing analysis of anisotropy in S waves for example). My 

:oncern is that this outstanding problem is not 

rpecifically discussed in the text, but rather the 

xistence of a tectonic boundary placing Death Valley and 

ucca Mountain in different provinces is taken as given.
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Sect!in This is a proposed study of the present-day stress field 
8.3.!.7.4.3 acting within and proximal to the repository site. I 

-a-e S.3.1.17- believe that this is a worthwhile endeavor. However, as I 
179 pointed out in Comment 3, if we are really going to 

understand which of the faults at Yucca Mountain have 

favorable orientations for this stress, we will have to 
drop the assumption that the principal axes of stress 
comprise one perpendicular to the surface and two in the 

horizontal plane (stated as an assumption in Chapter 1, see 
Comment 3). I am told by people at the University of Nevada 
who study present-day tectonics that these principal 
stresses can depart significantly from this assumption in 
several cases which are plausible at Yucca Mountain. This 
and related studies need to take note of this point and 
address it carefully.  
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Seccion 8.3.1.8, 
-able 8.3.1.8-lb

27 of 29 CHAPTER NO. 8

COMMENT i of 1 

A performance parameter given on page 2 of this table ;.s 

the effects of volcanic eruption penetrating the 

repository, with a performance goal to show that less than 

0.1% of the repository will be disrupted with a conditional 

probability of being exceeded in 10,000 year of less than 

0.1. Although this is not in my discipline, I cannot image 

how any such estimate could be made. This is a more 

striking example from the SCP of a goal that appears on 

common sense to be unattainable at almost any level of 

confidence.
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Section 
3.3.1.6.1.1.3 
magma bodies

This activity discusses exploration for magma bodies in and 

near Yucca Mountain. but fails to include a recent, 

evidently successful new method using seismic tomography.  

Evans and coworkers at the USGS in Menlo Park have recently 

presented results on the three-dimensional structure 

underneath Newberrv Crater in central Oregon and Medicine 

Lake in northern California. This work, which uses active 

seismological methods and gives resolution of the order of 

a km, detected possible zones of magma under these 

structures. These experiments, which cost several hundred 

thousand dollars each to run, can be completed _n about six 

month's time inclutding experimental design, instrument 

deployment, data collection, and data reduction. This is 

quite likely the best method to use in the search for 

crustal magma bodies near Yucca Mountain. I suggest that 

Activity 8.3.1.8.1.1.3 be modified to include this 

technique, not only near Yucca Mountain, but near the 

Crater Flats cinder cones, with a specific goal of trying 

to detect a northeast-trending low-velocity zone at depth 

in the crust extending from the cones to the repository 

site.
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Section 8.3.1.8 This is one area of study that is not considered directly 

Post-closure in the SCP involving assessment of the tectonic stress in 

tectonics the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. The nuclear testing program 

has led to a very large amount of strain release in the 

vicinity of the tests, and a sequence of authors (most 

recently Wallace and others, 1985, see SCP references) has 

shown clearly that the amount of stress released by these 

explosions as "tectonic" strain release, is diminishing.  

Therefore, the weapons testing program affords an 

opportunity to provide a quite quantitative estimate of the 

stress stored in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain in the 

shallow crust. The testing appears to release a large 

percentage (most?) of the stored strain energy; the SCP in 

Chapter 1 documents fairly thoroughly that the occurrence 

of these events is known apart from identification of hole 

collapses; therefore, we can assume that the strain energy 

release (ergs/km) of the explosion afterevents In sections 

of Pahute Mesa gives a reasonable upper bound for possible 

strain release near Yucca Mountain. A special study should 

be directed at developing this point. In general, authors 

of the SCP seem to shy away from making greater use of the 

normous data set available on explosions and their 

fterevents, which seems to me a valuable gift to seismic 
ssessment of the repository site both in terms of energy 

elease and in terms of ground-motion characterization. I 

ave direct experience that ground-motion characterization 
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using explosions has been accepted by the NRC: see "Seismic 
Confirmatory Program Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station Unit 

I OL No. i. NPF-12"," South Carolina Electric and Gas 

Company, February. 1983.  
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Review of the Yucca Mountain Consultation Draft Site Plan

Geophysical Structural Determination Related to Rock Characterization 

Keith Priestley 

iomp,.ance -.ith performance and design criteria for a geologic high leveL 

radioactive worth repository requires information on the rock characteristics 

bo:h within the immediate area of the site, and in the region about the site.  

The required information includes information about the stratigraphy and 

structure both local to the site and in the wider region about the site, the 

properties of the rock units occurring at the site, and the temperature and 

stress conditions before excavation of the underground openings. This 

Lrformation can be used directly in the design of the underground facilities to 

evaluate the site performance related to ground-water travel time, waste 

7ackage(?) lifetime and radionuclide release to the environment. Information 

rained from geophysical structural determination is important in regional studies 

in~c ding improvement in earthquake location, identification of concealed faults, 

e';aLuation of ground motion attenuation etc.  

Discussion of geophysical structural determination are permanently 

contained in two sections of the consultation draft of the site characterization 

plan, section 8.3.1.4 Rock Characteristics and section 8.3.1.17 Preclosure 

Tectonics. The results of studies in section 8.3.1.17 Preclosure Tectonics are 

also applicable to studies in section 8.3.1.8 Postclosure Tectonics.  

General Comments 

Whereas the Site Characterization Plan should be a coherent document 

describing a well-defined, logical approach towards understanding the Yucca Mtn.  

site, the existing document is discontinuous, generally vague, and extremely hard 

to follow. It appears that the approach the preparers of the SCP chose was to 

prepare a list of all possible geologic, geophysical, and hydrological research 

topics in hopes that something was not missed. Should the site characterization 

proceed as presented in the SCP there undoubtedly will be a great deal of 

research conducted which is irrelevant to the suitability of the site as a high 

level nuclear waste repository.  

A more suitable approach may have been (and probably still is) to spend 

more effort in understanding the fundamental physical problems confronting the 

projects and once these are well defined, address them specifically. In fact this 

approach may have been followed more than the haphazard form of the existing 

document demonstrates. The present form of the SCP does not give an outside 

reviewe" confidence that the preparer understand the specific problems which used 

to be dealt with and hance.the best procedures to follow in characterizing the 

size.  

Specific Commentspon Section of the SPC 

Because of the length and complexity of the SCP, it is extremely hard to 

be critical about details of the research plan for the site characterization.  

Related issues seem to be scattered throughout the document and in a few weeks 

review it is impossible to be sure that something which seems to have been missed



in one section of the document, may not actually be covered in some other 

reviewer's connected portion of the document. The document does not instill 

confidence in at least this reviewer that the multiple preparers of the SCP are 

aware of the interrelated parts of the research. The problem in the end may no: 

be Ohat a significant measurement is not made, but that interrelationship between 

various bits of the research will not be taken into account.
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Review of the Yucca Mountain Consultation Draft Site Plan 
Geophysical Structural Determination Related to 

Rock Characterization 

Introduction 

Compliance with performance and design criteria for 
a geologic high level radioactive worth repository requires 
information on the rock characteristics both within the 
immediate area of the site, and in the region about the 
site. The required information includes information about 
the stratigraphy and structure both local to the site and 
in the wider region about the site, the properties of the 
rock units occurring at the site, and the temperature and 
stress conditions before excavation of the underground 
openings. This information can be used directly in the 
design of the underground facilities to evaluate the site 
performance related to ground-water travel time, waste 
package(?) lifetime and radionuclide release to the 
environment. Information gained from geophysical 
structural determination is important in regional studies 
including improvement in earthquake location, 
identification of concealed faults, evaluation of ground 
motion attenuation etc.  
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Discussion of geophysical structural determination 

are permanently contained in two sections of the 

cnsut,,ation draft of the site characterization plan,

section 8.3.1.4 Rock Characteristics and section 8.3.1.17 
t . .... F stuiidies in section

Preclosure lectonLcs . I e• Les- = • .. . .. .  

8.3.1.17 Preclosure Tectonics are also applicable to 

studies in section 8.3.1.8 Postclosure Tectonics.  

General Comments 

Whereas the Site Characterization Plan should be a 

coherent document describing a well-defined, logical 

approach towards understanding the Yucca Mtn. site, the 

existing document is discontinuous, generally vague, and 

extremely hard to follow. It appears that the approach the 

preparers of the SCP chose was to prepare a list of all 

possible geologic, geophysical, and hydrological research 

topics in hopes that something was not missed. Should the 

site characterization proceed as presented in the SCP there 

undoubtedly will be a great deal of research conducted 

which is irrelevant to the suitability of the site as a 

high level nuclear waste repository.  

A more suitable approach may have been (and probably 

still is) to spend more effort in understanding the 

fundamental physical roblems confront" 
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once these are well defined, address them specifically. In 
fact this approach may have been followed more than the 
haphazard form of the existing document demonstrates. The 
present form of the SCP does not give an outside reviewer 
confidence that the preparer understand the specific 
problems which used to be dealt with and hence the best 
procedures to follow in characterizing the size.  

Specific Comments on Section of the SPC 

Because of the length and complexity of the SCP, it is extremely hard to be critical about details of the 
research plan for the site characterization. Related issues 
seem to be scattered throughout the document and in a few 
weeks review it is impossible to be sure that something 
which seems to have been missed in one section of the 
document, may not actually be covered in some other 
reviewer's connected portion of the document. The document 
does not instill confidence in at least, this reviewer that 
the multiple preparers of the SCP are aware of. the 
interrelated parts of the research. The problem in the end 
may not be that a significant measurement is not made, but 
that interrelationship between various bits of the research 
will not be taken into account.  
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Evaluation of Geodhysical Structural Studies 

Seismic refraction and reflection, seismic 

tomography, gravitic, yagneltic, and electric analysis 

provide data for several investigations in the site 
characterization plan (SCP) for Yucca Mountain geologic 

repository. The work discussed, primarily in section 

8.3.1.17.4.3.1 is comprehensive in scope, however, the 

presentation of the details of the work is vague or 

nonexistent. Because of this vague presentation, it is not 

possible to critically evaluate the details of the plan of 

study. Some of the studies discussed in the SCP are 
underway. For example, many o f the longer seismic 

refraction lines were recorded between 1980 and 1984 by the 

U.S. Geological Survey, however, more lines are planned for 

the future. As stated in several places throughout the SCP, 

many of the geophysical methods proposed have not been 

tried at Yucca Mountain and much preliminary testing is 

planned. Almost all data collection efforts discussed in 

the SCP are qualified as to location, stating that the 

final choice of the data collection site awaits further 

preliminary studies. In addition, many of the methods 
proposed are qualified by statements that preliminary work 

will be done to determine the usefulness of a particular 

geophysical method. For example, seismic reflection results 

for the Yucca Mountain area have been disa " 
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date, and further preliminary work is planned. In the SCP 
there is no discussion of variations in the data gathering 
techniques or variations in data processing techniques -0 
improve the abilities of tWe various geophysical neho 
should standard data collection techniques or processing 
prove ineffective. Also, should some of the methods prove 
ineffective, there is no discussion of alternative methods.  
Virtually all geophysical methods for determining earth 
structure, seismic, gravity, magnetic, electrical, will be 
employed for both local studies (scale of 100 meters) and 
regional studies (scale of 10 to 100 k). One additional 
method not discussed should be considered. In some areas, 
shallow radar imaging has proven useful for identifying 
locations for trending, for mapping continuity between 
trenches, and for mapping shallow fault features. This 
should be considered along with shallow seismic refraction 
and reflection in trench identification and evaluation 
studies.  

Data gained from geophysical structural 
determinations are important to investigation 8.3.1.17 
studies to provide required information on vibratory 

.ground motion that could affect repository design or 
performance including studies 8.3.7.17.3.1 identification 
and characterization of earthquake sources that are 
relevant to a deterministic seismic hazard analys~is of the 
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site, and 8.3.1.17.3.4 documentation of systematic effects 

on surface and subsurface ground motion from local site 

geology:and to investigation 8.3.1.17.4 - Preclosure 

Tectonic data collection and analysis including studies 

8.3.1.17.4.3 identification and characterization of 

Quaternary faulting within 100 km of the site, and 

8.3.1.17.4.7 subsurface geometry and concealed extensions 

of Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain.

a 
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3.3.1.17.4.2 Identification of relevant earthquake sources 

Relevant earthquake sources will be identified 
through a synthesis of information including geophysical 
structural information. Important to this activity are the 
location and potential activity of burial faults.  

Model site effects using the wave properties of the 
local geology -Theoretical site-effect models will be 
developed based on measurements of the velocity, 
attenuation and density structure of the soil and bedrock 
to a depth of at least i kin, particularly under Midway 
Valley.  

The data for these studies will primarily be supplied 
by the data-collection activities in Investigation 
8.3.1.17.4 as outlined in Figure 8.3.1.17-5.  

Location and recency of faulting near the prospective 
surface facility includes two activities, the 
identification appropriate trench locations in Midway 
Valley and exploratory trenching in Midway Valley. The 
identification of appropriate trench locations will be made 
primarily using geologic mapping. Areas of supported 
Quarternery faulting may also be investigated using shallow 
seismic refraction and reflection profiling. To this 
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should be added shallow radar profiling. Studies have 

shown this to be a valuable and economic method for 

identifying appropriate locations for trenching and for 

mapping the subsurface continuation of structures between 

trenches.
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3.3.1.17.4.3.1 Conduct and evaluate deep geophysical surveys in an 
east-west transect crossing the Furnace Creek fault zone. i 
Yucca Mountain, and the Walker Lane. A varietv ot 
geophysical studies are planned at different locations anld 
scales including deep and shallow seismic reformation,; 
deep, intermediate and shallow seismic reflection; and 
gravity, magnetic and electrical surveys of the region and 
the site. These studies are summarized Tables 8.3.1.17
7 and 8.3.1.17-8. These data collection experiments 
include: 

a) Deep refraction surveys with shot point spacing 
of 8 to 20 km in the region of Yucca Mountain. The results 
from this work to date provide detailed velocity 
control only to about 12 to 15 km depth.  

b) Shallow refraction and reflection surveys of 
250-500 m long profiles in the immediate vicinity of Yucca 
Mountain. The maximum depth of penetration will be 100 m 
The number and location of these profiles will be 
decided on the basis of geologic mapping.  

c) A deep reflection survey across Yucca Mountain 
to image large scale features in the crust. Previous work 
of this type in the region of Yucca Mountain has prodced
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8.3.-.17.4.7 data of marginal quality and the decision to proceed on

this study will be made after the evaluation of 
preliminary test.
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.3. L. i7.7 

Subsurface geometry and concealed extensions of 
Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain.  

Evaluate intermediate depth (2-3 km) reflection and 
refraction methods and plan potential application of these 
methods within the site area. This is a planning activity 
only and the decision to proceed with actual application 
of these methods will await the review of the preliminary 
test.  

Detailed gravity survey of the site area to infer the 
location of faults and continuity of rock units within the 
site.  

Detailed aeromagnetic survey of the site area to 
infer from this information the location of fault and 
continuity of rock units within the site.  

Detailed ground magnetic survey of specific features 
within the site to infer the location of faults and 
continuity of rock units in the vicinity of the shaft and 
surface facilities.  

Evaluate surface geoelectric methods and plans 
potential applications of these methods within tha site 
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area to evaluate this method and if useful, plan future 

activities.  
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3.3.1.4 
Rock Characteristics 

The studies of Pock Characteristics described in 
section 8.3.1.4 provide important information for 
developing three dimensional models of the physical 
properties of the site. The objective of the three 
dimensional models is to provide a computer-based 
representation of the physical properties of the rocks of 
the Yucca Mountain Site. The data base for the model will 
contain the distribution of parameters within the rock 
units of the site. An important function of the computer 
based model will be to provide input for numerical computer 
analysis that involves hydrological, thermal, 
thermomechanical and geochemical processes.  

Data gained from geophysical structural determination 
are important to several rock characterization 
investigations of the Yucca Mountain Site, including 
8.3.1.4.1.1 development of an integrated drilling program; 
8.3.1.4.2.1 characterization of the vertical and internal 
distribution of stratigraphic units within the site area; 
and 8.3.7.4.2.2 characterizations of the structural 
features within the site area. In addition, these type of 
investigations are important for sections 8.3.1.17 
Preclosure Tectonics and 8.3.1.8 Postclosure Tectonics
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I 1

Develop positions on drilling issues that pertain to 

site characterization.  

In the evaluation of drill hole and other subsurface 

data for the purpose of citing additional drill holes, the 

bore holes geophysical method, and surface geophysical 

methods will play an important role.  

Characterization of the vertical and lateral 

distribution of stratigraphic units within the site area.  

Surface-based geophysical surveys will be used to 

help define the lateral and vertical distribution of 

stratigraphic units and lithostratigraphic subunits of the 

Yucca Mountain tuff. Table 8.3.1.4-4 summarized the 

geophysical studies for program 8.3.1.4.  

Borehole geophysical surveys will be conducted to aid 

the definition and refinement of the location and character 

of lithostratigraphic units and contact between units and 

to determine the distribution of rock properties within 

lithostratigraphic units. A suite of commercially available 

geophysical logs will be obtained in future drillholes and 

additional experimental geophysical logs will be obtained.
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Seismic tomographical vertical seismic profiling 
methods will be evaluated and if successful will be used 
for studying subsurface fracture networks in the region 
between the surface. boreholes, and underground workings; 
and to calibrate and relate the seismic propagation 
characteristics of the host rocks to the fracture patterns 
observed in boreholes and underground workings, and to 
extrapolate the observed fracture patterns to the 
surrounding regions.
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SCP

MARTHA KANE SAVAGE 

SECTIONS PERTINENT TO SEISMOLOGY 

This summary of my comments of the SCP is divided into two 
sections. First, I comment on changes between last year's SCPCD 
and the SCP. In accordance with the reccomended QA format, the 
detailed comments are addressed only to the problems present in the 
SCP and do not contain comparisons with last year's SCPCD. The 
second section of this summary reviews the major comments from the 
detailed comment sections to follow.  

General Comments on changes between the SCPCD and the SCP 

Many of the changes seem to be superficial. Some problem points 
have been addressed in some sections, but left out in others. This 
is particularly bothersome when the points are ignored in summary 
sections or in sections describing the proposed activities in 
detail (see comments 1, 10 and 11): it is not clear if the points 
will really be considered during the investigation. The major 
problems identified in the SCPCD and the difference for the SCP are 
detailed below: 

1) Difficult and confusing organization: The SCP is worse if 
anything, because offending sections were not removed, but problems 
were addressed in separate tables or sections, or by adding a few 
sentences that contradicted previous sentences. The result is that 
it is not clear what points will be included in various 
investigations.  

2) No discussion of timing, personnel, or budget, and lack of 
"proposal quality" work: No change.  

3) Implicit assumption of Yucca mountain as an accepted site: No 
change.  

4) Scientific issues not addressed in any clear, well-focussed 
fashion: No change.  

5) Use of the extremely non-conservative 10,000-yr cumulative slip 
earthquake instead of accepted maximum magnitudes: unchanged, 
except for more words added in attempted justification.  

6) Coupled-process -studies: Addressed more clearly in several 
tables and sections, but not in key sections such as identification 
of earthquake sources or probabilistic hazard analysis.  

7) Misuse of qualitative data and assumptions: somewhat better-
justifications are added in the new tables but still left out in 
the old tables.

I



8) Reliance on numerical and probabilistic studies when input 

parareters are poorly understood: unchanged.  

9) Inadequacy of regional studies: some attempts have been added 
to correct this.  

!0) inadequa: database: not much change.  

Summary of Detailed Comments 

Admittedly, the task of determining safety over a 10,000 year 
period is formidable and it is doubtful that anybody or any group 
of people could make such assurances. Just the process of 

organizing the studies is obviously very difficult. Nonetheless, 
the SCP does not give confidence that the task will be completed 
anywhere near as well as it could be, and in particular, the 
organization is so poor as to lose the confidence of any careful 
reviewer.  

The summary chapter on geology gives an example of the flaws 
present in the rest of the SCP as well. It is disorganized, with 
related topics repeated in several different sections, sometimes 
with one section contradicting another section, (See comments 1, 
10 and 11) and even at times with one sentence in a paragraph in 
direct contradiction to another in the same paragraph. In 
particular, the remarks in the summary sections repeat misleading 
statements that are acknowledged as such in earlier sections.  
These contradictions seem to reflect a lack of understanding of 
basic problems, questioning the ability of the authors of the SCP 
to carry out work described in later sections.  

The major criticism of the SCP is that it is impossible to evaluate 
whether the planned projects will be carried out successfully. The 
proposed projects are generally vague, with little discussion of 
specific methods to be used. Although sections exist detailing 
project durations, there is no discussion of how many people or 
which people will be in charge of the various projects, or which 
tasks will receive more emphasis. It is therefore difficult to 
determine whether the project could really be completed in the 
allotted time. The schedule for completion appears almost totally 
unrealistic. Some" study plans have apparently already been 
approved, without waiting for our comments, other public comments, 
or for those from the NRC. Tasks that appear similar have widely 
different scheOiles, and in some cases, tasks that are needed as 
a basis for other tasks are scheduled to be completed after those 
tasks. With such poor coordination in planning it is doubtful that 
coordination in carrying out the research will be any better, and 
it seems unlikely that a comprehensive evaluation will be achieved.



The structure of the report is difficult to follow. Related topics 
are scattered throughout the report, and confusion is generated.  
The rccem seens to arise "-n -he aproach taken of designing 

separaie studies for each parameter deemed necessary to satisfy 
regulatory conditions, with little obvious coordination between 

stuie . bec" w.av would have been to design scientific studies 
0o answer :sef s questions, and in a later section show which 

parameters wi-i come from which studies.  

There are no disqualifying conditions to meet the disqualifying 
conditions in the regulations. Presumably some values of 
parameters would disqualify the site completely, either by a hazard 
that would be impossible to engineer against, or by requiring a 
complete redesign of the facilities such that the expense would be 
higher than is presently allowed. If so, some method of stopping 
the expense of the characterization program is needed for the case 
that such a condition is found.  

Qualitative performance goals are too vague. The resolution of the 
goals will be a matter of opinion and will need to be documented 
more rigorously. The qualitative nature of the needed confidence 
in the performance characteristics is too vague. For each 
parameter, the reasoning must be stated as to why a particular 
parameter has been given a low, medium, or high confidence or need 
for confidence. This is important because it is stated that the 
goals are to be used to direct research priorities. In particular, 
according to the current system apparently no further study will 
go into projects for which the confidence in the present figures 
have the same confidence as the needed confidence.  

It is encouraging that the DOE has started to address the concept 
of alternative conceptual models, as seen in their new tables. I 
am particularly pleased with the columns that give justifications 
for the qualitative assigned confidence and needed confidences.  
Such columns should also have been added to the earlier tables.  
However, the detailed descriptions of key activities, such as 
characterizing relevant earthquake sources and deterministic and 
probabilistic hazard analysis still ignore the alternative 
conceptual models, and it is not clear how they intend to 
incorporate them in the analysis.
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General Statement: 

This version of the SCP seems admirably thorough, 

in the sense that it lists a bewildering array of 

hypotheses and investigations that encompass almost 

every tectonic event that could concievably affect the 

integrity of the site in the next 10,000 years. The 

SCP is not thorough, however, in the sense that this 

list seems dominantly to consist of unconnected singular 

events or accidents; what is the probability of "a" 

volcano or "an" earthquake disrupting the repository? 

More work should be done on the effects of one event 

or process on other events or processes, and the rel

ationships between categories of studies. To my mind, 

this shortcoming is caused by a lack of any systematic 

a priori statement of the overall goal of tectonic 

studies at Yucca Mountain. This goal should be to pro

duce an accurate synthesis of the tectonic setting of 

Yucca Mountain, which would be used to help direct site 

characterization study as well as function as one end 

product. The lack of this clearly described overall 

purpose produces an incomplete and disorganized inves

tigation of diminished scientific validity, and an 

unfeasible investigation timetable. The following pages 

will reference specific sections of the SCP that illus

trate these comments.
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8.3.1.17.4. These sections pertain to evaluation of tectonic 
12.1,2 processes and stability at the site, and evaluation of 
pg. 1 of 3 tectonic models, respectively. The evaluation consists 

of synthesis of studies on the Beatty 1:100,000 quad
rangle. These results will be used to prepare reports 
on potentially harmful tectonic processes in the region, 
such as volcanism and faulting.  

Various tectonic hypothese are presented on page 
8.3.1.17-204. This list and the ones in table 8.3.1.  
17-7 and 17-8 are not complete. What is presented are 
kinematic mechanisms, not regional tectonic models.  
Regional tectonic models require some convincing explan
ation for the dynamic history and interrelationship of 
all features of an area, in addition to an abstracted, 
simplified kinematic mechanism. The procedure for this 
activity implies that this requirement will be taken 
into consideration during synthesis of models, but fails 
to describe exactly how this will be accomplished. For 
example, an attempt will be made to relate volcanism to 
either an incipient rift zone or a leaky transform, but 
a number of key points are left unclear. How do the rift 
zone or transform explain detachment faults and basin
range normal faults, in addition to volcanism? How are 
all these influenced by preexisting mechanical hetero
geneities, and by progressive deformation? With what 
tests does Ahe DOE plan to investigate these questions 
during model "synthesis"? 
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According to the timetable for this activity that 

is presented in section 4.12.1, figure 8.3.1.17.14 and 

table 8.3.1.17-11, data for the activity consists 

solely of field geologic, gravity, and magnetics studies 

of the Beatty 1:100,000 scale quadrangle. The time

table also suggests that the activity will be completed 

in two years. Neither of these statements is satisfac

tory, and in fact both are contradicted by the rest of 

section 8.3.1.17.4.

The data listed for the activity are inadequate.  

For example, chemistry of volcanic rocks, and seismo

logical results must be satisfactorily explained by a 

tectonic model, in addition to geological and geophys

ical map relationships. The relationship of the area 

under study to the surrounding region must also be 

explained by that model, for it to be complete.  

In other words, the proposed plan of activity does 

not explicitly include all the activities generally 

necessary to choose a tectonic model for a particular 

area. Furthermore, it is unclear that this plan of 

activity accounts for the fact that different tectonic 

hypotheses may require substantially different data 

bases for verification. It is unlikely that it will be 

possible to distinguish between an incipient rift and a 

leaky t-ransform. without making any specialized tests.  
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The proposed timetable is inadequate. A problem 
such as a regional tectonic synthesis seems very diff

icult to complete in only two years. The evolution of 

thinking described on page 8.3.1.17-204 should be an 

ongoing process of hypothesis statement, testing, mod

ification and retesting, not one cycle of hypothesis 
statement, testing and verification, which is all that 

seems practical in two years. In fact, the very plan 

of conducting this activity during site characterizat

ion is unacceptable, since many of the characterization 
tests require an accurat, a priori understanding of 
regional tectonics.

Finally, the list of tectonic models to be tested 
is not complete in the sense that the terms "wrench 
fault" and "transform" seem to be used interchangeably.  
These are not at all the same mechanisms, and the SCP 
should account for the difference in its plan of activity.  
In addition, the SCP should explicitly state plans to 
distinguish wrench fault systems undergoing pure shear 
or simple shear, as these will produce distinct tectonic 
effects.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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These sections deal with evaluation of local and 

regional stress field, tectonic geomorphology, and 

geodetic leveling respectively. The intended outcome 

of these activities seems to be reports on the poten

tial dangers to the site from uplift and subsidence.  

According to the timetable, the three activities are to 

be conducted more or less simultaneously with synthesis 

of regional tectonic models. This is difficult to acc

ept, because accurate performance of these activities 

depends on an accurate understanding of regional tecton

ics, if only in the sense of quantitatively knowing 

which are the most likely tectonic models. For example, 

activity 8.3.1.17.4.8.4 involves calculation of theoret

ical stress distributions associated with potential 

tectonic settings of the site. How can this activity 

possibly be completed until after activity 4.12 is fin

ished? Activity 4.8.4 would seem to require the final 

finished product of activity 4.12 as input data, and 

would in turn serve as a way to calibrate the latter 

activity.

As noted, activities 4.9 and 4.10 are concerned 

with tectonic geomorphology and geodetic leveling, res

pectively. These are related topics, but the SCP does 

not make clear how data from each activity will be used 

to calibrate the conclusions of the other. The SCP does 

state that-'the-data will be used to help constrain the 

tectonic modeling process, but that statement contradicts 

the description of activity 8.4.12 as previously noted.  
0t 
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It also does not make clear whether the ;ectonic 
modeling process will be used to help plan the conduct 
of activities 4.8,9, and 10. This suggests that the 
scientific basis of the planned procedure for these 
activites is not clearly defined, which raises quest
ions as to the accuracy of the planned investigations.
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8.3.1.!7.4. This activitý is ccncerned with evaluating 

4; Quaternary faulting proximal to the site within north

pg. 1 of 2 east trending shear zones. As with the other sections 

previously discussed, the intention seems to be to 

conduct this study simultaneously with the regional 

tectonic synthesis.  

The activity consists of detailed study of spec

ific fault systems, suc", as the Stagecoach Road Fault 

Zone. Choice of which fault systems to study was made 

solely on the basis of evidence for Quaternary activity, 

yet other aspects of northeast trending shear zones also 

are considered to understanding their tectonic signifi

cance. For example, more than one previous worker has 

pointed out that the Pahranagat shear system, the Spotted 

Range-Mine Mountain structural belt , and the Garlock 

Fault all are aligned on the same general trend, and 

have proposed that this trend may represent a major, re

curringly active crustal boundary. If such a boundary 

is indeed present it would be extremely important to 

understanding regional tectonics, and the relationship of 

Quaternary to future patterns of faulting.  

One study critical to testing this hypothesis would 

involve geologic mapping in the Groom Range/Fallout Hills 

area. Unfortunately, this area lies near the 100km 

limit nprtheast of the site, and therefore has not been 

explicitly included in the procedure for this activity 

or the regional tectoic synthesis. An omission such as 

----
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8.3.1.17.4.4 this should be corrected, because it implies that the 

pg. 2 of 2 basis of the procedure for performing activity 4.4 is 
incomplete, and the data base for regional tectonic 
synthesis is inadequate.

-- ------ --------------------------------------
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pg. 1 of 1 
8.3.1.8.3

This section is concerned with studies to provide 

information on the effect of tectonic events on sat

urated and unsaturated zone hydrology. In general, the 

studies are concerned with the effects of uplift, 

faulting, or constructional volcanism on flux rates 

and path lengths. However, another potential effect 

of tectonism on hydrologic setting might be the clima

tic effect of large scale volcanism. If a major erup

tion anywhere in the world introduced a significant 

amount of ash into the upper atmosphere, would it change 

world climate enough to affect climate at the site? If 

so, would it cause more precipitation, and consequently 

more infiltration and erosion? In general, what are 

the climatic effects of volcanism, and how do they 

affect the site?
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General Summary:

1 The preceding are examples from the SCP that 
illustrate my objections. These objections are: 

a) The common goal of data acquisition activ
ities in these two sections is given as synthesis 
of tectonic models leading to accurate predictions 
of tectonic risks to the site and vicinity. However, 
data acquisition activities are inconsistently des
cribed, incomplete, and seem incapable of achieving 
that goal. The proposed data base seems somewhat 
overgeneralized and arbitrary, and does not allow 
for the specific needs of different tectonic hypo
theses.  

b) The SCP states that an "evolution" of thin
king will be allowed for in tectonic synthesis. The 
timetable allows only two years for this evolution, 
and it is difficult to imagine how it could take 
place in such a short time. No leeway seems to have 
been allowed for equipment breakdowns, tests that 
must be redone or data that must be reacquired, 
or simple calibration of thinking based on ongoing 
work. The fact that the final report on tectonic 
synthesis is due well before some tests are completed 
implies that the DOE does not plan to allow the syn
thesis to adapt to the results of those tests.

---------- ~-----------------------------
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1.3.2.2.1 
100-102

The CP thrust in the CP Hills is a west-vergent thrust and 

correlates with neither the east-vergent thrust ("Belted 

Range Thrust" (Caskey et al., in preparation)) beneath 

Rainier Mesa or the Spotted Range thrust east of Mercury.  

Existing literature demonstrates a poor understanding of 

the pre-Tertiary structural framework of the NTS and 

vicinity.

Which thrust at Bare Mountain is being called the CP thrust 

(page 1-102, paragraph 2, line 9)? There are two major 

thrusts exposed at Bare Mountain, each with an opposite 

sense of vergence.  

.----I---------------------------------------------
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1.3.2.2.1 
105, 115

There are contradictory comments regarding 30 degrees of 

clockwise rotation about a vertical axis at the southern end 

of Yucca Mountain. On page 1-105, paragraph 3, lines 7-10, 

this rotation is attributed to displacemnt along postulated 

detachment structures. On page 1-115,, paragraph 2, lines 4

8, this rotation is attributed to deformation within a right

lateral (shear) couple. It is unclear in the document as to 

which model is preferred or whether rotation is due to a 

combination of processes.
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8.3.1.8 
8.3.1.8-4 
Table 
8.3.1 .8-1b

Listed under the column "Characterization parameter" :s 

"Evaluation of structural controls on volcanism." "Key 

studies or activities supplying data" assigned to this 

characterization paramenter (i.e. 8.3.1.8.1.1.1 and 

8.3.1.8.5.1.3) fail to address the importance of the regional 

tectonic and structural framework. Important Tertiary 

detachment surfaces and/or unrecognized Tertiary or pre

Tertiary transform faults and thrusts (both east and west

vergent) may structurally control the location of volcanic 

centers. Particularly in the case of the primative (?) 

basaltic volcanics in Crater Flat, there appears to be a deep

seated structural control which is poorly understood or 

unrecognized at present.
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8.3.1.8 
8-22

(Pertaining to page 8-22, paragraph 3, lines 8-14) Where in 
this document can you find the values from the analysis of 
the tectonics program at which the site would fail to meet 
the system performance objective? Do they exist? This is a 
serious oversite by the preparers of the SOP document.

1 
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3.9.3.3 Paragraph 1 states "... recharge to the regional carbonate 

3-204 aquifer, which underlies much of the NTS and vicinity..." It 

is not clear as to which aquifer is being referred. Silurian 

carbonates at the Tertiary-pre-Tertiary interface have only 

been penetrated by a single drill hole (i.e. UE25p#1).  

Subsurface boundary conditions at the Tertiary -pre

Tertiary contact are, therefore, poorly understood at the 

present. Pre-Middle Miocene low angle normal faults, 

Mesozoic folds and thrusts (both east and west-vergent), 

and unrecognized transform faults are likely to exist 

beneath the southern Nevada volcanic field, thus greatly 

complicating subsurface boundary conditions.  
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Chapter 1, Most of the discussion on Quaternary faults near Yucca 

lespecially Mountain seems reasonably considering some of the most 

section recent publications were not used in this report. However 

pertaining the Stateline/Pahrump Valley fault zone has been 

Ito documented in the literature since Liggett and Childs 

Quaternary (1973, Argus Exploration Co.) first discovered it on a 

tectonics, remote sensing project. This fault zone may be a major 

and Chapter component of the Walker Lane system and must be 

8, especially considered in site characterization.  
schedule of The schedule of major events timetables need a lot of 

major work, both from the standpoint of developing more 

events for realistic completion deadlines and from the standpoint of 

preclosure general organization of the table to allow a more thorough 

and evaluation of the schedule. As the schedule stands now, it 

postclosure is difficult If not impossible to follow the flow of events 

tectonics through time due to omission of major input activities for 

completion of studies and due to omission of deadlines for 

input--acttvities to large-scale studies.  
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.3.1.8-131 - This comment is a summary on the timetables developed 

141, Figure for major events and planned completion dates for studies 
8.3.1.8-10 in the postclosure and preclosure tectonics programs In 

and Table general I find the schedules to be unrealistic in that it 

8.3.1.8-9, seems many of the studies could not possibly be completed 
and 8.3.1.17- in the time frames described here. However, it is very 
207-226, difficult to assess how realistic the time schedules are 
Figure due to the poor organization of this section. The first and 
8.3.1.17-14 most obvious problem Is that many of the time schedules 
and Table for completion of studies have not taken into account some 

8.3.1.17-11. of the activities which would provide data for completion 
of the study, In the schedule. One example of this In Table 
8.3.1.8-9 on page 8.3.1.8-135, study number 8.3.1.8.2 1.  
This study is due to be completed (final report to DOE) by 
4/94 However, the major event schedule does not mention 
when data will be brought into this study from 

stromibollan volcanic activity (activity 8.3.1.8.1.2. 1).
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8.3.1.8-131
141, Figure 
8.3.1.8-10 
and Table 
8.3.1.8-9, 
and 8.3.1.17
207-226, 
Figure 

.,3.1.17-14 

d Table 
.3.1.17-1 1, 
continued).

exploratory trenching in Midway Valley (activity 
8.3. 1. 1 7.4.2.2), age and recurrence of movement on 

Quaternary faults (activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.4)- etc. (see page 

8.3.1.8-65, Figure 8.3.1.8-4, Logic diagram for 

investigation 8.3.1.8.2, tectonic effects on waste package) 

This are just three examples of input activities that are 

not mentioned in the major events schedule for study 

number 8.3.1.8.2.1. Since there is no schedule for 

completion of these activities (they are all sub-activities 

for completion of other studies), it is very difficult to 

determine if each of these can be completed in a timely 

manner to allow study 8.3.1.8.2.1 to be completed on time.  

The flow charts for postclosure and preclosure tectonics 

major events schedules (Figures 8.3.1.8-10 and Figure 

8.3.1.17-14, respectively) do not help with this since the 

omission of several of the input activities occurs here too
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Page 1- 107, There are proposed detachments along the Spring 

Figure 1-33. Mountains, and along the Kingston Range which may also be 

important to Site Characterization.  
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Page 1 - 14 This discussion on Quaternary strike-slip faults of the 

Walker lane consistently omits a major fault zone which 

runs approximately N-NW along the California-NV border 

through Pahrump Valley. This system has been called boti 

the Pahrump Fault zone and the State Line fault zone.  

Stewart (1988), (Ernst, ed., Ruby Volume IV), discusses 

this fault system and its relation to the Walker Lane.
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REVIEWER: James R. Carr 

Chapter 2, section 2.3.2, page 2-60: 

G Tunnel data should not, at any time, be used in the 

characterization of Yucca Mountain. Characterization of Yucca 

Mountain should be site specific.  

Chapter 2, section 2.1, page 2-22: 

State of the art geostatistical methods, specifically kriging 

and advanced forms of kriging, must be used to map and 

characterize the spatial variability in rock mass mechanical 

properties at Yucca Mountain.  

Chapter 8, section 8.3.1.10, page 1: 

Population density and distribution should be included in the 

SCP. Methods should be included to project population growth.  

Included with population should be lifeline networks, such as 

roads, gas, telephone, power transmission lines, and so on.

I I
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1 2.3.2 1 G-Tunnel data should not, at any time, 

2-60 1 be used in the characterization of Yucca 

Mountain. Characterization of Yucca 

I Mountain should be site specific.  
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1 2.1 1 State of the art geostatistical methods, I 

1 2-22 1 specifically kriging and advanced forms 
I of kriging, must be used to map and I 
I characterize the spatial variability I 

in rock mass mechanical properties at 

I Yucca Mountain.  
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8.3.1.10 1 Population density and distribution 
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SUMMARY COMMENTS ON THE SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN

Robert J. Watters, P.I., Task 7 

Many of the issues pertaining to rock characterization, thermal and 

mechanical characteristics, and the underground design of the 

repository have been considered in the SCP. However, key points 

remain either to be addressed or expanded.  

1. The seismic stability appraisal of the underground excavations 

is extremely limited in content. Major concerns which have either 

not been addressed or are limited are : 

a) dynamic displacement along joints or fractures due to seismic 

loading would appear not to be scheduled in laboratory testing.  

Very limited empirical information exists on this type of 

displacement, so testing is required.  

b) The frequencies most likely to cause damage to subsurface 

facilities are significantly higher than the frequencies that cause 

damage to surface structures. Given this situation, the design 

• basis and corresponding response spectra for the underground 

openings will be assessed using band widths which do not encompass 

higher frequencies. These higher frequencies can be developed by 

near field displacements from nearby fault movement or volcanic 

activity. If the stability of the openings is assessed using lower 

frequencies than actually occur, failure of the excavations could 

develop.  

2. The investigation to establish the lithology, geologic 

structure, and geomechanical properties of the repository horizon 

rock mass depends totally on a) the locations of the shafts and 

drifts, and b) the number and location of boreholes.  

The position of the shafts is suggestive of "putting the cart in 

front of the horse" in that the requirements to best investigate 

the repository block have been usurped by the needs to a) position 

the shafts where they best serve the operational requirements of 

the repository b) save time and c) comply with the dictates of 10 

CFR 960. In their --present positions the central and southern 

portions of the block will not be investigated. A competent 

investigation establishes the best positions for the shaft, not the 

converse.

Page 1 of 14



3. Only 24 cored holes (perhaps less) are planned to be drilled to 
the repository horizon. These holes will have spacings up to 4200 
feet and consequently with such a large distance between holes, 
many geotechnical features and rock mass characteristics will be 
lost or overlooked.  

4. The vast majority of boreholes are vertical, even though many 
of the features of interest, fractures etc. which affect 
hydrogeology and rock mass behavior are vertical. Hence, these 
features are either overlooked or minimized.  

5. More rock testing in terms of numbers of tests and locations are 
needed to better explain rock mass behavior and the range in in 
situ stress magnitudes.  

6. Few details are discussed about "feature of interest drilling" 
e.g. faults. Geologic structures within the perimeter boundary may 
well be crucial to both the short and long term stability of the 
excavations.  

7. An emphasis on geostatistical approaches in analyzing the 
collected data, supports the overall conclusion that the minimum 
number of boreholes, drifts, tests, and analyses are to be 
performed. Geostatistical methods are normally performed when 
scatter of data exists, and the normal refinement of additional raw 
data collection, to reduce the scatter and improve the data 
quality, can not be performed due to time constraints, lack of 
money or politics.

I
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2.2.2 Dynamic shear testing of rock joints appears 
not to be planned for the laboratory testing 

of discontinuities. As very limited empirical 

information exists on this type of displacement, 

dynamic shear testing is required for design 
purposes.
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8.3.1.15.1 Numerical modeling techniques utilizing data 
from small scale rock tests are to be used in 
lieu of large numbers of large scale in situ 
rock tests. Rock tests using small samples will 
not adequately characterize samples with large 
lithophysaes. Similarly small scale tests will 
not significantly consider the effects of 
anisotrophy within the rock mass.  
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8.3.1.15.1.5 Effects of shaft sinking on the surrounding rock 
mass will not be monitored continuously. Monit

oring will only be provided for up to 100 feet 
below breakout rooms. Continuous monitoring of 
rock behavior should be performed the entire 
length of the shaft.  
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8.3.1.17.4.8 Comparing in situ results for establishing the 
stress field shows important differences between 
shallow results (obtained from triaxial strain 
and hydrofrac measurements) and deeper 
measurements (focal plane analyses). Additional 
locations should be planned for hydrofrac and 
triaxial strain tests to establish the in situ 
stress picture.  
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8.3.1.4.2.2.3 Vast majority of cored holes are to be vertical.  
This will yield lithologic spatial information 
but will do little to establish fracture frequ
ency and orientations as the majority of 

fractures are vertical to sub-vertical. Angled 
cored holes should be drilled at each borehole 
location to provide this information.  
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8.3.1.4.2.2.4 No mention of fractal assessment is discussed in 
the mapping of the shafts or drifts. This omiss
ion should be corrected to permit comparisons 
between surface mapping and underground mapping 
to be possible using fractal techniques.  
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8.3.1.4.2.2.4 No borehole is to be drilled at the shaft locat

ions prior to shaft sinking. Comparison of 

borehole data to the geologic mapping of the 

shaft would assist in developing three dimens

ional geology and show limitations in borehole 

information.  
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8.3.1.4.2.2.4 The shaft locations appear to have been decided 
on the requirements for an operational facility, 
not on the best locations to provide geologic 
and geotechnical input to the design. Position 
requirements should be based on site character
ization needs. Shaft locations should be reposi
tioned to obtain the best information.  
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8.3.1.4.3.1.1 The large grid spacing for exploratory boreholes 

will produce significant omissions in geologic 

and geotechnical information which may seriously 
affect the design.  
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8.3.1.4.1.1.3 "feature of interest" drilling should be used in 
the first phase of drilling, not as is suggested 
that it may be used later for sitting additional 
holes.  
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8.3.1.4.2.2.2 No discussion of the technique to be applied in 
the fractal analysis of roughness, interconnect
ivity or aperture is detailed. More than one 
technique exists.  
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8.3.2.5.7 The frequencies most likely to cause damage to 
subsurface facilities are significantly higher 
than the frequencies which damage surface facil
ities. The bandwidths proposed for the seismic 
stability appraisal of the underground excavat
ions will not be performed using these higher 
frequencies.  
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TASK 8: SCP REVIEW

I. Sections Covered by this Review.  

Chapter 1 
1.2 Stratigraphy and Lithology (pre-Cenozoic rocks only) 

1.7.2 Hydrocarbon, Resources 

1.8 Summary (Stratigraphy and Hydrocarbon Resources only) 

.3.3..9.2 nvest'gaticn Studies to provide the ,nfcra:.c 

requirea on present and future value of energy, mineral, land and gro.x. c

water resources (Hydrocarbon Resources only) 

II. General Comments 

The sections reviewed here present a fragmented, compartmentalized, 

view of the topics, with apparently no understanding of the importart 

inter-relationships between topics. This is a fundamental flaw. which -lct 

only fails to acknowlege that (for example) understanding Mesozoic 

structure is crucial to evaluating hydrocarbon potential, but also 

demonstrates that those writing the SCP -- and doing the studies -- don't 

recognize the necessity of integrating data from all possible sources.  

There are no built-in mechanisms to force (or even allow) workers from 

one field to obtain and use new data being generated by workers in another 

field.  

The sections reviewed here demonstrate little or no understanding of 

the regional context of the subjects being discussed. This, too, is a 

fundamental flaw, because without such context it is impossible to 

predict trends and hence to recognize anomalies. Testing of predictions is 

the scientific method ... and the only way to test the validity of an 

interpretation.  

III, Imoortant Geological Topics not Addressed by the SCP 

Basin analysi, particularly for potential source and reservoir units for 

liquid hydrocarbons:- It is obvious that three-dimensional geometry, burial 

history, etc. of these units must be known for evaluating hydrocarbon 

potential.  

Mesozoic thrust structure: This is important to evaluating hydrocarbon 

potential for several reasons. First, thrusting has juxtaposed rocks that 

may have been widely separated at the time they were deposited.  

Measurements of stratigraphic thicknesses, organic content of potential 

source rocks, porosity and permeability of potential reservoir rocks, etc.



must be done separately for each thrust sheet. Likewise, interpretation of 
depositional environments should be done separately for each thrust sheet.  
Ideally, the offset on each thrust should also be determined, so thrust 
sheets can be restored to their original configuration for purposes of 
stratigraphic and sedimentologic interpretations.  

Second, thrusting has juxtaposed thrust sheets with different 
thermal histories. Data pertaining to thermal history (and hence 
hydrocarbon maturation) should be compiled separately for each thrust 
sheet.  

Third, thrusting itself dramatically influences the thermal history 
of the affected rocks. In general, the upper plate undergoes a rapid drop in 
temperature and pressure during thrust emplacement, while the lower 
plate experiences an abrupt increase in both temperature and pressure.  
This is another reason that thermal data should be complied separately for 
each thrust sheet.  

Fourth, thrust-related structures often make good traps for 
hydrocarbons, e.g. anticlines, up-dip truncations, places where a reservoir 
rock is emplaced over a source rock, etc. Thrust geometry must therefore 
be well understood in order to evaluate hydrocarbon potential.  

Comolete structural and thermal evolution (Mesozoic thrusting, 
pre-volcanic normal faults, post-volcanic normal faults, etc.): This is 
vital to predicting the location (or existence) of hydrocarbons, because the 
geometry of stratigraphic units, presence of fractures, etc. at the time of 
migration determine how and where hydrocarbons migrate.  

IV. Specific Comments on the SCP: 

1.2.1 Stratigraphy and lithology of rocks and surficial deposits 
in the southern Great Basin 

1.2.1.1 Pre-Cenozoic Rocks 

1.2.1.1.1 Proterozoic and Paleozoic rocks 
- Reasonable review-of the literature; nothing new.  

Several rninor problems with figures: 
(1) Figure 1-12: Devonian and Mississippian units are 

shown as carbonates, but the Eleana Fm. (Late Devonian and Mississippian) 
comprises siliciclastics.  

(2) Figure 1-13: The Eleana Fm. at the NTS is several 
hundred meters thicker than indicated here.  

(3) Figure 1-16: The Late Devonian and Mississippian 
rocks at Yucca Mountain are Eleana Fm. -- siliciclastic rocks of the Antler



foreland basin -- not shelf carbonates, as indicated here. The 

Mississippian carbonate shielf may be represeitýd by the Narrow Canyon 

(Monte Cristo) limestone east of Mercury, at the southeastern edge cý 

NTS. (Note that this limestone is in a different thrust sheet than t.e : 

at Yucca Mountain, and was deposited much farther from these units than 

0he present separarion betw"ee' 1 ,,'rm indicates.) 

1.2.1.1.2 Mesozoic rocks 

One-paragraph summary (very general) of Mz sedimentary 

rocks in the region, with no mention of a paleogeographic framework 

which would explain the relationships (e.g. between marine and non-manrne 

rocks). With no regional paleogeographic context, there is no way to 

predict what types of Mesozoic sedimentary rock might have been 

deposited at Yucca Mountain, to evaluate the significance of finding 

certain rock types, etc. This section is not very informative as it stands.  

1.2.2 Stratigraphy and lithology of rocks and surficial 

deposits at Yucca Mountain 

1.2.2.1 Pre-Cenozoic Rocks 
This section is brief, because of the paucity of data on the 

pre-Cenozoic deposits under Yucca Mountain. There is one drill hole that 

has penetrated pre-Tertiary deposits; everything else is interpreted from 

geophysical data and/or extrapolated from the surrounding area. The 

single drill hole only penetrates 553 m into the pre-Cenozoic rocks. This 

is completely inadequate even for determining the structure and 

stratigraphy in this one place ... and one hole of any depth is inadequate for 

evaluating the "pre-Cenozoic rocks at Yucca Mountain", as Section 1.2.2.1 

purports to do.  

There are several problems with this section: 

(1) There is no mention of the thrust structure that 

might repeat the section (below the Silurian section encountered in the 

drillhole, for example).  
(2) There is no mention of why or how the subsurface 

structure might allow for. the presence of the Eleana Fm. below northern, 

but not southern-, Yucca Mountain (as suggested by Bath and Jahren, 1984), 

while at the same time, the pre-Cenozoic unconformity is much deeper (i.e.  

3500 m, at opposed to 1000 m) below northern Yucca Mountain.  

(3) Is the inferred metamorphism of the Eleana Fm. the 

only evidence for the reference to possible granitic intrusive rock at depth 

under northern Yucca Mountain? If so, this seems pretty speculative.



1.7.2 Hydrocarbon Resources

1.7.2.1 Deposits of coal, tar sands and oil shale 

1.7.2.1.1 Coal Resources 
The conclusion that coal is not a potential resource in the 

Y,, -ca Mountain area is a reasonable one.  
it is noted that since Tertiary lacustrine deposits with coal 

seams have the potential of being source rocks for liquid hydrocarbons, 
such deposits will be assessed for source rock potential as well as for the 
primary coal resource. It is not clear, however, whether there will be an 
active attempt to locate and study Tertiary lacustrine deposits.  

1.7.2.1.2 Tar Sand Resources 
The conclusion that there is no known potential for tar sands 

in the Yucca Mountain area is reasonable.  
The documented oil seeps elsewhere in the state occur at 

areas of ground water discharge. The lack of reported oil seeps in 
southern Nevada may be due to a lack of ground water discharge, rather 
than to a lack of hydrocarbons.  

1.7.2.1.3 Oil Shale Resources 
The reasoning for concluding that there is no oil shale 

potential in the Yucca Mountain vicinity is flawed: 
(1) One argument for the above conclusion is that no oil 

shales were encountered in the one (!) drillhole (UE-25p#1) that 
penetrated the Paleozoic section under Yucca Mountain. This hole 
penetrated the Silurian section below the Cenozoic volcanics, and only 
went 553 m into the Silurian before drilling was stopped. There are no 
known oil shales in the Silurian anywhere in the state, so their absence 
here is not a useful (or surprising) piece of information.  

There is no mention of the possibility of thrust faults 
under the Silurian section in the drillhole. The Eleana Fm., the most likely 
source of hydrocarbons in the Paleozoic section (see below), may occur 
beneath the Silurian carbonates, in the footwall of a thrust fault.  
Although these would be too deep for surface mining -- and therefore not 
an oil shale resource --_they should not be overlooked as a potential 
source rock for liquid hydrocarbons.  

(2) Another argument is that none of the stratigraphic 
units known to be! oil shales elsewhere in the state are found in the Yucca 
Mountain vicinity. There is no mention of lateral and/or facies equivalents 
of these units.  

The Mississippian Eleana Fm. of southern Nye Co. is 
correlative with the Chainman Shale of east-central Nevada. (While not an 
oil shale, the Chainman is cited in section 1.7.2.1.3 as an organic-rich



shale which is thought to be the source rock for liquid hydrocarbons 

elsewhere in the stitk.) Task 8 field work tý:`date has shown that at Bare 

Mountain, the CP Hills and thle Eleana Range. the Eieana Fom. comprses c.

shales and argillites which are presumably organic-rich. These are 

tentatively interoreted to have a depositional environment similar to that 

" r, :ce Chair'man SDae r- *' :,.a<"-,*" RF,-,ge of east-centra. Nevada. ! e 

Eieana Fm. or the Yucca Mountain vicinity should also be regarded as a 

1.7.2.2 Known Occurrences of Oil and Gas in Nevada 

There is clearly a problem of terminology -- and understanding (!) 

-- here. The writer thinks that :me "Western overthrust belt", or 

"Cordilleran thrust belt", is different than (specifically, is in a different 

place than) the "Sevier-Laramide belt". The first two terms are very 

general, and somewhat out-dated. names for the thrust belt which. in 

Nevada, Utah and Wyoming, would be m-nore precisely termed the 

Sevier-Laramide oeit.  
If this is an indication of the familiarity of the writer with the 

regional geology and with the literature on the subject, then other 

conclusions by this writer are of questionable reliability.  

1.7.2.2.1 Potential for oil and gas resources in the 

vicinity of Yucca Mountain 
There are numerous problems with this section: 

(1) Paragraph 1: The region over which 60 exploratory 

wells have been drilled is not specified. It is therefore impossible to 

evaluate whether this is good evidence for a low probability of 

hydrocarbons or not.  

(2) Paragraph 2: There are many other possible reasons 

for the lack of productive oil fields in southern Nevada, including lack of 

economic incentive to explore an untested area (due to the relatively 

recent recognition of the hydrocarbon potential of Antler foreland basin 

deposits in eastern Nevada coupled with the generally low price of 

imported oil), and lack of access to much of the southern Antler foreland 

basin (the preferred exploration target) because it occurs in the NTS and 

Nellis AFB. -

(3) Paragraph 4: The productive Railroad Valley area is 

surrounded by Tertiary caldera complexes, yet the geothermal gradient has 

not resulted in over-maturation of Paleozoic hydrocarbons.  
Alteration studies on rocks from drillhole USW G-2 

indicate temperatures "as high as" 2300. If this is the upper end of a 

possible range, what is the low end of this range (and why is it not



mentioned)? (See also (7) below,) By choosing only the highest possible 
temperature, the writer makes the worst possible case for hydrocarbon 
potential.  

Note also that the above temperature is from one 
driiihole. and may not be at all representative cf the region. This is 
particuar1y problematical for a region such as this, where proximity to a 
fault wth hydrothermal solutions or to a volcanic feeder would give 
ioca~ly anorma;cus1y results.  

(4) Paragraph 5: The statement that no source rocks are 
known is both blatantly incorrect and contradicted by other sections of the 
SCP. Mississippian clastic rocks are shown in the stratigraphic column 
for the Yucca Mountain region (p. 1-38), and Mississippian clastic rocks 
are described as source rocks (p. 1-316). Also, the possibility that 
carbonates might be source rocks is not even considered.  

(5). Paragraph 6: Although the general summary of the 
CAI data is not incorrect, it is not presented in a geologically meaningful 
context. Hence, some potentially important pieces of information are lost.  
Once again, the significance of thrusting in the region is not mentioned. In 
the context of thermal maturity, thrusting is important because different 
thrust sheets may have different thermal histories. This is true for two 
reasons: First, the thrust sheets originated in different places, and 
possibly at-different depths, which could mean very different thermal 
histories prior to thrusting. Second, thermal affects associated with 
thrust emplacement are the opposite for the footwall and the hanging wall 
(i.e. increased heat and pressure for the footwall, decreased heat and 
pressure for the hanging wall). In the case of an area with multiple thrust 
sheets, like the NTS, the thermal histories can be complex because a given 
sheet may have been the hanging wall for one thrust fault and the footwall 
for another. Data relating to thermal maturation, therefore, MUST be 
considered separately for each thrust sheet. When the existing CAI data 
are examined in this context, it appears that one thrust sheet in particular 
may have had a thermal history conducive to oil generation, while other 
sheets may have been right for gas generation.  

(6) Paragraph 7: The quantitative thermal analysis using 

Lopatin's time-temperatire index is meaningless, because the values used 
for time and temperature are general values for the region. Because of the 
complex deformation history of the area (see above), the thermal history 
of each thrust sheet must be considered separately.  

The temperature used is a maximum (see (3) above), even 
for the thrust sheet in which the measurement was made; the results 
using the minimum possible temperature for this thrust sheet are not 
presented. (See also (7) below.) I



There is no evaluation of the accuracy, or range or 
accuracy, of the method' (i.e. Lopatin's time-temperature index), nor is anv 
other method considered.  

(7') Paragraoh 8 A-den n this summary paragrao-" l'e .... ý -L= L, s f •h pieceaing aiscý,ss.c:" 
,,.,er drops a tob 'bsheii wnic', ,e- es most of -he 
"--"new" information from both conodont alteraticn and from clay 

..-rmolea Y-ucca Mc.,,ta:n .:-d~e maxmw•, 

temperatures af 175:, rather t,',,an , the 230: mentioned in the paragraph ," 

paleogeothermal history (!). Even assuming the Lopatin's 
time-temperature index is correct, and that the other temperatures and 

times used in the calculation are correct, a quantitative thermal analysis 
using this maximum temperature gives a result at the maximum gas 

generation phase for the Paleozoic section under Yucca Mountain! The 

omission of these new data in the preceding discussion (p. 320) is so 

egregious it gives the appearance of deliberate deception.  

(8) There is a final, major, philosophical problem with 

this whole section: it is all based on literature review and on theoretical 

calculations, with NO field data to test the conclusions. Although such 

field studies are apparently planned, some of the most obvious things 
should have been done, at least in reconnaissance, at the beginning of the 
study.  

Volume V, Part B 

8.3.1.9.2 Investigation: Studies to provide the information 
required on present and future value of energy, mineral, land and 
groundwater resources 

Alternative Conceptual Models 
Table 8.3.1.9-3 contains some inaccuracies, and seriously 

underestimates the potential for oil and gas at Yucca Mountain. The "low" 

uncertainty rating is also inaccurate -- in part because it only considers 

the possibility of hydrocarbons in the tuff, which is not the most probable 

'eservoir rock. We suggest the following changes to this table: 
Current representation 

no changes 
Ufcertainty and rationale 

High -- Although no oil or gas has been reported from 

drillholes in the tuff, only one drillhole (UE25p#1) has gone through the 

tuff to the underlying Paleozoic section, and even this one only went 500m 

in the Paleozoic, never getting out of the Silurian section. Based on the 

regional geology, it seems highly probable that this Silurian section is in



the upper plate of a thrust fault, with other Paleozoic section (including 
the Eleana Formation, see below) underneath.  

.Potential source rccks bare been 'dentified in the region: 

Mississippian Eleana Formation crops out to the west of the site at Bare 
Mc -air. ard 'o the east at the CP Hl-ls, Calico Hills, "Ane Mcuna~n and 
Eleana Range. The Eleana is also thought to exist below northern Yucca 
Mounta~n. based on qeohysical data. and its presence bepow southern 

Yuuca M.: :r, ;- : e ruled cut at this c•cn.  
c,_ o 3nt aiteration indices ý.' ).Ai) rOm 1E25p#1 indicate tnat 

the Silurian carbonates are well within the gas generating window (3).  

CAI from elsewhere in the region (Harris and others, 1980) are in the oil 

generating window (2) locally; preliminary indications are that these low 

values are characteristic of a single thrust sheet, and that this sheet may 

underlie Yucca Mountain.  
A thrust fault underlying the Silurian rocks in UE25p#1 could 

also have created a structural trap which would prevent the migration of 

''!quid nydroca rbons nto the overlying section.  
A!ternative hypotheses 

No changes 
Performance measure, design or performance parameter 

No changes 
Needed confidence in parameter or oerformance measure 

No changes 

Sensitivity of parameter or oerformance measure to hyoothesis 
High -- Regional geology suggests possible resource potential.  

The thermal history of the rocks within the drift perimeter boundary is 

poorly understood. The Silurian carbonates immediately underlying the 

tuffs in UE25p#1 are in the "gas generating window"; the thermal history 

may be significantly different for different thrust sheets.  
Need to reduce uncertainty 

High 

8.3.1.9.2.1 Study: Natural resource assessment of Yucca 
Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 

-Paragraph 5: Because of the fact that liquid hydrocarbons can 

migrate, a much larger area must be understood in order to evaluate 

hydrocarbon resources i.n the 10 km diameter circle.  
Paragraph 7: Although this section states that drillholes will be 

one of the sources of information used to evaluate the potential for 

hydrocarbon resources, it also states that no drillholes deep enough to 

intersect Paleozoic rocks are planned. As noted above, the little bit of 

Paleozoic section drilled in UE25p#1 may be in the upper plate of a thrust 

fault, and hence may not be representative of the rest of the Paleozoic !



section under Yucca Mountain.  

8.3.1.9.2.1.4.- Activity: Assessment of hydrocarbon 

resources at and near the site 
Obiectives 

2. Te _o_- .. rr . c, ',-ydrocrbon ,,,eo,'a ',vil c, 

review and assessment of driilhoies emolaced for oil and gas exploration 
'N :. , g' eographi ., e 1. ','. - d"_;'-, s does s 

to? None of tie existing USGSiDOE driliholes within the area of the s:te 

constitute hydrocarbon exploration holes. Will new holes be drilled? if 

so, where? How many? On what basis will the site(s) be chosen? How 

deep will they go? 
Parameters 

Paragraph 1: Analysis for the presence of organic matter in 
"certain Paleozoic rocks" is planned. Since the preferred hypothesis (from 

Table 8.3.1.9-3) is that there are no known source rocks in outcrop or 

subsurface, what rock will be analyzed? How will the sample locations be 

chosen? One unit specifically mentioned as an example of rock to be 

analyzed is the Paleozoic rock from drillhole UE25p#1; as noted many 

times above, this hole sampled only the Silurian carbonates, and these are 

not potential source rocks. Also (as noted above), these are from one 

thrust sheet, and in no way reflect the thermal history of other thrust 

sheets in the area.  
Choice of samples is extremely important; the analyses 

(organic content, thermal maturation, thermal history) are worthless if 

not applied to the most appropriate rocks. Location and structural 

position should be taken into account, including samples from all thrust 

sheets and from different positions along strike in each thrust sheet. The 

Mississippian Eleana Fm is the most likely source rock, so it should be 

sampled wherever it crops out. Who will do the work, and what are their 

qualifications? 
Paragraph 4: The existence of Mesozoic thrust faults and 

folds in the Yucca Mountain area is well established, completely 

independent of the reference cited. The oil-bearing potential of these 

structures is unknown.  
Methods and technical orocedures: 

The methods and procedures are allegedly given in the 

table .... but ever9" section of the table says "to be determined".

It
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COMMENT NO.: 1; p. 1 of 1 I CHAPTER NO.: 1 

---------------------------- -------- ------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

----------------------------------------------------------
1.2.1.1 The sections reviewed here present a fragmented, 

1.2.2.1 compartmentalized, view of the topics, with apparently no 

1.7.2 understanding of the important inter-relationships between topics.  

This is a fundamental flaw, which not only fails to acknowlege that 

p. 37-47 (for example) understanding Mesozoic structure is crucial to 

p. 49-54 evaluating hydrocarbon potential, but also demonstrates that those 

p.313 -3 2 3  writing the SCP -- and doing the studies -- don't recognize the 

necessity of integrating data from all possible sources. There are no 

built-in mechanisms to force (or even allow) workers from one 

field to obtain and use new data being generated by workers in 

another field.
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COMMENT NO.: 2; 1 of 1 I CHAPTER NO.: I 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 
--------------------------------------------------------
1.2.1.1 The sections reviewed here demonstrate little or no understanding 
1.2.2.1 of the regional context of the subjects being discussed. This, too, is a 
1.7.2 fundamental flaw, because without such context it is impossible to 

predict trends and hence to recognize anomalies. Testing of 
p. 37-47 predictions is the scientific method ... and the only way to test the 
p. 49-54 validity of an interpretation.  
p. 313-323
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CO1MMENT NO.: 3; 1 of 2 I CHAPTER NO.: 1 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 

DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2 Important geological topics not addressed by the SCP: 

Basin analysis particularly for potential source and reservoir units 

p. 313-318 for liquid hydrocarbons: It is obvious that three-dimensional 

geometry, burial history, etc. of these units must be known for 

evaluating hydrocarbon potential.  
Mesozoic thrust structure: This is important to evaluating 

hydrocarbon potential for several reasons. First, thrusting has 

juxtaposed rocks that may have been widely separated at the time 

they were deposited. Measurements of stratigraphic thicknesses, 

organic content of potential source rocks, porosity and permeability 

of potential reservoir rocks, etc. must be done separately for each 

thrust sheet. Likewise, interpretation of depositional environments 

should be done separately for each thrust sheet. Ideally, the offset 

on each thrust should also be determined, so thrust sheets can be 

restored to their original configuration for purposes of stratigraphic 

and sedimentologic interpretations.  
Second, thrusting has juxtaposed thrust sheets with different 

thermal histories. Data pertaining to thermal history (and hence 

hydrocarbon maturation) should be compiled separately for each 

thrust sheet.  
Third, thrusting itself dramatically influences the thermal history of.  

the affected rocks. In general, the upper plate undergoes a rapid 

drop in temperature and pressure during thrust emplacement, 

while the lower plate experiences an abrupt increase in both 

temperature and pressure. This is another reason that thermal data 

should be complied separately for each thrust sheet.  
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COMMENT NO.: 3; 2 of 2 1 CHAPTER NO.: 1 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 
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1.7.2 Fourth, thrust-related structures often make good traps for 

hydrocarbons, e.g. anticlines, up-dip truncations, places where a 
p. 313-318 reservoir rock is emplaced over a source rock, etc. Thriv zt geometrv 

must therefore be well understood in order to evaluate nydrocarbon 
potential.  
Complete structural and thermal evolution (Mesozoic thrusting, 
pre-volcanic normal faults, post-volcanic normal faults, etc.): This 
is vital to predicting the location (or existence) of hydrocarbons, 
because the geometry of stratigraphic units, presence of fractures, 
etc. at the time of migration determine how and where 
hydrocarbons migrate.
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COMMENT NO.: 4; p. 1 of I I CHAPTER NO.: I 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 
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1.2.1.1 Figure 1-12: Devonian and Mississippian units are shown as 

carbonates, but the Eleana Fm. (Late Devonian and Mississippian) 

Fig. 1-12 comprises siliciclastics.  

p. 4 1
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COMMENT NO.: 5; p. 1 of I 1 CHAPTER NO.: 1 
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PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 
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1.2.1.1 Figure 1-13: The Eleana Fm. at the NTS is several hundred meters 

thicker than indicated here.  
Pig. 1-13 
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COMMENT NO.: 6; p. 1 of I I CHAPTER NO.: I 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
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---------------------------------------------------------
1.2.1.1 Figure 1-16: The Late Devonian and Mississippian rocks at Yucca 

.Mountain are Eleana Fm. -- siliciclastic rocks of the Antler foreland 

Fig. 1-16 basin -- not shelf carbonates, as indicated here. The Mississippian 
carbonate shelf may be represented by the Narrow Canyon (Monte 

p. 47 Cristo) limestone east of Mercury, at the southeastern edge of the 
NTS. (Note that this limestone is in a different thrust sheet than 

the units at Yucca Mountain, and was deposited much farther from 
these units than the present separation between them indicates.)

f t 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 
1.2.1.1.2 One-paragraph summary (very general) of Mz sedimentary rocks in 

the region, with no mention of a paleogeographic framework which 
p. 46 would explain the relationships (e.g. between marine and 

non-marine rocks). With no regional paleogeographic context, 
there is no way to predict what types of Mesozoic sedimentary rock 
might have been deposited at Yucca Mountain, to evaluate the 
significance of finding certain rock types, etc. This section is not 

very informative as it stands.  

'I
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PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
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"1.2.2.1 This section is brief, because of the paucity of data on the 

pre-Cenozoic deposits under Yucca Mountain. There is one drill 

p. 54 hole that has penetrated pre-Teritary deposits; everything else is 

interpreted from geophysical data and/or extrapolated from the 

surrounding area. The single drill hole penetrates 553 m into the 

pre-Cenozoic rocks. This is completely inadequate even for 

determining the structure and stratigraphy in this one place... and 

one hole of any depth is inadequate for evaluating the "pre

Cenozoic rocks at Yucca Mountain", as 1.2.2.1 purports to do.
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1.2.2.1 There is no mention of the thrust structure that might repeat the 

section (below the Silurian section encountered in the drillhole, for 
p. 54 example).
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COMMENT NO.: 10; p. I of 1 I CHAPTER NO.: I 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

--------------------------------------------------------
1.2.2.1 There is no mention of why or how the subsurface structure might 

allow for the presence of the Eleana Fm. below northern, but not 
p. 54 southern, Yucca Mountain (as suggested by Bath and Jahren, 1984), 

while at the same time, the pre-Cenozoic unconformity is much 
deeper (i.e. 3500 m, as opposed to 1000 m) below northern Yucca 
Mountain.
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 
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1.2.2.1 Is the inferred metamorphism of the Eleana Fm. the only evidence 

for the reference to possible granitic intrusive rock at depth under 

p. 54 northern Yucca Mountain? If so, this seems pretty speculative.
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1.7.2.1.1 It is noted that since Tertiary lacustrine deposits with coal seams 

have the potential of being source rocks for liquid hydrocarbons, 

p. 314 such deposits will be assessed for source rock potential as well as for 

the primary coal resource. It is not clear, however, whether there 

will be an active attempt to locate and study Tertiary lacustrine 

deposits.
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1.7.2.1.2 The documented oil seeps elsewhere in the state occur at areas of 

ground water discharge. The lack of reported oil seeps in southern 
p 314 - 315 Nevada may be due to a lack of ground water discharge, rather th'•an 

to a lack of hydrocarbons.
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1.7.2.1.3 The reasoning for concluding that there is no oil shale potential in 

the Yucca Mountain vicinity is flawed: (1) 

p. 315 - 316 One argument for the above conclusion is that no oil shales were 

encountered in the one (!) drillhole (UE-25p#l) that penetrated the 

Paleozoic section under Yucca Mountain. This hole penetrated the 

Silurian section below the Cenozoic volcanics, and only went 553 m 

into the Silurian before drilling was stopped. There are no known 

oil shales in the Silurian anywhere in the state, so their absence 

here is not a useful (or surprising) piece of information.  
There is no mention of the possibility of thrust faults 

under the Silurian section in the drillhole. The Eleana Fm., the 

most likely source of hydrocarbons in the Paleozoic section (see 

below), may occur beneath the Silurian carbonates, in the footwall 

of a thrust fault. Although these would be too deep for surface 

mining - and therefore not an oil shale resource - they should not 

be overlooked as a potential source rock for liquid hydrocarbons.  
(2) Another argument is that none of the 

stratigraphic units known to be oil shales elsewhere in the state are 

found in the Yucca Mountain vicinity. There is no mention of 

lateral and/or facies equivalents of these units.  
The Mississippian Eleana Fm. of southern 

Nye Co. is correlative with the Chainman Shale of east-central 

Nevada. (While not an oil shale, the Chainman is cited in section 

1.7.2.1.3 as an organic-rich shale which is thought to be the source 

rock for liquid hydrocarbons elsewhere in the state.) Task 8 field 

work to date has shown that at Bare Mountain, the CP Hills and the 

Eleana Range, the Eleana Fm. comprises dark shales and argillites 

which are presumably organic-rich.  
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These are tentatively interpreted to have a depositional 
environment similar to that of the Chainman Shale in the 
Diamond Range of east-central Nevada. The Eleana Fin. of the 
Yucca Mountain vicinity should also be regarded as a potential 
source rock for liquid hydrocarbons.
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1.7.2.2 There is clearly a problem of terminology -- and understanding (!) -

here. The writer thinks that the "Western overthrust belt", or 

p. 316 - 319 "Cordilleran thrust belt", is different than (specifically, is in a 

different place than) the "Sevier-Laramide belt". The first two 

terms are very general, and somewhat out-dated, names for the 

thrust belt which, in Nevada, Utah and Wyoming, would be more 

precisely termed the Sevier-Laramide belt. If this is an indication of 

the familiarity of the writer with the regional geology and with the 

literature on the subject, then other conclusions by this writer are of 

questionable reliability.  
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1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 1: The region over which 60 exploratory wells have been 
drilled is not specified. It is therefore impossible to evaluate 

p. 319 whether this is good evidence for a low probability of hydrocarbons 
or not.
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DOC I-ENF -T71T1LE: Site Characterization Plan 

COMMENT NO.: 17; p. 1 of 1 I CHAPTER NO.: I 

--------------------------- -------- ------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2..1 Paragraph 2: There are many other possible reasons for the lack of 

productive oil fields in southern Nevada, including lack of 

p. 319 economic incentive to explore an untested area (due to the 

relatively recent recognition of the hydrocarbon potential of Antler 

foreland basin deposits in eastern Nevada coupled with the 

generally low price of imported oil), and lack of access to much of 

the southern Antler foreland basin (the preferred exploration target) 

because it occurs in the NTS and Nellis AFB.
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DOCUMENT TITLE: Site Characterization Plan 

COMMENT NO.: 18; p. I of 1 CHAPTER NO.: I 

SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 4: The productive Railroad Valley area is surrounded by 
Tertiary caldera complexes, yet the geothermal gradient has not 

p 319 resulted in over-maturation of Paleozoic hydrocarbons.
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DOC UN ENT TITLE: Site Characterization Plan 

---------------------------------------------------------
COMMENT NO.: 19; p. 1 of I I CHAPTER NO.: 1 

----------------------- - ---------------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 4: Alteration studies on rocks from drillhole USW G-2 
indicate temperatures "as high as" 230.' If this is the upper end of a 

p. 320 possible range, what is the low end of this range (and why is it not 
mentioned)? (See also Comment No. 46 below.) By taking the 
highest possible temperature, the writer makes the worst possible 
case for hydrocarbon potential.
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----------------------------------------------------------
DOCUMENT TITLE: Site Characterization Plan 

---------------------------------------------------------
COMMENT NO.: 20; p. 1 of 1 1 CHAPTER NO.: I 

------------------- ------- ---------------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 4: The above temperature (see Comment No. 19) is from 
one drillhole, and may not be at all representative of the region.  

p. 320 This is particularly problematical for a region such as this, where 
proximity to a fault with hydrothermal solutions or to a volcanic 
feeder would give locally anomalously results.
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---------------------------------------------------------
DOCUMENT TITLE: Site Characterization Plan 

---------------------------------------------------------
COMMENT NO.: 21; p. 1 of 1 I CHAPTER NO.: 1 

-------------------- ------- ---------------- ----------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 5: The statement that no source rocks are known is both 

blatantly incorrect and contradicted by other sections of the SCP.  

p. 320 Mississippian clastic rocks are shown in the stratigraphic column 
for the Yucca Mountain region (p. 1-38), and Mississippian clastic 
rocks are described as source rocks (p. 1-316). Also, the possibility 
that carbonates might be source rocks is not even considered.
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DOCLI-E.\,F ._ -ie Characterization Plan 

----------------------------------------------------------
COMMENT NO.: 22 ; p. I of I I CHAPTER NO.: 1 

SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

----------------------------------------------------------
i.,. .... Paragraph 6: Although the general summary of the CAI data is not 

incorrect, it is not presented in a geologically meaningful con.:ext.  

p 320 Hence, some potentially important pieces of information are lost.  
Once again, the significance of thrusting in the region is not 
mentioned. In the context of thermal maturity, thrusting is 
important because different thrust sheets may have different 
thermal histories. This is true for two reasons: First,. the thrust 
sheets originated in different places, and possibly at different depths, 

-hich could mean very different thermal histories prior to 
Lhrusting. Second, thermal affects associated with thrust 
emplacement are the opposite for the footwall and the hanging wall 
(i.e. increased heat and pressure for the footwall, decreased heat and 

pressure for the hanging wall). In the case of an area with multiple 
thrust sheets, like the NTS, the thermal histories can be complex 
because a given sheet may have been the hanging wall for one 
thrust fault and the footwall for another. Data relating to thermal 
maturation, therefore, MUST be considered separately for each 
thrust sheet. When the existing CAI data are examined in this 
context, it appears that one thrust sheet in particular may have had 
a thermal history conducive to oil generation, while other sheets 
may have been right for gas generation.  
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COMMENT NO.: 23; p. 1 of I I CHAPTER NO.: 1 

-------------------------- ----------------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

---------------------------------------------------------
1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 7: The quantitative thermal analysis using Lopatin's 

time-temperature index is meaningless, because the values used for 

p. 320 - 323 time and temperature are general values for the region. Because of 

the complex deformation history of the area (see above), the 

thermal history of each thrust sheet must be considered separately.
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DOCUMENT TITLE: 5ite Characterization Plan 

COMMENT NO.: 24; p. I of I CHAPTER NO.: I 

SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 7: The temperature used is a maximum (see Comment 
No. 19 above), even for the thrust sheet in which the measurement 

p. 322 was made; the results using the minimum possible temperature fur 
this thrust sheet are not presented. (See also Comment No. 26 
below.)
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56Dtc--:NT TITLE: Site Characterization Plan 

COM1_MENT NO.: 25; p. 1 of I I CHAPTER NO.: 1 

--------------------------- ---------------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 7: There is no evaluation of the accuracy, or range or 

accuracy, of the method (i.e. Lopatin's time-temperature index), nor 

p. 320 - 323 is any other method considered.

REVIEWER: Dr. Patricia H. Cashman I 
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COMMENT NO.: 26; p. 1 of 1 1 CHAPTER NO.: 1 

SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2.2.1 Paragraph 8: Hidden in this summary paragraph, the writer drops a 
bombshlell which negates most of the preceding discussion -- "new" 

p. 322 information from both conodont alteration and from clay alteration 
in drillhole UE-25p#1 at Yucca Mountain indicate maximum 
temperatures af 175, rather than the 230 mentioned in the 
paragraph on paleogeothermal history (!). Even assuming the 
Lopatin's time-temperature index is correct, and that the other 
temperatures and times used in the calculation are correct, a 
quantitative thermal analysis using this maximum temperature 
gives a result at the maximum gas generation phase for the 
Paleozoic section under Yucca Mountain! The omission of these 
new data in the preceding discussion (p. 320, Comment No. 19) is so 
egregious it gives the appearance of deliberate deception.  

It
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 

DRWG. NO. I 

1.7.2 There is a final, major, philosophical problem with this whole 

section (i. e. 1.7.2): it is all based on literature review and on 

p. 313 - 323 theoretical calculations, with NO field data to test the conclusions.  

Although such field studies are apparently planned, some of the 

most obvious things should have been done, at least in 

reconnaissance, at the beginning of the study.
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COMMENT NO.: 28; p. 1 of 1 I CHAPTER NO.: 8 

SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

8.3.1.9.2 Table 8.3.1.9-3 contains some inaccuracies, and seriously 
underestimates the potential for oil and gas at Yucca Mountain.  

Table The "low" uncertainty rating is also inaccurate -- in part because it 
8.3.1.9.2 only considers the possibility of hydrocarbons in the tuff, which is.  

not the most probable reservoir rock. We suggest the following 
p. 25 - 26 changes to this table: (see Comment No.s 29 - 34)
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DOGC- U .[EN T TITLE: Site Characterization Plan 

----- ---------------------------------------------------
COMMENT NO.: 29; p. 1 of 1 I CHAPTER NO.: 8 

----------------------- - ----------------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 
- --------------------------------------- 7-----------------
8.3.1.9.2 Uncertainty and rationale High -- Although no oil or gas has been 

reported from drillholes in the tuff, only one drillhole (UE25p#1) 
p. 25 - 26 has gone through the tuff to the underlying Paleozoic section, and 

even this one only went 500m in the Paleozoic, never getting out of 
the Silurian section. Based on the regional geology, it seems highly 
probable that this Silurian section is in the upper plate of a thrust 
fault, with other Paleozoic section (including the Eleana Formation, 
see below) underneath.
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COMMENT NO.: 30; p. 1 of I I CHAPTER NO.: 8 

------------------------ - ---------------------------
SEC. NO I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

------------------ --------------------------------------
8.3.1.9.2 Uncertainty and rationale High -- Potential source rocks have been 

identified in the region: Mississippian Eleana Formation crops out 
p. 25 - 26 to the west of the site at Bare Mountain, and to the east at the CP 

Hills, Calico Hills, Mine Mountain and Eleana Range. The Eleana is 
also thought to exist below northern Yucca Mountain, based on 
geophysical data, and its presence below southern Yucca Mountain 
cannot be ruled out at this point.
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SEC. NO.  
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
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----------------------------- --- -------------- -------
8.3.1.9.2 Uncertainty and rationale High -- Conodont alteration indices 

(CAI) from UE25p#1 indicate that the Silurian carbonates are well 

p. 25 - 26 within the gas generating window (3). CAI from elsewhere in the 
region (Harris and others, 1980) are in the oil generating window (2) 
locally; preliminary indications are that these low values are 
characteristic of a single thrust sheet, and that this sheet may 
underlie Yucca Mountain.
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-------------------------- - -------------------------
SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

--------------------------- ------------------------------
8.3.1.9.2 Uncertainty and rationale High -- A thrust fault underlying the 

Silurian rocks in UE25p#1 could also have created a structural trap 
p. 25 - 26 which would prevent the migration of liquid hydrocarbons into the 

overlying section.
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

---------------- 77 ----------------------------------------
83.-1.9.2 Sensitivity of parameter or performance measure to hypothesis 

High -- Regional geology suggests possible resource potential. The 

p. 25 - 26 thermal history of the rocks within the drift perimeter boundary is 

poorly understood. The Silurian carbonates immediately 

underlying the tuffs in UE25p#1 are in the "gas generating 

window"; the thermal history may be significantly different for 

different thrust sheets.
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8.3.1.9.2 Need to reduce uncertainty -- High 

p. 25 - 26
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SEC. NO. I 
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8.3.1.9.2.1 Paragraph 5: Because of the fact that liquid hydrocarbons can 

migrate, a much larger area must be understood in order to 

p. 28 evaluate hydrocarbon resources in the 10 km diameter circle.
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COMMENT NO.: 36; p. 1 of 1 1 CHAPTER NO.: 8 

SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

8.3.1.9.2.1 Paragraph 7: Although this section states that drillholes will be one 
of the sources of information used to evaluate the potential for 

p. 29 hydrocarbon resources, it also states that no drillholes deep enough 
to intersect Paleozoic rocks are planned. As noted above, the little.  
bit of Paleozoic section drilled in UE25p#1 may be in the upper plate 
of a thrust fault, and hence may not be representative of the rest of 
the Paleozoic section under Yucca Mountain.  

E._
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COMMENT NO.: 37; p. 1 of I I CHAPTER NO.: 8 
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
DRWG. NO. I 

---------------------------------------------------------
8.3.1.9.2.1.4 The assessment of hydrocarbon potential will include "a review 

and assessment of drillholes emplaced for oil and gas exploration 
p. 37 within the geographic area of the site". What drillholes does this 

refer to? None of the existing USGS/DOE drillholes within the area 

of the site constitute hydrocarbon exploration holes. Will new 
holes be drilled? If so, where? How many? On what basis will the 
site(s) be chosen? How deep will they go?
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SEC. NO. I 
PAGE NO. I COMMENT 
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8.3.1.9.2.1.4 Paragraph 1: Analysis for the presence of organic matter in "certain 
Paleozoic rocks" is planned. Since the preferred hypothesis (from 

p. 37 Table 8.3.1.9-3) is that there are no known source rocks in outcrop or 
subsurface, what rock will be analyzed? How will the sam.nple 
locations be chosen? One unit specifically mentioned as an example 
of rock to be analyzed is the Paleozoic rock from drillhole UE25p#1; 
as noted many times above, this hole sampled only the Silurian 
carbonates, and these are not potential source rocks. Also (as noted 
above), these are from one thrust sheet, and in no way reflect the 
thermal history of other thrust sheets in the area.  

Choice of samples is extremely important; the 
analyses (organic content, thermal maturation, thermal history) are 
worthless if not applied to the most appropriate rocks. Location and 
structural position should be taken into account, including samples 
from all thrust sheets and from different positions along strike in 
each thrust sheet. The Mississippian Eleana Fm is the most likely 
source rock, so it should be sampled wherever it crops out.  

Who will do the work, and what are their 
qualifications? 
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8.3-1.9.2.1.4 Paragraph 4: The existence of Mesozoic thrust faults and folds in 

the Yucca Mountain area is well established, completely 

p. 38 independent of the reference cited. The oil-bearing potential of 

these structures is unknown.
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8.3.1.9.2.1.4 Methods and technical procedures: The methods and procedures 
are allegedly given in the table .... but every section of the table says 

p. 39 "to be determined".
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Comment No.: 2; page 1 of 1 CHAPTER NO. 1 
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1.4.1 Completeness of record (p160). Can Rogers prove that the record is com
pg 1-164 plete in Nevada for M=7 events since 1845? That sounds almost incredible 
Table 1-9 to me considering the sparse population. In contrast, Topozada considers it 
Table 1-10 likely that M7 events in California could have been missed even in the 

1880's (My recollection is that is his conclusion but I did not check the 
reference).  

If the record is complete the implications are remarkable - 1845 to 1931, 
no events over M 7 in Nevada (86 years) (should we count 1972 Owens 
Valley?) 1932-1954, 2 events with M>7, 5 with M>6.5. (22 years) This 
suggests that the seismicity is strongly episodic, and introduces an addi
tional complication into the seismic hazard analysis.  

Reviewer: John G. Anderson Organization: 
Center for Neotectonic Studies 
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1.4.1.1.2 Strike slip mechanisms - is it common for small shock mechanisms to 
pg 1-170 differ from the largest events? I know that some of the largest events in 

Nevada also have strike slip mechanisms. But also consider that if we 
were to study the San Andreas stress province from the Coalinga sequence, 
our conclusions might be wrong.  
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1.4.1.1.3 The report claims that Yucca Mountain is in a region of locally very low 
pg 1-170 strain energy release. The claim is not valid. This is a statistical sample 
Fig 1-53 over a much smaller area than for greater distances and thus subject to 
Fig 1-57 statistical uncertainty. The results are very sensistive to the size of the 

largest event in the annulus, and a single larger event in the nearest 10 km 
also would completely change the picture. The text leaves the impression that 
1.4.1.2.1 the seismic quiescence within 10 km is significant. This invalid conclu
pg 1-175 sion is repeated in the three sections noted.  

also 
1.8.1.4.2 
pg 1-335 
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1.4.1.5 The risk assessment is presented without discussion of the attenuation 

pg 1-189 to 1-196 model. Without this, the model is useless.  
Fig 1-67 

The identification of preferred hypotheses cannot be accepted until more 
regional study has been completed.  

Is the preferred method to assess seismic hazard the probabilistic method 
or Appendix A? 
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1.4.2.3 Induced seismicity does not include the possibility of seismicity caused by 
pg 1-198 to 1-199 the repository. It should, for it is possible that the repository will induce 

earthquakes.  
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Table 8.3.1.8 - lb Tentative parameter goal implies about one chance in 100 of volcanic 

pg 8.3.1.8-4 eruption that penetrates the repository during the lifetime of the repository.  
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Table 8.3.1.8 -lb Goal that <0.1% of repository area is disrupted by a volcanic event with a 
pg 8.3.1.8-5 probability of less than 0.1% in 10,000 years, when combined with the 

goal of 10.6 of a volcanic eruption that penetrates the repository, implies 
that only one out of 10 volcanic eruptions that penetrate the reposistory 
will disrupt over 0.1% of the repository area. This implies a great under
standing of the mechanism and pathway of volcanic intrusions, and tre
mendous engineering ingenuity to prepare barricades to volcanic effects. I 
think that these two goals are mutually inconsistent. I doubt that the 
necessary understanding can be obtained from field geologic studies. For a 
volcanic eruption in the basin & range, leading to a small basaltic cone, 
what is the ratio of volume of intrusive to extrusive volcanics? How thor
oughly does the eruption permeate the available subsurface weak zones? 
Are subsurface weak zones filled first, and only then the eruption becomes 
extrusive? 
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Table 8.3.1.8 -2a Goal that <0.1 probability in 1000 years that > 0.5% of the waste packages 
pg 8.3.1.8-6 will be ruptured by tectonic events. In 10,000 years, this corresponds to a 

probability of less than .65, ie it is not very restrictive. Thus these proba
bilities are essentially assuming that more likely than not, tectonic events 
will disrupt the cannisters.  
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Table 8.3.1.8 -2b I think the goal to restrict the probability of faulting disrupting the cannis
pg 8.3.1.8-7 ters is best achieved when the tunneling and cannister holes are being 

emplaced. So long as the big faults are avoided, it should be easy to 
re-route some drifts to be sure they don't go down fault zones, and to drill 
holes for the cannisters that are in intact rock. I don't see how minor faults 
can be identified during the SCP activities. An SCP activity should be to 
figure out how to get a reliable geologist in on dynamic revision of drift 
locations and cannister hole locations so that faults are avoided. Perhaps 
that is mentioned in a different part of the CDSCP.  
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Table 8.3.1.8 -2b These probabilities for ground motion values are so high that it is essen
pg 8.3.1.8-8 tially certain that they will be exceeded during the lifetime of the reposi

tory. If ground motion is important, then the levels should be set at smaller 
probability. If it is not important, the performance parameter should be 
eliminated.  
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Table 8.3.1.8 -2b Waste emplacement boreholes might also deform due to creep. This would 
pg 8.3.1.8-8 be the same as folding in an undisturbed environment, but in the disturbed 

waste repository creep can occur independent of folding.  
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Table 8.3.1.8 -4a 
& -4b 
pg 8.3.1.8-13 & 
-15

1�

COMMENT

On what basis do they conclude that an igneous intrusive event has to be 
within 500 meters of the site to affect the water table? Assuming a uniform 

spatial distribution of volcanic events, and the current estimate of the prob
ability of one within 500 m, the probability of one within 5 km could 
exceed the parameter goal. Can they show that an igneous intrusive event 
5 km away will not affect the water table?

_I 
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Table 8.3.1.8 -4b The slip rate of less than 0.01 mm/yr, implying an average slip of 1 
pg 8.3.1.8 m/10,000 yrs, does not assure that the tentative parameter goal will be met.  

16 & elsewhere If the slip were accomplished by creep, the performance parameter would 
be met. But if earthquakes occur less often than 10,000 years, with corre
sponding slip of greater than 1 m, the probability of the earthquake is about 
the probability of meeting the parameter goal. The tentative parameter 
goal might not be achieved.  
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pg 8.3.1.8 What do we know about the spatial extent of aftershocks from a fault? At 

-27 & -65 times, they are spread out some, but how much? This is crucial for the 

waste package integrity from faulting. If aftershocks from the Windy 
Wash or Paintbrush Canyon fault might occur on small faults in the reposi
tory, it will have an important impact on these estimates.  
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Activity What is the effect of ground water on the heat flow? Elsewhere in the SCP 

8.3.1.8.5.2.3 it is suggested that downward percolation reduces the heat flow, apparently 
pg 8.3.1.8 significantly.  
-127ff 
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Table 8.3.1.17 Confidence in current estimate and needed confidence: These are qualita
pg 8.3.1.17 -3 to tive, and not subject to rigorous verification. As such, it will be easy to 
-25 state later that the confidence is higher, and thus to demonstrate that the 

SCP has accomplished something. I see this column and the next one as 
political, not scientific.  
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See. 8.3.1.17 The SCP proposes a questionable approach to the determination of seismic ground 
pg 8.3.1.17 -36ff motions that the repository must resist.  

Table 8.3.1.17 -5 There are several different approaches to setting the seismic design criteria. I will discuss 
& -7 three in this review. The first approach is a deterministic approach which would require 

that the pre-closure facilities should withstand "characteristic earthquakes", ie the types of 
Sec 8.3. 1.17.3 earthquakes that most often occur on the nearest faults to the repository. The repeat time 
pg 8.3.1.17 -28 for these earthquakes might be much greater than 10,000 years in many cases. This 

approach is similar to what is used for nuclear power plants in the United States. This 
approach is recognized as an "alternative hypothesis" in Table 8.3.1.17-7 (pg.  
8.3.1.17-44). The second approach is what I will call the "SCP-deterministic approach".  
This is sometimes called a deterministic approach in the SCP, but it is different from the 
deterministic approach described above. This can be seen in the more detailed discussion 
on page -72, and Table 8.3.1.17-5. Here the proposal is to design to resist earthquakes 
which results from 10,000 years accumulation of slip on the active faults of the region.  
Since the repeat time for earthquakes on these faults is expected to be greater than 10,000 
years (eg. pg 8.3.1.17-36), the magnitude of the earthquake that would result from 10,000 
years accumulation of slip would be somewhat smaller than the characteristic earthquake.  
The third approach is a probabilistic approach, which would require that the pre-closure 
facilities withstand the level of ground motion that occurs with probability I0" from all 
events (pg 8.3.1.17-14).  

For Yucca Mountain, a deterministic approach to the seismic hazard estimation is likely to 
be more "conservative". By a conservative approach, I mean one that requires a greater 
level of strength in the design to resist earthquake motions. As a comment, it is not 
unreasonable to demand that the repository be designed to withstand seismic standards set 
by the deterministic approach, as this approach has been used for other critical facilities 
(nuclear power plants, dams in California).  

I am not sure that the authors of the SCP knew what criteria will be used. They seem to 
be entering the political arena of establishing what the standards are, since they are trying 
to sell the SCP-deterministic procedure (eg. pg 8.3.1.17-36), 1 don't accept the argument 
that the 10,000 year cumulative slip earthquake is better than "conventional methods" 
because the uncertainty is lower (pg 8.3.1.17-36).  
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Section 8.3.1.17 The meaning of "sympathetic faulting" is ambiguous. If they mean fault
ing on one fault triggered by ground motions from another earthquake, 

page 8.3.1.17 -32 then this might occur for earthquakes greater than 5 km away. In southern 

3rd PP California, my recollection (without checking a map) is that there has been 
such triggered slip at distances of 30 to 50 km. To my knowledge, there is 
no way to recognize sites of potential triggered slip in advance, no matter 
how well the fault is characterized. Nobody knows anything about the 
ground motions that result from triggered slip.  

The other alternative meaning for "sympathetic faulting" is that a complex 
of disconnected surface fault traces are formed as a result of a single earth
quake. If this is the case, then the size of the earthquake is likely to be 
larger than what one will estimate from the extent of single fault traces.  
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Section 8.3.1.17 The assumption is that the potential for 7 cm of fault displacement below 
the ground at the waste handling facilities can be determined from surface 

page 8.3.1.17 -32 exploration. On the contrary, 7 cm of slip can occur in a magnitude 5 
to -34 earthquake, and most of the time, when a M=5 earthquake is the main 

shock of a sequence, it is not accompanied by surface rupture. Thus I 
don't see how the proposed research is able to achieve the goal that has 
been established.  
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Section 8.3.1.17 1 object to characterizing the choice of the "10,000 year cumulative slip 
earthquake" as merely a more explicit way of defining the maximum earth

page 8.3.1.17 quake; rather it amounts to a redefinition. See my note for item 28 above.  
-36 
top 
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Investigation Identify relevant earthquake sources. The premise is that all relevant 
8.3.1.17.3.1.1. sources can be identified by geophysical techniques. I doubt that such is 

the case. It would be better to assess the largest magnitude earthquake that 
page 8.3.1.17 can occur in the region without surface expression, and then to assume that 
-69 such an earthquake can occur directly beneath the site. This latter 

approach would be consistent with the NRC approach to siting nuclear 
power plants in a "tectonic province".  
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Study Ground motion estimation. The approach to ground motion estimation is 
8.3.1.17.3.3. to use regressions that apply to California unless it can be proven that data 

from the Basin and Range contradict such regressions in a statistically sig
page 8.3.1.17 -76 nificant manner. Since there are only very few strong motion data points 

from the Great Basin, it is very unlikely that such a contradiction will 
occur. On the other hand, it is well known from study of weak motions 
that attenuation is less severe in the Great Basin than in California. Thus 
the proposed procedure has the appearance of being likely to underestimate 
the ground motion from more distant events. For nearby events, these 
differences in attenuation are not likely to dominate since geometrical 
spreading, rather than attenuation is a dominant influence. However, there 
is no certainty that ground motions from normal faulting earthquakes in the 
Great Basin are similar to those from faults with much larger slip rates in 
California.  

This study does not include any plans to install strong motion instrumenta
tion outside of the Yucca Mountain vicinity. If such an effort were made 
on a massive scale, there would be a reasonable chance of recording some 
strong shaking from a major Great Basin earthquake during the duration of 
the SCP project.  
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Study This study does not include any plan to evaluate ground motion from any 
8.3.1.17.3.3 potential detachment faults.  

page 8.3.1.17 
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Activity Identify controlling seismic events. The list of parameters leaves off stress 

8.3.1.17.3.5.1 drop.  
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